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I
I FOREWORD

The academic excellence of an educational institution is
measured by the achievements of its faculty in teaching, research,
and related scholarly endeavors. It is the policy of the Naval
Academy to provide and maintain an environment in which research
activities that contribute to the professional growth of the
faculty and outstanding midshipmen may flourish.

The research activities of the faculty range from very applied
cooperative studies with the Navy research and development communi-
ty to very fundamental investigations concerned with extending the
frontiers of knowledge. The broad scope of research described in
this annual report reflects the interests and expertise of theparticipating faculty and midshipmen, as well as the availability
of laboratory, library and computer facilities.

I This publication was compiled to acquaint the reader with
faculty and midshipmen research efforts being done behind the
classroom scene. Research results are published in manuscripts,
reports, and prestigious journals as well as presented at import-
ant professional meetings and conferences. In addition to their
teaching and research, the faculty contribute to their profession
through participation in professional societies and consulting
activities. This publication contains summaries of completed
and on-going faculty projects, midshipmen research course projects
including the Trident Scholar Program, and lists of presentations
and publications. The work reported on was conducted during the
period 1 July 1979 through 30 June 1980.

External support continues to increase significantly. This
is undoubtedly due to the additional opportunities provided by
new laboratories in the Engineering Studies Complex and the
initiative of the well-qualified civilian and military members of
the faculty. It is important to acknowledge the strong and
continuous support provided by the Chief of Naval Research, Chief
of Naval Development, Director of Navy Laboratories and the
numerous activities of the Naval Material Command, without which
such progress could not be possible.

Comments an suagests related to the research efforts will
he qratefully received and sincerely appreciated.

M DAVIDSON RICHARD D. MATHIEU3 Academic Dean Director of Research
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AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

I
Licutizant Ccmmaiidn Pauf B. Scfhi(ei, USN, Cha4' mavii

It is the objective of the Aerospace
I Engineering Department to continually

develop its educational process. This
report of the research performed in
this period is a very important part of
that development. The projects span
engineering and depart widely from the
stricture of well-trodden curricula.
Midshipmen are more heavily involved
than before. The researchers are
required not merely to fill the gaps in4 the body of knowledge, but also to
expand their grasp.

Measurement of the effectiveness of the
educational process is always difficult.
However, this year, at the Naval Academy-

hosted American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Mid-
Atlantic Regional Student Conference, six of twenty papers
accepted were authored by midshipmen. Further, Midshipman Botero
won first place and Midshipman Brastauskas, honorable mention.
These tangible indications of midshipmen academic acumen are very
good measures of the educational process here.

Not reported herein, but important to note, was the support
provided to Sir Frank Whittle in boundary layer control, to
Dr. Joseph Sladky in cryptosteady thrust augmentation, and to the
Office of Naval Research in flow field measurements in the lee of
inclined cones and cylinders.

Research was a large and continuing effort in the Aerospace1Engineering Department.

I
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SP(ASORED RESEARCH AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

XR-5 REFURBISHMENT AND TESTING

Researcher: Assistant Professor William J. Bagaria

Sponsor: Naval Sea Systems Command

The objectives of this project were 1) to complete the
refurbishment of the XR-5 testcraft; 2) to conduct sea trials;
3) to install and check out testcraft instrumentation; 4) to
develop and conduct a training/demonstration program for midship-
men enrolled in EX 437 (Principles of Surface Effect Vehicles);
and 5) to prepare plans for the XR-5 research program.

The Naval Academy completed the refurbishment of the craft
to its material condition during the craft's last operational
period. This included hull repairs, machinery installation,
electrical installation, sub-system checkout, safety equipment
installation, and communications equipment installation.

The David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Center provided and installed all recording instrumentation,
including reactive wind velocity/direction, engine RPM/thrust,
craft speed, and plenum and seal pressures.

A training program for midshipmen enrolled in EX 437,
Principles of Surface Effect Vehicles, was developed. ihis
program included a static on-cushion demonstration, runs on and
off cushion, maneuvering demonstrations, and midshipman-conduc-
ted experiments to determine optimum performance.

In cooperation with PMS-304 and DTNSRDC, plans were prepared
for the research program to be conducted in FY'80 and subsequent
years. The following possibilities are being considered:

(1) confirmation of existing drag and powering data;
(2) evaluation of scaling data with five degrees of

freedom models and two tank models;
(3) determination of drag characteristics as related

to fan flow rate and craft velocity;
(4) tests of new components proposed to improve

operational characteristics;
(5) development of stability and control data base

information in conjunction with DTNSRDC;
(6) determination of heave acceleration for various

sea-states as related to cushion pressure control
devices, seal heights and craft velocity; and

(7) determination of roll characteristics over a range
of velocities, headings and wave heights.

4



SP". rt) RESEARCH AEROSPACE ENGINEERING VPART'IfNT

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF INITIAL BUCKLING AND COLLAPSE OF
STIFFENED THIN CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

Researcher: Assistant Professor William J. Bagaria

Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command

IAlthough the thin cylindrical shell in compression has been
an extensively studied theoretical and experimental research
problem for over sixty years, it still cannot be concluded that
the initial buckling process is a purely elastic-deformation
phenomena. Relatively recent kinematically and constitutively
nonlinear analysis indicates that elasto-plastic material effects
can be significant, the degree being dependent on both the
magnitude of the effective radius-to-thickness ratio of the
structure and the material of which the shell is fabricated.4Unfortunately, in attempts to correlate experimental data with
the classical or linear-theory predictions, published results for
unstiffened shells omit any test data falling outside the linear-
elastic material range. For stiffened shells, the structure of
design interest, the experimental programs undertaken either
classify as unreliable, too restricted in scope, or valid but
devoid of sufficient information to use for correlation purposes
(for example, the stress-strain curve of the material).

The fabrication and structural test facilities of the Naval
Academy are being used to conduct an experimental program involv-
ing identical geometry ring- and stringer-stiffened shells
representing four different flight-structure materials (tvwo
aluminums, one titanium, and a stainless steel). The stiffened
cylinders consist of integral stringer-stiffened skins adhesively
bonded to the rings. A special manufacturing process has been
devised which uses the computer-controlled N/C mill to fabricate
the integrally stiffened skins. The 200,000 pound hydraulic
testinc machine is currently being modified to test the cylinders
and to automatically acquire and display the load vs. Qnd-short-
ening curves. The tests are scheduled to be conducted during
the spring and summer of 1980.



SPONSORED RESEARCH AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

POSTBUCKLING STIFFNESS OF ADVANCED COMPOSITE PLATES--PREDICTION
AND EXPERIMENT

Researcher: Assistant Professor William J. Bagaria

Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command

A common misconception concerning anisotropic advanced
composite materials (for example, boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy)
is that, unlike isotropic conventional metals, they are character-
ized by mostly linear stress-strain relationships to failure.
Recent theoretical study and computational analysis at Stanford
University has established that non-linear material behavior of
angle-plied boron/epoxy laminates significantly reduces the post-
buckling stiffness of edge-supported thin plates in axial
compression. The same phenomenon has been observed in tests
conducted at General Dynamics with edge-stiffened plates fabrica-
ted of angle-plied graphite/epoxy. Such plate structure and
compressive loading conditions are found in the skin surface of
aircraft (for example, F-14 stabilator with boron/epoxy and F-18
wings, fuselage, and empennage with a significant portion being
graphite/epoxy). This surprising behavior of advanced composites
cculd limit the freedom to arbitrarily tailor composite lay-ups
to the extent desired for cost-effective weight-savings and
maintain the conventional metals, such as aluminum, competitive
as gains in specific strength and stiffness are achieved.

To establish the validity of the theoretical work and
justify its use as an engineering tool, a series of experiments
has been designed to buckle and postbuckle eight different plate
lay-ups of angle-plied graphite/epoxy. The basic plates,
fabricated at Crumman Aerospace, have adhesively-bonded edge
stiffeners added to provide proper boundary conditions along the
unloaded edges; the loaded-edges are to be potted into specially
designed and fabricated fixtures. Axial compression loading is
to be provided by a hydraulic testing machine. Currently, a
computerized data-acquisition system is being developed for the
purpose of automatically recording and displaying the load
versus end-shortening data, the information from which the
postbuckling stiffness is derived. Tests are scheduled to take
place in the summer of 1980.
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SPONSOREV RESEARCH AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

I MEASUREMENT OF SUPERSONIC SKIN FRICTION

Researcher: Professor Bernard 11. Carson

Sponsor: Defense Nuclear Agency

This work is an extension of work begun in 1978. The pur-
pose of this research is to develop a method for the direct
measurement of skin friction on roughened specimens in supersonic
flow. The first phase consisted of developing an apparatus
compatible with the USNA 6" x 6" supersonic wind tunnel.
Considerable development was required in this phase, due to the
low level of forces measured in the presence of intense mechani-
cal vibration of the wind tunnel. During the forthcoming summer,
tests will be conducted on artificially-roughened surfaces of
known friction coefficients, as a means of moving the validity
of the present apparatus. Following this, it is intended to
determine the skin friction coefficients of ablated reentry
vehicle nose cone material.

NAVAL ACADEMY HEAT BALANCED ENGINE (NAHBE) PROJECT

Researchers: Professor Andrew A. Pouring, Associate Professor
Eugene L. Keating (Mechanical Engineering
Department), Associate Professor Dennis Hasson
(Mechanical Engineering Department), Commander
Charles Failla, USN (Mechanical Engineering
Department), and Captain John E. Allen, USMC
(Mechanical Engineering Department)

Sponsor: Office of Naval Research

The following tasks were undertaken this year in connection
with the continuing research on the Naval Academy Heat Balanced
Engine:

1. Parametric Variations, CFR Engine. Performance of a CFR
engine over a wide range of experimental conditions is reported
in detail for standard spark ignition operation and for heat
balanced configurations. Operating conditions were mapped for
primary combustion chamber and balancing chamber volumes giving
nearly constant balancing ratios for three selected compression
ratios; edge gap clearance was also varied. Three secondary
air modes were investigated during optimization of performance
giving more than a 30% increase in output over standard S.I.
operation, an improvement in ISFC of 10% at best economy,

!7



SPONSORED RESEARCH AEROSPACF ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

30' at best power with CO emission decreased to less than 0.1%
and UHC to less than 100 ppm.

A new method of engine performance analysis, the Run Quality
Index (RQI) is proposed to help evaluate the heat balanced engine
and compare it to other engines.

2. Heat Transfer. Heat transfer to and from the NAHBE piston
cap and its effect as a reqenerator were studied analytically.
The current report is an extension of the previous E&W Report
EW-11-77 dated September 1977. The effect of thermal radiation
on the transient temperature distribution within the NAHBE cap
is included by modifying the previous numerical model. The
results showed that little coolinr of the cap could be accom- |
plished by cooling the cylinder walls to increase the radiation

loss from the cap.

A study was made to show the effect of changing the convec-
tive heat transfer coefficients (h) during each part of the cycle.
As expected, the value of h during the expansion stroke clearly
dominated the temperature of the cap. An addition of a second
fin does not appear to present a cooling advantage.

Comparison of the mean temperature for caps of various
materials is also civen.

3. Materials Analysis. A materials selection analysis to deter-
mine suitable materials for the NAHBE pressure exchange cap was
performed. The analysis consisted of a metallographic and
scanning electron microscope fractographic investigation of cast
and extruded aluminum material caps from design testing programs
on an air cooled engine, and a materials selection study of
several metallic alloys and a ceramic coating. Cast aluminum or
non-heat treatable 5000 series aluminim and titanium alloys in
the form of plate were proposed for the cap material. Studies
of welding of the 5000 series aluminum and titanium materials to
cast aluminum, and fuel/material compatibility with blended fuels
were proposed.

4. Fuel-Air Heat Balanced Cycle Analysis. The quasi-equilibrium
thermodynamic mode-of-the Nav--al-Aca-de--my-Heat Balanced Engine
(NAHBE) has been modified to include the influence of fuel-air
chemistry on predicted indicated engine performance. Heat
addition to the Air Standard Heat Balanced Cycle was expressed
in terms of an appropriate fuel-air ratio and heating value for
a standard fuel. Indicated parameters including mean effective
pressure, peak pressure, specific fuel consumption and thermal
efficiency for compatible Otto and Heat Balanced cycles were
calculated and compared. Performance parameters for both cycles

8 I



SPONSOREV RESEARCH AEROSPACE ENGINUERING VEPARTN, ENT

were obtained at equal compression ratios, fuel-air ratios, fuel
type, and engine rpm. Results show that for overall stoichio-
metric heat addition the Heat Balanced cycle can produce greater
indicated engine power, higher indicated thermal efficiency and
lower indicated specific fuel consumption than the corresponinq
Otto Cycle. Further analysis indicated that the optimum heat
balancing conditions occur for constant volume heat addition
with rich mixture composition followed by constant pressure heat
addition with lean composition.

5. Testing of Two-Dimensional Transparent Engine. A one cylin-
der research engine incorporatinq a square cylinder and piston
with the NA}IBE modification is now fully operational. Optical
studies of the operating engine in a quasi-two-dimensional
environment have been conducted with a FASTEX high speed movie
camera at speeds over 1000 frames per second. Schlieren, and
color film have been taken and spectacular holographic interfero-
grams showing the combustion driven wave interaction between
chambers in the engine. The results are now being documented.

6. Combustion Kinetics. Dr. E. R. Buckle of Sheffield Univer-
sity has been examining the feasibility of extendina the kinetic
cluster theory developed under previous ONR support to combustion.
Work on the first increment is 80% complete and is now being
documented.

7. Two-Stioke NAHBE Application. Under a series of student
projects the feasibility of two stroke operation has been
examined on a sinqle cylinder engine. An engine is now operating
with encouraging results but inadequate test eguipment
(dynomometer), continually delays technical development.

8. Related Research. A proposal for testing and evaluation on
existing GM 2-71 diesel modified to NAHBE configuration has been
submitted to DOE. Standard diesel fuel and SRCII middlecut
distillate (coal dezived synfiel) will be evaluated.

CADCAM SYSTEM FOR SHIP HULL DESIGN AND TOWING TANK MODEL

PRODUCTION

Researcher: Professor David F. Rogers

Sponsor: U. S. Coast Guard

This project continued the development of a Computer Aided
Design/Interactive Graphics-Computer Aided Manufacturing System
for ship hull design and towing-tank model production.

9I
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ISE ARCH COURSE PROJECTS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING VEPARTMENT

PNEUMATIC END-PLATES

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Russell Averill

Adviser: Associate Professor Vadym V. Utgoff

This project involves the experimental determination of the
effectiveness of pneumatic end-plates on a wing. High pressure
air is ducted internally to the wing tips and is constrainud to
issue in a flat jet to establish a pneumatic end-plate. The
effect on the lift curve slope, CL , the drag polar, and the

max
pitching moment will be evaluated by wind tunnel tests.

JET WINGILETS

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Russell Averill

Adviser: Associate Professor Vadym V. Utqoff

The purpose of this project was to determine the efficacy
of jet winglets in improving the performance of a wing. A test
wing was built incorporating an internal duct leading to tip
planes desiqned so that air flowing in the wing would be emitted
in the form of a jet sheet. Lift and drag coefficients were
determined with the jet sheet acting as a winglet, and as a
wing extension, for various values of jet mass flow. The
results indicate that jet winglets and jet wing extension
increase the lift coefficient and reduce the drag coefficient.

A COMPUTERIZED STUDY OF WAVE CHARACTERISTICS IN A TIMF-

DEPENDENT COMPRESSIBLE FLOW

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Frederick W. Botero

Adviser: Professor Andrew A. Pouring

Non-dimensional wave characteristic plots are drawn hy
hand due to the complexities of a given time-dependent flow
problem. The graphical process requires numerous calculations
and tedious drawing for even a small number of points. }]umax
drafting error and limited mathematical capabilities produce
inaccuracies which accumulate, making long-term analysis extremely

12



RESEARCH COURSE PROJECTS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

difficult. This research project selects simple, common flow-
situations and develops a computer analysis to produce accurate
qraphical and digital data for long term (terminal) analysis.
The computer's accuracy and speed enable studies to he made of
wave behavior for several flow situations. System qualities of
terminal oscillatory or damped behavior are sought. Several
interestinq circumstances are observed and system qualities of
velocity, pressure, and period are examined for each particular
situation. Practical application of the closed tube non-steady
flow machine can be made to a pulse jet engine. Modeling of
the pulse jet is performed, and results show that the computer-
ized method produces surprisingly accurate data. The computer-
ized method proves to be a useful tool capable of realistic
modeling and increased future development.

A TIME-DEPENDENT FiLM ANALYSIS OF THE NAHBE COMBUSTION PROCESS
UTILIZING SCHLIERFN TECHNIQUES

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C James P. Brastauskas

Adviser: Professor Andrew A. Pouring

Limited fuel resources have brought about an increased
demand for fuel efficient engines. In an effort to meet this
demand, research is being conducted by the United States Naval
Academy' on internal combustion engines. As a student at the
Academy, Midshipman Brastauskas' research efforts have been
focused on the Naval Academy Heat Balanced Engine (NAITBE) , a
desirn currently being investioated. The NAIBF is a new type of
engine that obtains improved performance and efficiency when
compareC to present reciprocatinq engines. This improvement is
obtained by the introduction of a new piston neometry, which
effectively utilizes the steady and non-stead, qasdynamic
interactions that occur during the combustion process. The
research specifically deals with a high-speed film analysis,
which was first conducted on piston models in a shock tube,
and further extended to a glass internal combustion enqine. This
film analysis was conducted to obtain a better understandina of
the combustion process, and to provide evidence which was used
to confirm theoretical calculations. These films were further
utilized by applyinn them to practical desiqn problems in an
effort to optimize the piston geometry and obtain the optimum
utilization of the qasdynamic interactions involved.

13
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RESEARCH COURSE PROJECTS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

DETERMINATION OF DRAG CHARACTERISTIC TRENDS FOR GENERAL AVIATION
AIRCRAFT

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Jon Buttram

Adviser: Professor Bernard H. Carson

This is a "paper" study whicn will result in a compilation
of drag characteristics and other performance parameters of
approximately 100 light aircraft. No support except computer
usage is required.

MOTION SENSOR DESIGN FOR XR-5A

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Ronald P. Colvin

Adviser: Assistant Professor William J. Bagaria

The purposeof this project were to review current methods
for the measurement of roll, pitch, and yaw motions of movinQ
vehicles; to select or design a system for the XR-5A that will
measure roll, pitch and yaw rates and also measure pitch, roll
and sideslip angles during steady and unsteady maneuvers; and to
install and test system on XR-SA. This was a twc-semester
project.

FLIGHT TEST OF HOMEBUILT AIRPLANE

Researchers: Midshipmen 1/C Richard Donofrio and Peter S. Jerome

Adviser: Associate Professor Vadym V. Utgoff

This project involves determininq the performance and
flying qualities of a homebuilt airplane by flight test.

14
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RESEARCH COURSE PROJECTS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

I IMPROVED BULLET CONFIGURATIONS

i Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Eric Heidhausen

Adviser: Professor Andrew A. Pouring

A thin plate was adapted to the wad of a shotgun shell as
a means of increasing the velocity of the slug fired from the
round. All other parameters were held constant. The thin
plate, placed on the aft end of the plastic wad, was separated
by a small distance from the actual wad. The diameter of the
plate was somewhat less than the wad and an initial sizing was
purely arbitrary. Subsequent alterations were made to improve
the effectiveness of the plate. Pressure-time curves were
plotted for the various types of rounds used. Velocity computa-
tions were made and compared to a control round(s) without a
plate. The experiment suggests that a secondary pressure
chamber could be designed which more accurately and efficiently
controlled the pressure vs. time trace within the barrel. By
controlling the peak pressure and the normally rapid decline in
pressure as the bullet travels the barrel's length, the bullet's
exit velocity, and kinetic energy could be increased.

JET PUMP-THRUSTER

Researcher: Midshipman I/C Hugh Henry

Adviser: Professor Maido Saarlas

The purpose of this project was to design and construct
a small 5-pound thrust water-jet thruster operating at 8000 RPM.

CONSTRUCTION OF BENSEN GYROCOPTER

Researcher: Midshipmen 1/C Thomas J. Goebel and R. A. Pickering

Adviser: Associate Professor Vadym V. Utgoff

A Bensen Gyrocopter has been donated to the U. S. Naval
Academy and a second one is being purchased. The plan of this
project was to assist in its construction, in order to getj practical experience in airframe construction.

1 15I i



RISEARCH COURSE PROJECTS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING VEPART'.iENT

FREE-WING, FREE-TRIMMER WIND TUNNEL TEST

Researchers: Midshipmen 1/C Robert V. Huffman, Edward B. Martin,

and Joseph Giaquinto

Adviser: Professor Doral R. Sandlin

The Free-Wing, Free-Trimmer Aircraft is a NASA-conceived
confiquration to alleviate gust loads on aircraft with low wing
loadinq. The objective of this study is to determine the longi-
tudinal modes of motion of a model with a freely-rotating wing
and attached freely-rotating trimmer in a wind tunnel and compare
with the modes predicted by the equations of motion of this
system.

In addition, the flowfield in the vicinity of the trimmer
was investigated using a laser doppler velocimeter. A wind
tunnel model was fabricated, assembled and tested. The data have
been collected and are being analyzed.

GRAPHIC DISPLAY OF SIMULATED FLIGHT PATHS

Researcher: Midshipman 2/C Brent W. Jett, Jr.

Adviser: Professor David F. Rogers

Using the Tektronics 4051 and the GAT-IV5 Flight Simulator,
the researcher proposed the development of a series of computer
programs to acouire flight data and to graphically display the
flight path of runway-vicinity simulated flight. Once developed,
this system will be used to test new procedures for emergency
flight situations such as loss of power on takeoff.

RAGALLO HANG GLIDER WITH VARIABLE SWEEP

Researcher: Midshipmen 1/C David L. Kennedy and Carlos Miller

Adviser: Associate Professor Vadym V. Utgoff

The purpose of this project was to determine the effect of
variable sweep on the performance of a typical Ragallo-wing.
A small scale wind tunnel model of a Ragallo-winq incorporating
a mechanism for varying the sweep was constructed and tested.

16



RESEARCH COURSE PROJECTS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING VEPARTMENT

Results indicate that an optimum sweep angle exists, but that
allowances must be made for stability and control. A small sweep
angle delivers the best performances, that is, the best lift-
to-drag ratio and the smallest sink rate. A larger sweep angle
gives a more controllable, stabler ride.

APPLICATION OF THE NAVAL ACADEMY HEAT BALANCED ENGINE CONCEPT
TO A TWO-STROKE ENGINE

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Richard C. Locke

Adviser: Professor Andrew A. Pouring

This project is the research work related to the Naval
Academy Heat Balanced Engine (NAHBE) . The NAHBE was developed
by Naval Academy scientists and is a new type of engine based on
a unique configuration which gives it superior efficiency and
performance over a conventional engine. This particular project
involves the operation and testing of a two-stroke motorcycle
engine in the NAHBE configuraion. Objectives for this work are
to collect performance data from a conventional two-stroke engine
to act as baseline data; convert the engine to the NAHBE concept;
and collect performance figures for this engine and compare the
results to baseline data. Work will also involve the adapting
of a fuel-injector system to the NAHBE and the use of fuels other
than gasoline, specifically JP-5, a military jet fuel. The
culmination of this research is to determine the feasibility of
converting existing portable firepumps in the Navy to the NAHBE
concept. Results at this point include the collection of base-
line data, NAHBE performance data and a successful operation of
the NAHBE engine on JP-5.

V/STOL SUCKDOWN ALLEVIATION

Researchers: Midshipmen 1/C S. D. Martin and Kenneth Neubauer

Adviser: Professor Maido Saarlas

The purpose of this project is to design and build a V/STOL
aircraft model, not to scale; to establish pressure distribution
on the bottom side of the fuselage and wing to approximately
determine the loss of lift (suckdown) during in-ground effect;
and to determine if suckdown effect can be partially or fully
alleviated by directing the jet thrust along the bottom of the5 wing surface.
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FLIGHT EVALUATION OF THE TERMINAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM (TGS)

Researchers: Midshipmen 1/C Gregory A. Miller and Jonathan W.

Hults

Adviser: Professor Doral R. Sandlin

The TGS is an avionics system used to guide the aircraft
along a curved descending flight path to a landing. This system
was installed in a General Aviation single engine aircraft and
flight evaluated. The objectives of the program were to evaluate
the capabilities of the system and determine the effect of pilot
experience on system operation. Numerous approaches have been
flown using many different glide slopes, turn radius, and angles
turned through. Several pilots with different amounts of flying
time flew the approaches. One of the results of the program
was the development of a new concept for presenting flight data
and accomplishing curved approaches.

LIST FAN PARAMETER STUDY ON XR-5A

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Robert Oxborrow

Adviser: Assistant Professor William J. Bagaria

The purposes of this project are to measure the cushion air
mass flow rate and pressure requirements of the XR-5A; to
determine the flow rate parameters of the current XR-5A lift
fans; to conduct a survey of available fans that would he
compatible with the XR-%A hut require less horsepower. If
su i taDle fans arc not availal)le commercially, deskin and buil a
suitable prototy,,pe fan. This is a two-semester preject.

18
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RESEARCH COURSE PROJ[CTS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DIPART.IENT

NAHBE MULTI-FUELS TEST ETHANOL AND METHANOL

g Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Charles Proston

Adviser: Professor Andrew A. Pouring

Objectives of this project were to run a fuel test on the NAHBE-
CFR using 200 proof Ethanol and 190 proof Methanol; to find the
best operating conditions for both fuels; to make a theoretical
comparison with each fuel; to make an actual comparison with
Octane; and to make any recommendations for further testing.

It was found that Ethanol on an A/F to A/F basis had lower
CO and UB11C while peak IHP was slightly higher than octane.

ISFC was nearly twice as high as that for octane on an A/F to
A/F basis. EGT was marginally down as was I'E and RgI. How-
ever, B.MEP was up.

Methanol was about the same as octane for IHP but had a
much smaller range. %CO was lower than gas but higher than that
for Ethanol. For UBIIC Methanol was higher than that for Ethanol,
but since Methanol did not have the operating range of gasoline,
no comparison could be made on air fuel basis. However, UBHC
is higher than that for gasoline for the entire operating range.
EGT was much lower than that for gasoline for the entire operating
range. EGT was much lower than that for both Ethanol and Octane.
ITE was down by 10 to 11.8% as was RQI. BMEP was higher than
that for Octane but was lower than that for Ethanol.

AN EXAMINATION OF THE FANNO PROCESS IN PRESSURE-SPECIFIC
VOLUME COORDINATES

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C David M. Schlagel

Adviser: Professor Andrew A. Pouring

This paper presents the plot of a steady Fanno process in
p-v coordinates. The basic equations of motion for a Fanno flow
are first manipulated so as to allow application of a computer-
prepared numerical evaluation technique. Using this computer
method, a graphical display of the Fanno process is generated.
L xperimental data obtained from a subsonic Fanno flow was then
cornpar(,6 with the numerically determined results. A final
consideration is presented concerning the possible development
of a pro]ltropic-like process describin the pressure-specific
volume behavior of the Fanno proces.
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LIL ICATIONS A[ ROSPAC[ INGIN[EIRING VUPART,.INT

POURING, Andrew A., Professor, Charles C. FAILLA, LCDR, USN
(Mechanical Enoiineerinq Department) , Bruce H. RANKIN, Profes-
sor (Naval Systems Enoineering Department) , and Eugene L.
KEATING, Associate Professor (Mechanical Enuineering Department)
"Parametric Variations of a Heat Balanced Engine," E&I Report12-79, Sep~tember 1979.

Performance of a CIR engine over a wide range of experi-
mental conditions is reported in detail for standard sTark
-inition operation and for heat balanced configurations.

O:erat i nq conditions were mapped for primary combust i on-chamber
and balancin(T-chamber volumes giving nearly constant balancing
ratios for three sclected compression ratios; edne gap clearance
was also varied. Three secondary air modes were investioiated
durino optimization of i)erformance, giving more than a 30'
increase in output over standard S.1. operation, an improvement
in ISFC of 10,. at best economy, 30% at best power with CO-
emission decreased to less than 0.1' and UHC to less than
100 ppm.

f A now method of engine performance analysis, the Run Quality
Index (RQI) is proposed to help evaluate the heat balanced
engine and compare it to other engines.

POURI 17G, Andrew A., Professor Eugene L. KEATING, Associate
Professor (Mechanical Engineering Department), "Quasi-Equilib-
rium Fuel-Air Heat Balanced Cycle Analysis," E&W Report 14-79,
N ovember 1979.

The quasi-equilibrium thermodynamic model of the Naval
Academy Heat Balanced Engine (NAHBE) has been modified to
include the influence of fuel-air chemistry on predicted indica-
ted engine performance. Heat addition to the Air Standard Heat
Balanced Cycle was expressed in terms of an appropriate fuel-air
ratio and heating value for a standard fuel. Indicated parameters
including mean effective pressure, peak pressure, specific fuel
consumption and thermal efficiency for compatible Otto and Heat
Balanced cycles were calculated and compared. Performance
parameters for both cycles were obtained at equal compression
ratios, fuel-air ratios, fuel type, and engine rpm. Results
show that for overall stoichiometric heat addition, the fleat
Balanced cycle can produce greater indicated engine power, hioher
indicated thermal efficiency and lower indicated specific fuel
consumption than the corresponding Otto cycle. Further analysis
indicates that the optimum heat balancino conditions occur for
constant volume heat addition with rich mixture composition
followed by constant pressure heat addition with lean composition.
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ROGERS, Dav i d F., Pro fessor, " Interact ive Graph ics and the
Uniform Beam in Enqiinoering Education," Second Conference on
Computini in Civil Fnqlineerinol, Baltimore, Maryland, 10-13
Junie 1980.

RO(IE;RS, David TI., Professor, "A Sa.mole CADCAM System ~for thc-
Desiqn and Constructio)n of Towinq Tank Models," 17th Annual
!eetinoT of the 'uNierica1 Society, Hartford, Connecticut,
27-30 April 19n0.



ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
I
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tI
Research activities of the Department

f continue to span a wide range of areas,
with particular emphasis on digital
signal processing. The on-line acoustic
signal prccessor desiqned for the Naval
Ship Research and Development Center has
been completed and tested and follow-on
work continues. Student and faculty
projects, such as computer control for
a video tape player, and a microprocessor-
controlled robot are doing well.

A new development this year is a coopera-
tive venture with the Naval Surface
Weapons Center, White Oak, to bring real
world engineering problems to the mid--

shinmen. Naval Academy faculty members and NSWC engineers havefbeen identifying small parts of systems under development, for
which the design can be undertaken by midshipmen in the EE423,
Design Lab Course, or in the FE49X, Research Studies Courses.
This approach gives the student the opportunity to apply his
recent course work to a part of an on-goin development. It is
hoped that some of the First Classmen wrho do work on these pro-
Sects will be assigned TDY to NSWC while awaitinq entry to their
specialt'/ schools.

fltsearch in the Denartrient of Electrical Enqineerinc serves throe
tiur!,ose it su.-roorts continuina development of the faculty; it
i re idesth( important element of applied engineerinq for mid-

fhi; mon o )articipate in p)rojects: and it contributes now
I r: ,I r> (ito the (i scir)lines. The second of these purp osef Is

most i r ortant at the Naval Academy. Research must )rovide *
isis for a strong undergraduate p oaram, one in which fac-ulty
emrIs arc committed to maintainino cvnam ic and chal(tri nl
,rojects for midshipmen who specialize in electrical elin

firtic i)atin midshiprmen have the opportunity to enoace in
lrt'tructur,( scientific efforts of a wide varletx . Thus, th,,v
r,, ,,x 00, to some of the techniques appl]ied to the sanlution -
r rct icil cr nineerinqg problems.
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DFS IGN OF MU LI'I CHANNI MATCH IED NOTCH - [l:

Resecarchers: Midshipman 1/C David Flores, ind LPrfe-:ier V Fr-l
J. berha~rdt

Spon.,;or : Nava I Surfaice Wela;Ons ('Ont er, Wh it(- (oak

Ihe (OIiIct ive i's tco des iqlTl -Ind ConSt ruCt the oc itr
w it 1 t he fo n LIow-i no chla rac rt (,i t i cs -')0 dB R -r iner ( - t f ntiat i on

iithe notc eliat (200 11L; no mpier, thain -5dB at I 00 I/ (it Itc.r sid
the center fr;ec'fla-t-, hand outs-j(C i o1w LB i: on.

AWLid it io 11y , the phasec characteri !t ics of IIl thlre,4 I I t r'
:ist bl 'similar. So''ra t,-iw o)f filters, wete xa indan

s~eod-odernot-ch t, ii L r'as selected.The -imlinu t
',:re(e-;iqn(2 a1nd cmlnst riicted ['Mi dsn ipuan I-'I r(s-; aInd do I jie

t N S 1.,( en1 2 1.1xi 19 Ino,-

L11-SrL:D DATA AUVI I )UST 11 (J ANID [LAR-DA RE Sl rI I, P HOCES SC) F (
T: T190 '101 MICROCOMLtTPEP

i~soachor : Es ion John Ford, USN , and Ass-oc iate, Prrn"oessn
Antal A. Sarkady

Si ons or Dayvid W . Taylo-r Naval Shi~p Research an. Development
Cen ter

Theic re-searchers designed and builit a hiardware si cta 1ltre-
sor hoard for the TM990/101 microcomputer. The instrunonc

e,(rforms hichl--speel psI se-heiqh1-t. analysis and pericodic averagi nq.
The pui se-height analysis mode is used to compute probabi lit-.'
deons ity funct ions of acoust ical value 1 aaesIga1sin sub-
marines while the periodic averaoTing mode, is used to extract
rotptitive signals 'buried' in noise and] useful in ship Surveil-
lance .

The, instrumenit wlas designed and lab tested during the period
July - December 1179. The applications of this instrument in
s-ubmarine signals a-re currently being investioated.
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.'MPt'Tt.:PF-AI DFD ;XTRA INSTRI('"'Io)N IN 11IE:CTPICAI, L N; l , :1:kI

',,I rh r Ma1 ior Michael W. llaqee, USMC, Professor Fra ncis J.
Ibherhardt, Major Marvin H. Floom, USMC, Assoeiato
Prof, ;or Wesley K. Kay, Lieutenant Command,r
l'et ,r S. Pi erpont, USN, Lieutenant Commander
David C. Steore, IIS., Assi stant Professor Tian 2.
Lim, and i,ieutenant Commander John C. (larske, TPS.

Sponsor: Academic Dean - Instructional Development Program

The subject pro uct implemented a computer-augmented video
extra-instruction 1 ackaoie in the Electrical Engineerinc, Depart-
ment at the United States Naval Academy. The extra-instruction
package consists of a series of fiftren different and independent
modules involvinq computer graphics display and integrated

i computer-controlled television to help non-electrical ennineer-
inq as well as non-enginecring students assimilate the essentials
of the elctrical enqineering core courses. Each module is keyed
to one of the recurrent stumbling blocks by the majority of the
non-technical students each year. The subject areas covered
are: voltage division, current division, network reduction,
phasor manipulation (three levels), Thevenin/Norton Theorems,
superposition, current and voltage sources, RC transients
(5 levels), and RL transients. Each of the listed modules
contain a quick recap of theory and basic sample problems,
followed by exerciscs to build the students' experience and
confidence.

A DIRECT MEMORY-ACCESS INTERFACE UNIT

Researchers: Midshipman 1/C Charles Kanewske and Associate
Professor Antal A. Sarkady

Sponsor: Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak

A direct memory-access (DMA) controller was designed and
built for the TI TM990/101M microcomputer. The controller
provides a high speed (500KHz) analog data-acquisition and dis-
play for the SP-16 microcomputer based signal processor.

The project was completed on 14 May 1980 and is currently
being used in signal processing research.
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PROGRAMMABI,1 AMPI01FIER SYSTEM FOR A TAPE RECORDER

Res.earchers: Midshipman 1/C Jeffrey S. Kunkel and Associate
Professor Antal A. Sarkady

Sponsor: Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak

A twro]rammable gain amplifier was designed and constructed
to he used in sonar siqnal-processinq and recording applications.
The amplifier compresses strono signals and expands weak echoes
to reduce tape recorder noise.

The project was completed on 12 May 1980 and was delivered
to NSI1( Onr 26 May 1980.

RADIATION FESTING OF RECENT VINTAGE MICROPROCESSORS

Researcher: Associate Professor Richard L. Martin

Sponsor: Navai Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.

A novel radiation experiment was performed using a total of
39 recent-vintage 8080A microprocessors from five different
manufacturers. The purposes of the experiment were to determine
whether processing changes had influenced the radiation hardness
of the devices and to determine whether total dose failure levels
were dependent on dose rates.

Functional self-tests were performed both before and after
the irradiations. During the irradiations, the microprocessors
were operating a simple program, exercising all of the working
registers in the device. Degree of failure and apparent recov-
ery due to room-temperatures annealing were noted.

No apparent change was found in the failure levels of the
devices from any manufacturer. Due to the varied range of total
dose-failure levels, no dose-rate dependency was discernible.
No area of the microprocessors exhibited particular sensitivity
to the radiation, implying that improvement to radiation hard-
ness would be accomplished by introduction of processing steps
applied to the entire device.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF A FREOUENCY-MODULATED UNDERWATER
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Researchers: Lieutenant Commanders Peter S. Pierpont, 11SN and

David C. Steere, 1ISN

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The project is a continuation of two related Master of
Science theses by the authors. Investigation into the choice of
carrier frequency and modulation mode has dictated the use of
40KHz frequency-modulated ultrasonic transmission. Utilization
of modern micropower phase locked-loop technology for modulation
and demodulation is anticipated. Two working prototype acoustic
transceivers are to be designed and constructed. Preliminary
testing is also to be accomplished. Concepts and prototypes
developed will ultimately lend to a reliable, self-contained
und-rwater communications system for free swimming divers.

MISSILE DATA-ACQUISITION SYSTEM USING 24K of CMOS 12-BIT RAM

Researchers: Associate Professors Antal A. Sarkady and
Herbert M. Neustadt

Sponsor: Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak

A high speed internal data-acquisition and CMOS RAM data-
storage system was designed to measure and record the dynamic
behavior of missiles and torpedos during the air-water interface.
The system is internal to the missile and, on recovery, the
stored data is preprocessed by a microcomputer-based ground
support system. The design of this system was completed durinq
the period January 1980 - May 1980 and it will be constructed
and tested during this summer.

I
I
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UNIVFRSAL MOTOR CONTROL IGNORES LINE RESISTANCE

Researcher: Professor Stephen I. Burns

The purpose of this motor control circuit is to keep the
motor volta(le independent of a varying resistance in the ac line
while allowino, nevertheless, the ac source voltage to exercise
control over the motor's speed.

The rectifier and power stage of this electronic control
disconnect the load from the line near the zero crossings of
the sinewave on the line, and Thevenin's theorem suggests that
one can then deduce the (open circuit) ac source voltage. This
deduction is made by timing the intervals during which the
absolute value of the line voltage Vosin,,t is between zero and
some reference voltaqe Vr. The duration of these intervals

U,(juals 2Vy/.Vr/ .

A control voltage is developed across a capacitor, which is
charcne d b,' a constant current source. The capacitor is dis-
(iar(t ,d I'-' a bleeder circuit and also by a second current-source
that i; (ated on durinq the intervals measured above. The
avera,: value of the control voltage depends only upon the (open
c'ircui t) ac source voltage.

The average value of the motor voltaqe is set by a differen-
tial aimi lifier and a power transistor to be a constant multiple
o)f th(, co:trol voltag,. 'he power transistor operates efficiently
in a switchinai mode at twice the line frequency.

Thre, re l i zations of these ideas were tested and found to
worIk:. The first consisted primarily of discrete transistors.
In fhe second, an IC operational emplif ier replaced several
(Iisr-rt e devic,,s, for better performance at a lower cost. In the
fhird, a d iffferent IC vieIded a wider dynamic ranqe.

I IIr'TPm.IA(;d:':' ASPI.CT' (I WIIlAMS' DYNAMIC THEORY

A: s()cite, Professor Dan '. Poss

A *,w h, orY y uni f ino thc rmodvnamics, mechanics, qgravitation,
,ard , ect rr)maq(ne-ti s has be(n prop;osed by Li eutenant Commander
I. 1. Wil li ms;, IPSN, ih four papers comp leted in 1976-1979 at

i. .i I I': t 1rdua t e Scho I , 11. S. Naval Academy and Los Al amos
frrt if Io ( Labrator y. The theory is stated in a five-dimensional

t r:;1 ,)r forI from which the classical thories can be derived.
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illiams' theory makes predictions not possible in previous
theories, most notably a limit on the rate of conversion of
matter into energy.

The objective of the present research project is to consider

the electromagnetic aspects of Williams' theory and to find
situations where different results are predicted, as compared to
:,evious theory (Eistein) and where these differences could be
me s U red .

Work to date has been limited to part-time study of Wl I ams'
p~ip ,ers and to preliminary di scussions with him on speci fi c cases
to b, analyzed mathematically and/or by computer simulation
during academic year 1980-1981--for example, a planar FKI transient
ve iV( in(inq on a planar sheet of charge.
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i RESEARCH COURSE PROJECTS ELECTRICAL ENINEIRN; DLPARTMENT

A KIM-I TO USNA/DTSS COMMUNICATION LINK

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Isaac R. Clark, Jr.

i Adviser: Professor Ralph P. Santoro

Efforts have begun on the hardware and software design of a
system that will allow data interchange between the USNA time-
share computer and a KIM-i microcomputer located in the
Electrical Enqineering Department laboratories. This link
(ireatly extends the power of the KIM-i microcomputer and enhances
its laboratory value. The project is about 95% complete in
hardwre <and 7%7 complete in software.

J A Fe-S1-TTPII IP'(' OF DATA PLAYBACE

P4, a ,<,( rcher : '.li sh ipman 11C La%.!rence M. Inqeneri

j ?,{(';i:-13r : frofessoic Ralph P. Santoro

hi o rect was a software refinement task. An existina
cw.trr)l :,r()ram -eritten for the KIM-i microcomnuter would not

.-t, i j(!1- (2,iru(ih to carry out the auto-swi tchinq of pro-
I,,,< rrf 2 oc, floe ~ra! i c data in real t im(,; the existineT software

7(.7 e<-c ,,orio(l which was 127 . sec lonqer than real
S1-.. 1 {-t I',I ;i ,(Tments of macli ine-lanouaqc code were,

.v'I , I -hi'.(I.1  5 03 sc 1e('riod, well lelow the 640 sec
-. *] t iou. v. , . '!. a t trit Ir(- c C(7urlcy of several routines was

r i r .c ,

• '" q < T " I ' -. 
q:
.. < ' [7 I 1 'i t I ; ,; "'', C rI ] ( I tI J ]

Ii t'2i c q;' " 1 ''' 1 CT I.I I I T I P j

II

1r 1<11 it Or P 'l c ;al, fi i(,Tl of t11 (l (.o 1 ()1 nt
-"". ,'m e ' / r I rr:l fe ;fctrtu O)r Ilills< i!i anh'l ; , O]]e'''s (lC. [licii IS

ir ati I it'. %..'it hi th 1 ',I-1 micreomi!utor tale format. Data
f rar. ertalti I it,' . ,ftw ,cn t~h(, I1 anl ( t11, 8080 (],vo'o'ojl',P1('t s,1,s-
tfm Is I htr('fer(,  .;red
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1,IN, T ian S. , Assistant Plrofessor, c-out hnr, "M!icrco)mpute'r-
A ided Des ion of Dochic -To rmi noted Butterworth F i 1 ters,

roedqsof 13th Annuali As lamar Con forence on Ci rcui1ts,9System-s,_ a nd Compu ters (Novmbe 19) 2 T98--301 -_

f n th is pa per doub 1 e - t o rmi na ted 1 a dder ne two,)rk , co ns, ] st n',
o. a caScadle of 1, Lwo-ports with a loaO res istor and a sourr,
resistor, are invest 1(10ted. The chain-parameters techn i oue is
used. This method is based upon a useful proporty of an I'C e-
work and the chain parameters. TPhi s proper ty re 0 tes the ev rT.

, part of a u t t erwor th, p oir nom ialI to A (s) and D ( s ) of techa r
a raoeors and! the odd piar t to 13(s5) and C Is) . Th oe enI t i r e

s,2nthesis process is accompi ished us ing a simple airqori t Wi and
olcrocomputer tha,-t ,as some form of extendled-BASIC. B 3'l r!
thle equa t ions; dtr i %- d in t- hi is paper , a m icrocompu ter iirorr, ram a.-i:'
leo n wrl-ittenj w.h j eb is so autolmated that all thle uiser has to (",r
is to i nput the number N, the order of the des ired Butterwo)rl

f ilter . The computer printout shows the But terworth p01 vno al
ael as the, value of filter elemients.

W7M, Tian S., Assistant Professor, co-author, "MIicrocomputcr-
Ai dedj Des ign of Optimal Filters,' FFCrutsadS'tm
M-aga-,i ne, 2 (March 198R0) , 14 -18 .

Due to our increasing dependence on i steerated circuit
te(-chno oTic) I , ot i maI syn t heos i s o f f ilIte rs ha s berc ome mre an-1d
more important .The size of the chip i s Ci rct I v propiortional
to) t hie amount of res istance and canoe v tance conta ined wi tin.
Thus, bo, ini~mi in these values, one can iimsothe cost cif

a chi ch ip. T! is miethod , honwever, (100S net icesri ' reduce
the, overall cost of rricuc t in . The ma n-houirs inrvol1ved( i o a rriv-
ing at those oi! i mia vo-l ucs momaye t iioi off sot thle s avin(Ts

rro,-lisod. by sml !er chips. Thiis is especia 1':" true as the
-cImle-Xi t'' Of the filter increases. To alleviate this preblcom,
irs canl use -I microcomi 'ii fr to ai i01n (05 err. This reduc t ion in

man -hours makeos opimal I vt lies is econom i ca1 1(10 dsi rob 1

The ortima-l s,,sthis of a douule-tormin1at.e-(l high-pa055 RC
Fi tor i swr t((l bus if done by. hand. 'iho wirol e process,

woecan lie (lone, in onlyii fraction of the time usircl a
m crocompri 1t or wh ichi has some form of B3ASIC . The progronr i s
li m ited only by the storageo canci ty and accuracy oif the micro-
comp)Uter.
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LIM, Ti an S., Assi stant Professor, co-author, "Optimal Filter
Desiqn Usinq New Formulas," IEEE Circuits and Systems Magazine,
2 (March 1980) , 19-22.

Optimal synthesis of RC-ladder networks with given termina-
tions was first introduced by Kuh in 1958. lie realized a
grounded RC two-port from a given transfer function. lIe used
the Lagrange multipliers-method to obtain the optimization and
the resulting optimal network has maximum gain and minimum total
capacitance. Integrated circuit technology spurred a revival of
interest in optimal synthesis of RC-ladders nearly two decades
after Kuh's discovery. Optimal synthesis of RC-ladder networks
using various techniques has been advanced in recent years.
However, all these methods require the formation of impedance or
admittance function from a given transfer function using various
techniques and, invariably, a continued fraction expansion of
the resulting function. The complexity of such a procedure
increases rapidly with the number of ladde- sections. In this !
paper, a simple and fast method using new f rmulas is introduced.
These new formulas enable the designer to find optimal networks
identical to those obtainable from existing technicues at a
fraction of the time.

LIM, Tian S., Assistant Professor, co-author, "Realization of
Some Orthogonal Polynomials Assisted by Microcomputers,"
Proccedings of 14th Annual Conference on Information Science
and I Systems- P-rincet£on-iversi-ty- (March 1980).

This paper deals with a method of realizinq orthogonal
polynomials such as Butterworth, Chebyshev, and Bessel polynomials.
The Butterworth filters (also called maximally flat filters) are
widely used due to their simple network configuration and good
phase response. The Butterworth amplitude response, because of
its maximally-flat property, is excellent near ,=0. The
Chebyshev filter is superior to the Butterworth at cutoff and in
the stopbaind. If phase response is important, as wel 1 as
ampl itude response, and the phase response is the primary concern,
nei ther Butterworth nor Chebyshev filters should be used. A much
letter approximation then is the Besse]. filter. In this paper,
transmission parameter is used to derive the reali ation proce-
(lures for lioth sinq(jl-terminated and double-terminated networks.
Th(. (,nt i re real i zat ion process is accompiished by means of an
alqori th and a microcomputer which has some form of oxtended
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LIMI, Tian S., Assista-nt Professor, co-author, "Microcompotfer-
Aided DesigIn of Single-Terminated Bessel Filters," I1-EE'
SOQVTIIE[AST'CO-N P-roc-ed (IfloST- (April 1980).

In filter design, the phase response and the time delay are
important if it is desired that the signal pass through the
filter with verv lit-tle- distortion. In fact, if the p~haseI resnllonse is linear (in which case the time delay is constant),
theI(n there, is no distortion in the signal. Bessel filter is a
realizable approximation to the ideal constant time delay
function es = cosh s + sinh s. This paper deals with sing~le-
terminated Bessel filters, consisting of a cascade of LC-ladders
terminated in a one-ohm resistor. The method is based on the

$ prop.ert:- which associates the even part of the Bessel polynomrial
to A(s) of the transmission parameters and the odd part to B(s).
The solution is ob~tained using a simple algorithm implemented
1),', a mi crecemputer which is equipped to process a short BASIC
Ircrooram.

PlTian S., Assistant Professor, co-authior, "Computer-
A~ucmenTted Video Educat ion in Electrical Engineeringj at the,

f..S NEavaii Academy ," Proceedings of National Education
Comi ut irl Con feronce, (J-une 180

'Pi 5 'a, or ulos-cri Los a computer-autmented video oduc t inr
S)'Ireofct fwen 1 nertake-n i n the Eleoct ricalI En 1 poor i no

I-:' -i tmkent at th' i e States Naval Acade(mv. The nrn oc
i'nC,( to roluc-e a sories of modules involving co~mpute-r

c C ~a i ic)( integ~rated computer-control led televis'ionl
l~ K eri noeine tuidents (non-c] ectricail ) .-s wvol as non-

rin otunei ~learn the essentials of electrical oineor-
MiIic odule conntains a quic(k r-cajIl) of th1"e theory: 'Ind I"a-ic

1' 1 rd bns follovd 1), an exe-rn 1 to test stion

I 1ciPh steomtcan use tie, system to incr( s h Iisic-
1.1lc nr IC'H i51toriiq( sk-ills through11 ni an eac t in' The

n (or en ainticpatfe to spnd :I-s t ime on L-i i~' io
1 Th 0in 1(votte m, )o time to s tudi ntf wit mo nro e'iu

1 it i 0 ThIIis: euIt om i za t icn r) i ri' ndc- ion) has th" ind( ce(
1~~( d 1 fCm onr-iinc, a studeont ' p fI rohlernIs in i e

t na n .ol1a a t)ol in ieu Vdr vaious t (,, C-1 i IP
:i ( (-( rr can( in i tr 11h n,:os/ommenl T" I iC'S
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MARTIN, Richard L., Associate Professor, "Some Alternate
Applications of Microprocessor Trainers in Support of Under-
graduate Laboratories," Transactions, CoEd Division of ASEE,
11 (December 1979).

A variety of ways in which a microprocessor trainer has been
used to support undergraduate laboratories is presented. Provi-
sior of siqnals and demonstrations for experiments unrelated1 to
microprocessors is the primary consideration. Signal generation
is of two forms. Direct generation of low frequency waveforms
of arbitrary shape is accomplished by the addition of only a
simple digital-to-analog converter to the basic microcomputer.
IMoher frequencies with a restricted variety of waveshapes are
generated by the further addition of a voltage-controlled oscil-
lator.

As a demonstration of the computational capabilities of an
eight-bit microprocessor, a second order differential equation
simulation is presented. An X-Y plotter subroutine is included
to allow the microcomputer to properly output the simulation
results. Complete flow diagrams and machine language listings
are provided for all programs.

SARKADY, Antal A., Associate Professor, co-author, "A Low Cost
Versatile -Computer Based Pulse Height Analyser," Proceedings
of the 32nd Annual Conference on Engineering in Medicine and
E iologv, Denver, Colorado (October 1979) , 3.

A pulse-hei(Iht analyser was developed for random signals
using a 16-hit microcomputer. This instrument is very useful for
nuclear biomedical applications where Gamma and X-ray pulse-
hiht snectrum are observed with nuclear scintillation and
sc] id-state detectors and studied by pulse-height analysis. The
instrument is designed around an inexpensive commercially avail-
abile ]¢6-Lit microcomputer which requires only added 1/0 and
:,rograms. The complete hardware and software design is presented
ir. the paper, which enables a user to build this instrument.
Th', computer performs a multifunction role of data acquisition,
r!afa acquisition timing, data processing and control of the
( 1[ ia:,r of a pulse-height spectrum. The spectrum is refreshed
continuously by a foreground display program which is interrupted
for each pulse-height data acquisition. The incoming data at
maximum rate of 40 KHz is digitized to one of 256 different
ami itude levels and is used to update the display counts. Pulse-
i(einht display scale from 256 to 65,536 counts in powers of two
,re continuously available to the operator via user-controlled
swi tches. The microcomputer checks the status of these switches
accordingly. Data acquisition time-durations in the range of
10 ms. to 8 hrs. is provided by a software controlled programmable
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interval timer. The microprocessor is readily available to per-
form other more sophisticated signal processing applications such
a: feature extraction, patt(rn identification, correlation or
data smoothinq.

SARKADY, Antal A., Associate Professor, co-author, "A 16-B3it
Microcomputer Based Biomedical Signal Processor," Proceedinjs
of the Third Anrual Symposium on Computer Application in
Medical _Care, Washngton, . C., (October 1979), 464-468.

A versatile low-cost, two-channel signal processor was
developed using a 16-bit microcomputer. The instrument can
process biomedical signals in the time and frequency domains
using a fast, fixed-point PET algorithm. Many averaged signal
processinq functions and their estimates are como)uted efficiently
on-line and in near real-time using look-up tables and directives.

The siCTnal processino techniques were applied to phonocardi-
ogTrams to develop, a non-invasive technique to assess the severity
of valvar aortic stenosis in children. A murmur-power spectral
anal'..nis is presented wnich yields a statistically reliable
s.)e~trum. Enveloorams are defined and found to be useful for
timine cardiac events.

SARVAIDY, Antal A., Associate Professor, co-author, "A Quantita-
tive Descrio tion of the Aortic Ejection Click and First
IlHart Found," Proceedings of the Third Annudl Symposium on
Com;)uter A)Iolication in Medical Care, Washington, D.C.,
(O c to 1)( Tr I 9-, 6-0---665.).

Tne aortic tejection click and first heart sound (Sl) are
described in the time and frequency domains from computer
proceissed phonecardio(Tram data obtained from 13 aortic stenosis
patients and 6 normal ones. The analysis procedure described
was !one separately for inspiration and expiration and consisted
of the following steps: (1) determination of the click onset
times: (2) goneratinn of aligned average cardiocycles with
alignment (done separately on the click and SI; (3) calculation
of !)ower spectra for selected segments of the click and S.
Tabulated results typically show 2 frequencies in S1 (means at
40 and 75 11z) and 3 in the click (means at 45, 95, and 195 Hz)
The high frequency content of the click is comp)ared to that of
Sl, and the power spectra of the early and late parts of the
click are compared.
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SARKADY, Antal A., Associate Professor, co-author, "A H1igh-Speed
Data Acquisition and Hardware Signal Processor for the TM
99C/101 Microcomputer," Proceedins of the IECI 80 Spring
Conferencu on Application of Mini- and Microcomputer, IEEE
Industrial Electronics & Control Instrumentation Society,
(March 1980) , 313-318.

A hardware direct memory access (DMA) controller was designed
and build for the Texas Instruments TM 990/101 microcomputer
which performs high speed data acquisition, as well as dedicated
hardware signal processinq. The controller uses a dual DMA LSl
Chip (TI TMS 9911) which allows data acquisition or hardware
processing in the foreground and data display in the backqround.
The system performs three basic functions: those of data
acquisition, pulse height analysis, and periodic averaging. I
System flexibility is provided by using software selectable
modes, parameters, and a programmable timer. A complete descrip-
tion of the hardware and software is presented in the paper.

SARKADY, Antal A., Associate Professor, co-author, "A Biomedical
Tape Recorder Adapter with Common-Mode Noise Suppression,"
Proceedinqs of the Seventh Annual Rocky_ Mountain Bioengineering
Symposium and Seventeenth International ISA Biomedical Sciences
Instrumentattion Symposium, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado
Springs, Colorado, (April 1980), 33-37.

The signal-to-noise ratio in biomedical signal recordings
has been imp)rove(] by more than 6dB by using a two-channel adapter
which subtracts common-mode noise due to the tape recorder. The
two channels are F.1 multiplexed on a single track and each
chann(,l has a frequency response from 0 to 120 H1z.

The adapter consists of a pair of matched FM modulators,
drmc ]ulator-, and subtractinq circuits. A FM modulator is com-
p)risd oF low-pasF, filter, a VCO, and a summing network. The
"X() c-,.ntcer-fre(juencies are 4.5 Klz and 10.6 KHz. These were
coh,, n to I,( con.s istont with the required input signal bandwidth
and Fr(e ;U'<n c," resp onse of a t v) ical high fidelity AM stern tape
rcorde~r ( i .. , the TiHER model CR1 35 with a recording range of
%-0-]% I Each 111 s i ena 1 has a modu I at ion index of 21 , and
a ru , l1,v i fa i on )f . 5 -lIz . The two widehand FM signals

r, n ;iimm.i ,d w iith a 1.] KIz oua rd band and recorded on a sincile
track of a commercia l AM cassette ta!e recorder.

Ich ('Modu 1:,-itor corsists oF an in;)ut hich or low-pOas
f i t ,r, ,J ha so-]I ock ,d 1]oo ,  (,modulator, an output low-Ipass
filt or, and , ,ubtracting -ircuit. The input low-pass filter in
chainne.l one and the input hiqh-pass filter in channel two have
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cutoff frequencies of 7 KIlz and 8.1 K1lz respectively. The
free running frequencies of the phase-locked loops are tuned to
4.5 K!1z and 10.6 l1z respectively. The demodulated output is
then low-pass filtered to attenuate any residual carrier frequen-
cies or hjgh frequency noise. The adapter can be used in two
modes. If two signals are to he recorded, the subtracting
circuit is bypassed. However, if only one signal is to be used,
the rei,.ini ng cniannel input i - shorted and used as a reference
si(nal. Invertin( the reference output and summing it with the

demodulated signal results in a subtraction of common noise
si(Tnals due to tape speed and position variations.

Complete circuit diagrams and performince of the adapter is
presented in the paper. This instrument is currently being
used for ECG recordiihgs but can be used in many signal process-
ing appl]ications.

I
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ALLEY, Reuben E., Jr., Professor, "Physics and Art," Southeaster:
Section of American Physical Society, Chattanooga, Tennessee,
q November 1979.

ALLEY, Reuben F., Jr., Professor, "Physics and Art," Annual
Meeting of American Association of Physics Teachers, Chicago,
Illinois, 24 January 1980.

ALLEY, Reuben E., Jr., Professor, "Physics and Art," Joint
Colloquium of Physics and Art History Departments, University
of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, 19 March 1980.

BAGEE, Michael U1. , Major, USrIC, co-author, "Computer-Augmented
Video Education at the U. S. Naval Academy," National Educa-
tional Computing Conference, Norfolk, Virainia, June 1980.

LIM, Tian S., Assistant Professor, "New Formulas for a Class of
Optimal Filters," Allerton Conference on Communication,
Control and Computing, University of Illinois, Champaign,
Illinois, October 1979.

TAIM, Tian S., Assistant Professor, "Microcomputer-Aided Design
of Double Terminated Butterworth Filters," Asilomar Conference
on Circuits, Systems and Computer, Monterey, California,
December 1979.

LIM, Tian S., Assistant Professor, co-author, "Computer-Auqmented
Video Education at the U. S. Naval Academy," National Educa-
tional Computing Conference, Norfolk, Virginia, June 1980.

LIM, Tian S., Assistant Professor, co-author, "Computer-Generated
Graphics in Computer-Controlled Audio-Visual Interactive
Proqrams for Electrical Engineering at the U. S. Naval Academy,"
American Society for Engineering Education Conference,
Amherst, Massachusetts, June 1980.
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IMARTIN, Richard L., Associate Professor, "Some Alternate Applica-
tions of Microprocessor Trainers in Support of Undergraduate
Laboratories," ASEE Annual Conference, Louisiana State

I University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 24-26 June 1979.

IMARTIN, Richard L. , Associate Professor, co-author, "Micro-
computer Workshop: Introduction to Control Applications,"
Annapolis Subsection of IEEE, U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis,
13 November 1979.

I MARTIN, Richard !,., Associate Professor, co-author, "A One-Day
Microcomputer Workshop," Maryland Association for Educational
iUse of Computers, 1i. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, 17 November
1979.

SANTORO, Ralph P., Professor, co-author, "Microcomputer Workshop:
Introduction to Control Applications," Annapolis Subsection
of IEEE, P!. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, 13 November 1979.

S,,Y(j kG), Palph P., Professor, co-author, "A One-Day Microcomputer
or..sho,," Mryland Association for Educa ional Use of

T'h(mp iters, II. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, 17 November 1979.

SA'ITORO, Ralph P., Professor, co-author, "Controlling for the
Comp~uter Video Environment: A Computer-Augmented Video
Education Experience," Conference of the Association for the
Development of Computer-Based Instructional Systems, Washington,
5. C., 31 March - 3 April 1980.

SArPV DY, Anlal A., Association Professor, "A Low Cost Versatile
M'1icrrcomn,utfor Pas,d Pulse Heiqht Analyzer," 32nd Annual Confer-
.nc, j (f Pnin,(,rinqT in Medicine and Bioloqy, Denver, Colorado,
- C ~ct(,-, ,r ]479.
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N1LCHArJICAL F~jINFEPING IIEPPNQMFr

I tw: ari in m i ls h i 1,mtin research i n theI1tc ,1 1 ca 3 ; 1 1:1(1j l 'r I ro DepoprtmonT)t cove~rs
IIInI': of tIw )area:i; o f spci alI i zcat j on i n
mocI Ian I (, (' 1 (1rio 'rin( h( i nlt'I I I u cdr

reori in cl i t ( r e' c oniv crs ion,
fl1u id l( nc han11ie , I('a t t ra ns feor , shIa f t
s (" Is ,, a co u ;tLi ic,;, d Inamrri c e f f ec ts, s;tres

'cr rros on ra :c k i no f rae t u r(, re cc!a n ic s
comj) () t( pij t or i a 1'- i n c- t c 1no ,

Reseairch is lo;iportedc throu''h fo fs from
s ix d i ffe(-renrt Oo ver nmrin t-J* ae r c Awlt 1

the David W. Taylor Naival Shir l'e- eireh
andi evelopment Cente~r, Annai: oh -- I ahora-

IM tory . provid. ii n o;)rt i n it in fr re'-1er1
faeul ty memfers tOi v.'ork on, o~r '-tF (ur-

inq the intc rsossional periodl. Acdditional ly, some fto- '' min' o)(rs
have uncler taken i ndopencen t- research i n the ir areas- of ' rti- so
I nclud ino all levelIs of research, 14 civilian i tv.o( oil it r':
f a u I' I- v ri m haIv e L)eo(-n aict i vec i n thIe c resear ch of t lit !), rtm( r,.

An important part of th De npaIrtment r Ireac I7r
tihe ,yea;r hia;; hoer the invoivoe(nt ofmidhipa i':.'sI

re('se(arch dos f o In , aindI cleve Ifopm e nt p)ro lets. r'rtmS'
nteestsi ncludle the- Naval Acaidemy Heoat Balanced f:t ':o

qjraphics.-, eorros .io-n, impact, and man',', aFpects of fluid ic -

Suppert io~ thc re-search effort in mechanical encj mo-r i iare,
the, sophi st t afsd 1 ahoratory fac i 1i ties located in the Ri ekover
La III C(Mimi o '11w Dora r tiont mairi nai n f ac ilit i s for perform-

no oX;'-r irnenta rserc in s;overa rel fluid mechanics,
sr;O,.d mehncmaterialM cec, xe rntl-'os nlss
rnntrol c iors icanc irtVr, a rsrm
t ho rmod '.' i i atD i c-s

TheI ;r marx' d r i vi II f- rce Ihi l t I; :tt 11 1. 1 tl-, r' Ic Is
t'rea I Ie for t f'I' fa Icut to It'ar t I' t'~ ( IJ

(l(' r) f ,nt r I n h ), man': d 'rc ie i ra: r, pc: in i:
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iIY)RODYNAMICS OF TOWED VEHICLES

Researcher: Professor Robert Granoer

S,,nsor: Naval Coastal Systems Center, Panama City, Florida

Th, ]an of investigation is to experimentally analyze a
tonwed -.'.-ironmntal-sensing system: to examine the characteris-
Iics wiich best meet the depth keeping and stability require-
mnts, to deteririne the effect of the two cable, depressor and
tr-,.: ship, to study the lateral and longitudinal stability and
rclate to the vehicle's neutral buoyancy the effect of heave on
theo towed configuration.

IAT;PIALS ATIALYSIS FOR ALLOY SELECTION FOR THE NAHBE PRESSURE
EXCAII.INGE CAP

Researcher: Associate Professor Dennis F. Hasson

S:onsor: Office of Naval Research (Code 483)

The pressure exchange cap is a key element in the Naval
?.cademy: Heat Balanced Engine (NAHBE) concept. Durinq the
development of NA[IBE hardware on an air-cooled single cylinder
emnaine, some evaporation/erosion of the cap occurred.. In order
to avoid this difficulty, a materials analysis was initiated to
determine suitable metallic alloys. The analysis consisted of
a metal lo(iraphic and scanning electron-microscore fractographic
investigation of cast and extruded aluminum material caps from
d(,sion testing programs on an air-cooled engine, and a materials
seleection study of several metallic alloys and a ceramic coating.
Cast aluminum or non-heat treatable 5000-series aluminum and
titanium alloys in the form of plate were proposed for the cap
material. Studies of weldino of the 5000-series aluminum and
titanium materials to cast aluminum, and fuel/material compati-
bilityI with blended fuels were proposed.

The important element in materials selection is the tempera-
tur, profile in the pressure exchange cap. Preliminary experi-
mfntal studies were performed utilizing temperature-sensitive
markers on a cast aluminum cap, a titanium cap, and cast
aluminum caps spray-coated with zinonia and titanium. Some
information was obtained, but the temperature sensitive markers
aire, not comp)letely useable for internal temperatures. Tempera-
ture plugs appear to be more suitable to obtain this type of
data.
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The aus teni t ic or modular cast- iron f or the preIssure eXchan(1(,
cap)s were dete-rm-i ned to he attract ive materials from stuie o
- he i t-e-ra t ure . In order to accomulish a more scientific
materials select ion utilization of temperature plugjs for a Moro,
(of in ito temperature dlistribut ion on titanium, cast alumn um,
spray-coated cast aluminum, modular cast-iron and austen iticg cast-iron wvill he performed in the 1920 summer intersessjopnl
per i nd

INVESTI(:ATTON nF FRACTURF PHENOMENA IN WELDS

Researcher: Associate Professor Dennis F. Hasson

S: nsor: David P1. Taylor Naval Shnip Research and Development
Center, Annapol is !,aboratory

The oh jective of the study is to condluct laboratory invest i-
ciTtiles of fracture phenomena in two-and four-inch thick titan-

inn veldments. Additional e- Forts included the evaluation of
neehheirica 1 properties and microstructures of base plate, Weld
an,. heoat-affected-zone (fPAZ) of out-of-position weldments

hI ,sie ho the nas-metal -arc (GMA) spray and pul1sed -current
w<L11in( modes .

Scar ninei ele(ctron microscope (8MI) fractography was performed
w) rict ore, surfaces from mechanical tests. Steremicroqraph

riswere taken to provide information for the determination of
tliK mode(l of fracture (e.g . , ductile or brittle). Metallog-raphy

.i-i Io sn ore to assist in the interpretat ion of the
it(v(Tra h i (- mo-r!ph-)ooov

%%- M~r and interstitial chemical-element analyses, dynamic
tar-est, ;ldaIl ity tests, mechanical properties tests and
f rTlt retoshrn t sqt (e .q. Charpy V notch) were a lso performed

to ' Io th- (ffcts of welding process and variables on the
l~ltor t ofwe ~Thie results of the out-of-posi tion weld

(rces roi;r ai h iivfe h prrepareu for a report.- The report is

"iiirent -irtiVvt is on the evaluation of other weIl
tecirluesfor t itaniurm (g.electron beam welding) and ca com-
arro-,)F this technique with GMA weldingj. A similar investiqa-

t err to) that pe(r formed on t he out-of -pos i.t ion weldiments will he
r-rf-riedl (Illrin(T the 19RO summer intersessional perio 1 .
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SPONSORLV RSI ARCH PAECHANICAL ENGIN( FRING PEPARTMENT

TEAhI(NG INSTABILITY CRITERIA WITH NAVY ALLOYS

Researcher: Assistant Professor James A. Joyce

Sponsor: David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research & Development
Center, Annapolis Laboratory

The objective is to evaluate the validity and applicability
of the J1 -R curve-tearinq modulus instability criteria with
Navy alloys. The first step was to determine the validity of
tearinq modulus as a material property for steels, titanium, and
aluminum alloys usinq laboratory scale tests. This has been
accomplished for five different materials, using a specially
modified high-compliance test machine. Tests are now in prepara-
tion to duplicate these results for high-toughness materials. I
Preparations are also being made for instability tests on pipinq
peometrios and wide plates with center and edge cracks.

D1ESI-N OF WAVE TURBINE POWER TRAIN

Researcher: Associate Professor William M. Lee

Sponsor: David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research & Development
Center, Annapolis Laboratory

A power train was designed for the wave-driven air turbine
st onsored by the Department of Energy. All but the turbine
blades were purchased or manufactured at DTNSRDC, Annapolis
Laboratory. The project is scheduled to be tested in the sea of
,Ja[,an or a barqe financed by the International Energy Agency.
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lN)I TN NOI NI RI SI ARCI .HCIIANICAL LNGINI L ,IN( VI PART,.IENT

DYNAMIC J !C'I'CTI'PF TOUGHNESS MEASUREIMENTSIc

Researchers: Assi stant Professor James A. Joyce and Associate
Professor Dennis F. Iasson

The obiective of this work is to evaluate the elastic-
plastic fracture tou(lhness parameter JIc from high rate tests.
In elastic-fracture mechanics, higher rates of testing produce
dramatic reductions of crack resistance properties, It is not
likely that this same effect will result in the elastic-plastic
situation, since hiqher loading rates would be expected that
will spread damage over a greater area and produce, in fact, a
tougher material behavior.

Tests to date have been conducted on HY-130 and IIY-80
steels at rates up to 5 in/sec, which is 6 orders of magn. ude
faster than standard tests, without showing a marked chang in
the fracture toughness. Both high and low rate tests have been
run on these steels at temperatures from -192 0 C to 150 0 C. The
major result has been to show that the transition temperature
for IIY-80 is rate-sensitive while that of Y-130 is not.

4 BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW ON A MOVING FLAT PLATE

Researcher: Professor Robert Granger

The classical Prandtl boundary-layer equation subject to the
boundary conditions of Blasius, but modified such that u = U at
y = 0, where Uw is the velocity of the moving wall, was examined.
The equation was transformed by a similarity transform into a
nonlinear ordinary differential equation similar to that obtained
by Blasius but with a different set of boundary conditions.
Solutions were obtained that indicated the presence of a stand-
ing vortex over the moving plate.

L5 !
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WLSf ARCH COLIRSI PROJT CTS .WI CANICAL EN'lGIFUING V(PARTII Al

WIND ENERG Y

Researcher: MIidshipman 11C C. IV. B~uck

Adviser: Profes-sccrT Chih Wu

The objective of this prolect is to set up a wind-driven
generator plant. The plant is a 6-volt heavy duty model 622
manufactured by Wince, Division of Dyna Technology, Inc. The
plant includes a tower, a Qenerator, a tail vane, a p.ropeller,
a qovernor, a brake drum, a propeller track, connect in I genera-
tor wires to collector ring cover and a battery. Wire connec-
tionns, lithl-tinci protection, installation check are comT)rCct and]
data is presently beinor taken and evaluated.

IEIPACT OF CONCRETE RODS

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Daryl L. Chen

Adviser: Professor Thomas IV. Butler

In order to examine and understand one-dimensional wave
propagation in rods, an apparatus was constructed in which a
swinqing weiglht impacts the end of a slender, supported-by-wires,
concrete rod. Resistance strain gages sensed axial strains and!
the location of tensile impact failure (after wave reflection
from oposite end) was dot ,rmined as a function of woiciht bel mc:,
dropped and impact velnc ityv.

CORPO-SF EON FATIGEIF OF ANODIZED Al 7075-T73 M1ATERIAL

Poef; Irche(r : Iidshipman 11C Alexander T. Funko,

Ad I (1 ,o~oc tePro fe ssor Doenn is F. Has son

Ptv'ru 1r, t beds for anodizing the Al 707')-T7 3 ma torita to
nhanc~ th nr-rcv-); 1 Fai tioue rosi s-tance, needed for cairrier

a i rc rift -ai I i cati ens have been achieved. Di FF( rocilt methods ()lF
, tod i /,,t, ion! I-ffeICt theI mterial '5 fati(Iue strolncTth (I Fer tly.
'Lii' t-f'(-Oct (,' three( (tf theCse Methods en the- fat icIci stlrenotit

;Ito;i- ii w*r do~termi no(I and then the Fractttres were >am e
is not i' san i I-ct ron microscope.
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TENIPT.RAtTl R VAR TATIONS ()1 A NAI IBR'P IP P551RI' EY61 ANO CAP

Rosoa rhor >1dsh ipma-n /6 N Iichacle k onO,

I Adviso s :\s soci aito PlroFessor Denn is 1' Pan s on anrd IA(,Ut nAn t
Commanider Chairles C. ['ai I I

I t wais ProposedI that a Br i (oi als!~ St iat- fon unqi no, ,1l road.'"
:1odni f ied wi th a t i tar vi umn vrs-lr *xcan lin(! F-condar.' ai r
ca rhu lret i 011, h~e U-S;(,('to cle de rmi it t t he t- 0151)0ra-i Lur oe0rac i en t5
t he cio unde.(r var io(-u: o~ ira t i nond i t- inws Ilea t sons i t- i VC,
temperature st icks (al roads onror , v.''rI-( usedo~ to ha- th-

miax imum ;re ssure exchianflo calj t eim: ,rat-u rf cai ri sal au
('-as temperature, were the uo f t hil,- sorc

UDYNA"MI1C SIMPLAT ION WT-f1 f VF IhiSPA

Researcher : i clish i small 1 / Done: I as I, . W I IaI

Adviser : Professor J. AlanAam

Bas i c complu ter jro(TramFs Were, rewritten i n FORTRAN* for u.-s (-n
the DEC PIDP- 11/45, RT-1l 555 Loris ioU miod if i cc L-o obtaiis a
cdynam ic rc'ffresh dis , 1 1 a,' of c ar ious mchk ii) !; 'Fsins t, S PI ir
Ssstem wa-s uisod(1 fo-r the out u t hardware. fxpor imeont~ a-uh-
routines wer wr it teni to clot o mi no the mosFt efectit n ~ :t

cre-ate riecha n j ca I s i mu a it ioc-n in rca, I t inn>,. A 10(-mri cimora1 wa-s
aivailal)lo , a-nd the o of infetrfaco w-h ich ii lows; movies. t- 1c
mac, cli rect lv, f rcrri the scree n, without flIi cier ,wainet otoc

M'I-'chan i,, sins wre cnnose(n .vhich wiJhave poet i 1 sruc- innci I
.al1uo s- for cussconcerned w i th k inema tic s and d\'nlam i CS;
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PUBL I CATI ONS MECHANICAL [NJINUERING DEPAR.IMNT

FAILLA, Charles C., Lieutenant Commander, USNR, co-author,
Parametric Vdriations of a Ileat Balanced Engine," Engineering
and Weapons Division Report EW-14-79, 1979.

Performance of a CFR engine over a wide range of experi-
mental conditions is reported in detail for standard spark-
ignition operation and for heat-balanced configurations.
Operating conditions were mapped for primary combustion chamber
and balancing chamber volumes giving nearly constant balancing
ratios for three selected compression ratios; edge gap clearance
was also varied. Three secondary air modes were investigated
during optimization of performance giving more than a 30?
increase in output over standard S.1. operation, an improvement
in ISRC of 10% at host economy, 309, at best power with CO
emission decreased to less than 0.1? and U11C to less than I
i00 ppm.

A new method of engine performance analysis, the Run Quality I
Index (RQI) is proposed to help evaluate the heat-balanced
engine and compare it to other engines.

GILLERLAIN, Joseph D. Jr., Associate Professor, "Vortex-Fin
Interaction Flow Field Measurements," co-author, in Proceedings

of the 4th U.S.-German Data Exchdarge Agreement meeting on Viscous
and Interacting Flow Field Effects, held in Meersburg, 24-26
April 1979; published by The German Ministry of Defense in
Forschunqsbericht aus Der Wehrtechnik, BMVg-FBWT 79-31, Part II
(1979),408-417.

Accurate prediction of the aerodynamic behavior of missiles
and aircraft experiencing vortex impingement on control surfaces
becomes more essential as high anqle-of-attack maneuverinq re-
quirements increase. Detailed knowledge of the three-dimensional
viscous flow field, as determined from wind tunnel experiments,
is required in order to develop predictive methods based on the
vortex-fin interaction. Tests were conducted in the U. S. Naval
Academy Aerodynamics Laboratory subsonic wind tunnel using a
pressure distribution model and a flow visualization model.
Both consisted of a rectan(oular fin with cylindrical leading
and trailing edges, and both were adjustable for angle-of-attack.
The impinging vortex was generated upstream of the fin at the
juncture of two adjacent airfoils set at equal but opposite
angles-of-attack. The vortex velocity field was surveyed using
a laser Doppler velocimeter. The flow visualization tests
utilized the fluorescent mini-tuft technique. Surface pressure
distribution data were obtained along with force balance data.
Results from preliminary t_st.s arc presented, and future work
is outlined.

I



Pt LL I CA 7 IONS ATCHANICAL ENGINtURING D[PARTHNT

IAN1: P, Pn 'rt A. , Profess r , "Lust Devil Simulation,"
inTi n,,r i ne <and "orn 0,)).< ) ivis5 ion Report EW-l-30.

An ana l vsi s is made of th, special type of atmospheric
V(ort(,: fr( ,Iu,,nt I%' nc()unt, re'd itn Saudi Arabia. Starting with
I.<tL s. e+ p i'r 'rIl the it - (y' e uat ion, the potential tempera-
+ur, 1is ex ( .v-t,! il t ero; )f alt ietudo and lapse rate, and the
t,,,I -1 in(, ,,,t ': i<- ii 0i:strihbut i on i.; exl)r, ssed in terms of

-lit lieud, ,it'l Afj Jr c't ons d(orable transformations,
-tnotl in(-ar 1),artial differential3 :uat i' n i t n.ci .ub iOCt to houn(!ar,' conditions on the

-~ial, ci f ,rent ial and axial volocit'y components. Consider-
.5 th i. case of an ad iaba-tic la,'.pse rate, the governing

'u i n i tra! sform(,d 1)v a similarit,' transformation into a
em v+'hertv .a closd-form ana Ivt iu solut ion is obtained.
r's)mari son are moile with ot her solut ions in the literature.

w. , rt A., Pr,)fess()r, "Boundary Layer Flow on a Ilovinq3 11]at Plat(e," Fnnine(,rino and Weapons Division Report FW-2-80.

The classical Prandtl boundary layer equation subject to
t h+ boundar: conditions of Blasius, best modified such that
ul - T7 at v 0, where U is the velocity of the moving wall,
Vis (,xamined. The equation was transformed by a similarity
tr.:nsform into a nonlinear ordinary differential similar to
that obtained by Blasius but with a different set of boundary
conditions. Solutions were obtained that indicated the pressure
o3f a standing vortex over the moving plate.

<;RAhq , Robert A., Professor, "On the Divergence of SOR
A;,lied to the Unsteady Transonic Problem," Engineering and
I-eapons Division Report EW-3-80.

Linearizing the nonlinear l)artial differential equations
of unsteady transonic flow for application in aeroelastic
analyses of thick elastic aircraft winqs results in the
llelmholtz equation. In examining the discretization of this
differential equation, one can study the convergence properties.
The discretized p~roblem becomes

where P contains the boundary conditions. Applying a well-
known theorem, thre SOP converges if and only if B is position
definite. On( can show from the properties of the Helmholtz

I
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ti;l IC'AI TONS ,\UCHANICAL UN(;IW4ERINC DEPARTMENT

,,t ion conditions on the aerodynamic parameter when the above
(,,luat ion, will not converge, and thus the dimensions of the grid
cAi 1,e uniqjue ly determined. Hence, an upper bound on the reduced
t rc,uency of the oscillating wing can be found. Attempting to
eii cn] ito aerodynamic unsteady forces above this upper limit
will rsult in computer solutions diverging.

Ii,,,.., Dennis F'., Associate Professor, Materials Anal,'sis for
Stl1,ction of A] I oys for the :A]113E Pressure Exchance Cap,
Lne i neonnci and Weapons Division Report EW-3-79, May, 1979.

A materials so](oct ion analysis to determine suitable mat(-ri-
] )or the NAIIBT r essure exchange cap was performed. The

an, -isis consisted of a metallocIraphic and scannina electron
microscope fractooraphic investigation of case and extruded
aluminum material caps from design testing programs on an air-
ceiled enqine, and a materials selection study of several
metallic allos and a ceramic coating. Cast aluminum or non-
]'eat treatable 5000 series aluminum and titanium alloys in the
form of plate were proposed for the cap material. Studies of
w-(,ldin of the 5000 series aluminum and titanium materials to
cast aluminum, and fuel material compatibility with blended
fuels were proposed.

HASSON, Dennis F., Associate Professor, "Laboratory Determina-
tion of Hot Forming Limits for Ti-621/0.8Mo," co-author,
Ship Materials Engineering Department Research and Development
Report DTNSRDC/SME 79-30, October 1979.

Interpranular tensile fractures have been observed in the
laboratory when tensile specimens were subjected to thermal
cycling above the beta transus temperature and subsequently
tested below the beta transus temperature. All testina was
performed in a vacuum chamber. Suitable hot forming limits
were determined from the results of these elevated temperature
tensile tests.
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I fL:%Aq N, 1) ni s c'. , , i ate Profeo e . nr, co-author, "Effec- t- rof
heat I tsut on t h. Ilfet- Affect ed Zoni, of Ti -6A] -2Ch-ITa -0 .P

I mOlfl,1iafl, , ,IaIs n (1 5 enineering D,-artment Rese,,arK
,. D 'v, I oimel Re,rt DTPRSPDCiSMI; 78-103 , January, 1980.

i-'F - -P-ITt-0- .8 o tanium alo y wi,]dments were f ibri -

ited ti ,1' err i n, t h effcts of heat input or the mecharncal
( t ): t1(' tl -ff - Zon . Thr ,(, we)dfm(,nts ,'r

, ,n iit 1 i ; in, u ioi I' weld )(,a(Is of 11 .7 k i o 1 1 nil 1 (-2- i'
(14 ill, io ] r moI Mtor) , .1 2('tOi( Ut i x i ni on]% wold beads
0: 4 i1, lol : r- n .ch (2.15 meqa (ou s pe r meter), an(
a tIIr( u t i i -ii onIy wr"Id b)eads of 12 6 .0 kiIo)oules pur inch
(4. I mo ia o(ulems por meter). Weldinq of beta processed :I]at
- shown to -s I i n a sob I di f i - we 1d-bead whiich qrows
op it a Ial 1,' from the base p)lato with no heat-affected-zone

s ti. be in the macrostructure. Bend sflecmens of the w m(1 t 11];

iase plate interface for all three heat inputs passed a T-]OW
bond test, and none of the tensile specimens failod at fh(
w 10 metal/base plate interface. Variations of heat in.ot
showed no effect on either the compressive ,..'ield strenoth -
the Rockwell-C hardness.

JOYCE', .Jam-s A., Assistant Professor, co-author, "Issues in
Dove]o} in(; a Plane Strain J -Curve Test Procedure," in
.,PIh]1/CP-0r10 Noc] ear Reoqulator%, Commission, Washinqton, -. c.,
Jainuary, 1980, 7. 270-292.

CurrOt].-, a working group of ASTM Committee P-2A.08 i-
!',,velopnoij a test rocdure for determini no the plane strain
J2-Curve. A review of technical issues impacting this effort
h1,s been dovel oped wi th emphasis on recent data wh ich rel. t es
to these is.uies. The method of computation of Ji , measurement
of crack-extension and influences of slip-mode and specimen
constraint are discus.sed. The progress in test and analysi;
irocedures for developing the complete R-curve is discussed.
Rerluirements for additional experimentation, particularly in the
areas of minimum requirement and limits of allowable crack
,xtension are identified.
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JOYCE, James A., Assistant Professor, co-author, "Computer
Interactive J Testing of Navy Alloys," American Society for
Testing and Ma erials, STP 668, 1979.

A computer interactive unloadinq compliance sinqile-specimen
JIc test procedure has been developed. This procedure utilizes
an on-line minicomputer to analyze digitized load-displacement
data durinq testinq. Unique values of J, and crack ]enqcth are
determined from compliance measurement on short unloadinc;s alonq
the load displacement record. The test procedur( i d presented
in detail and analysis procedures are discussed.

Three tasks which demonstrate the validity and utility of
the computer interactive test method are discussed. Results for
sinle-specimen and multiple-specimen tests ar, presented for I
IIYl0, 1ONi steel, 17-4P}1 steel, Ti-7A1-2Cb-lTa, and Ti-6A1-4V
which show close correspondence between the two methods. Tests
on 17-4PH1 steel compact tension specimens with various thickness- j
us and crack lengths are summarized and dimensional effects on
Jjc and the J-'a resistance curve slopes are discussed. Finally,
tests on 11Y130 specimens with various notch root radii demonstrate
effects of notch acuity on J

JOYCE, James A., Assistant Professor, "Application of the 1ey
Curve Mcthod to Determining J-R Curves for A533B Steel,"
U.S. Nuclear Requlatory Commission, NRC FIN No. B7026,
February 1980.

This report describes the experimental development of a key
curve for compact specimens of A533B steel and the use of this
rxperimental key curve to generate the J-Resistance curve
directly from the load displacement records, without obtaininq
crack len'ith estimates from unloading compliance, ultrasonics,
electric potential or other techniques. In fact two complete
key curve functions were developed, the first using subsized
faticue precracked specimens, the second usinq subsized but
machine-notched specimens. In each case eight 1 T compact speci-
mens with crack lengths from a/W = 0.5 to 0.9 were used to
(lenerate a series of digital load displacement records which
were assembled in a computer file as the key curve for Qeomet'I-
call', similar compact specimens of this material for similar
1oid]ir(: conditions if no crack extension were to t akc e]ac,

,v lit 1)i1n e)etweeen the key curve funct fon and the( 1 oad a(111,lie-
r,,l.t r.c)rd For a particular specien car then !Y, -it trilu1te,(] t
r ,xt-,nnion and a calculation ()I- the I12ouri (0- crack
x :<t ', :; I en can h mad . The he, cur\e 11 ia ii ]o'; correct i(-Io; t

S , f J va ue tr) , c nt F - fict a; I (i;: ('rnk 1t-: af ,ti.
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t\C I c. wals e'Xp rt sod i n tecrms of an appropri1ate fuel -a ir raIt 0

,Ii2 hPeain V l(JaI Lie for a standard fuel. I nd icated parame ters,
unclIud i n1 mean-effect i e pres sure , peak prossure , sp~eci f ic F u(,

cornsumpt ion and thermal off ici ency for compat ihle Otto) and Pea jt
Bala-nced cycl es were clcul ated and compared. Performance

a raps rto.- Ior hot h c, ,cleos were, obtained ait (Nqua ICotnTre ;snr
rat io- , ful 1-air ratious, fuel type , and enp i n( rum. pe suits2

sho< Ior ove'raII stoichionletrnc heat addition, the Pa

hi.~-,1 ii 4 1 T i'l Oduce qreater i id icated en4!jl( pnl9 -wr,
lT~:. i t ~rI.hi efiejoc''11d al;ImV(ur indicate(l silwcifice fil ,,

C, 111Zin t h -Ian t hl(' corewo( l,)1( en i Otto I7v( e F Bur r f- r i

1 .( finlIn - , I4 , (o ( ''4 4.1>4j nci r -

r") t t v'( 1 TIlT Pea a1 l dd i t (T %..r i II r i c h m i x: t I I r ci Cori )0 c) a

1.~~~~~ ~~ A '' '~(OA IiT u!T'S ci (4 I ~t- 1 r h 1~ (' ~
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ijui r Xprments -- ni ic (icdterm in i ncT solair i ntcnst if if
o i §f V irt t s , (I i f f o ron t scason s and di Ff frunt wea ther con(1 i -

t ion!Is, iot rm i 11 i (Iq c;o)I a r u-,n( ,rqv tr a ns mi t tc(i t Ii rouc~h (IIiz i nq
mf 1-ia Im e rm 1ilq qol ar enrl upt, and detorm i n n

;olair col icctor off icioflcy.

C (h ill, Pro s sor' , Pno roy 7Awa nns 5 flmonistra t i on Devi cc,
Tlie I i t r a t i o na I JournalI o f Mc-chani cal I ngineer i nq E (,u ca t i on)

7'11 (Jul: 1)97), 12 7- 129 .

,u ull ro-awrcnssciomons trat ion device has been built to
Poust atuhow rapidlyv our energy reserve can be elotdhow

iii( wI enorrmousl I v our decmand for energy\ grows , and how
ricr.it noivCOjnscr\7atj i S to C)Us.
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ment Proqram Overview," 7th Ocean Energy Conif erence,
Washinaton, T). C., 3 June ].980.
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11 or \';c ~ t' rofessoFr 'lhnma-s 11. Dawson
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1h o Lective of t his wo rK was to determine what methods of
measur inq sed iment are ava i lab le or are hein( de ve loped , with
cart ici ar emphasi s on those systems capabl e of measurinq the
macnitude and directiori of material transported (suspended, and
bedload) in the nearshore environment seaward of the breaker
zone. The approach was first to search th(e I iterature to deter-
mine who was involved in the measurement of sediment transport.
Those so identified were then sent questionnaires pertaining to
their equipment. Additionally, those individuals whose systems
appeared particularly attractive were contacted by phone for4 further information.

The advantages and disadvantages of those approaches, which
included acoustic, optical, nuclear, and electrical techniques,
which were believed suitable for possible further development,
are discussed in some detail in the text. The results of the
literature search, questionnaires and personal communication are
presented in tabular form for those 49 approaches that were
thought to be potentially useful in measurinq sediment transport.
The summary includes 12 acoustic, 20 optical, 6 nuclear and
2 electrical indirect approaches in addition to 9 direct
techniques for measuring sediment transport.

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF AN OIL SPILL RECOVERY SEPARATOR

Researcher: Assistant Professor William B. Huckenpoehler

Sponsor: David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Center, Annapolis Laboratory, and U. S. Coast Guard

The purpose of the study is to determine the technical,
economic, and operational feasibility of an oil/water separator
system to reduce the concentration of water in recovered oil
at oil-spill sites. The separator must operate within certain
constraints and must also interface with existing U.S.C.G.
equipment. The study is structured to evaluate oil/water
separation techniques/systems using a constraint matrix.

A literature search was conducted to accumulate data and
various manufacturers were contacted and consulted. All data
collected was evaluated against the constraint matrix and
recommendations were presented dealinq with various systems
which were deemed to he feasible under certain conditions. The
project is about 80" complete and awaits action b, the Coast
,u 1ard on recomnendations.

I
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SHIlP MOOM ING DYNAMIC ANALYSTS

Resoa rcher s Prno ssor Michael 1F. Mccorm 'k , Pro fenn;,o r
Raffle swa r Bha t tacha rv,.ya, Ind A; n 'rt';n
Sander M. Cal isal

S~ on -7 ( r NaI\l C i vil E n iler n bbera-tery

Acemijiuter p)rorram is; developedC ait the .2 aiIAalm
for the Naval Ci-vil Vncji neo-rn i o aboratory,. to et i ma t t the
of moorn nun- for)i shi pn a t different confi (rat ion.S. A n" ti andr
(1 'nam1 c loald aInd met; ion ainal-,vs is is (lone ifl the spct rail e

n ear i zed thoer i(- sar e used . The proq ram wais ton ted for knowrn
h 50 ( far and adldlitionalap ctin'o

:eomet ries . The ass.,umptions used were presented at C. P.1. at
tlle- Shin, Moor ino Dynamics Symnposi um in January 19801.

C WS ACRRANGEMEFN[ SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES

Rosoarcher: Assistant Professor Bruce C. Nehrlinq

Si no r Nlaval Ship Eng ineer inu Center

Thec complexity and i nterdisciplinary nature of naval ship
des iqn mandates that the encineers involved in this process he
full": aware of What has1. and is bedngj done in terms of des ion
deci sions. In this context, it is sufficient to say. tha-t the
effiLcient and reliable communication of technical decisions aind

n 'ormat- or, is; critical to a successful desiOn effort:. Th is
commun icat i on I i nk can he h i ghil y strengthened h,, the 1 ud~ i C i ens
aplol icatio)n of computer technolo(ov.

This-- report addresses how one gTroup of engjineers, namely
those( ilve Ivcd in Ship cempar tmen tat ion and ar-ranqennts , cain
[o-nelfit h". Liqing computer interfaces to commuicate tochnicai
da-ta to ot e en en nognu 1 s enqaged in pro-con trac)t des jun.

Methods for storing aind asin technical information betwen
airnanoem -nt, hull1, combat n,, s tom,-, and machi nero goil t r
d i ,sc u e1d. Th tp of inI fo ,rmia tionn r egL r e(I t o h) trainsmit ted

C)(M
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I AN) YS isOF DYNAMIC RESPONSE* OF SSN-688 CLASS S11IBMR~ Ii*

Resear IchIer1: Associate' Profe'sor Mart il E. Nel] son

Sponsor: DavIid k,. Taylor Naval Shi p Research & Develo-pment
Center, Annap)l is hahora tory

I '~h is report des-c r i Ls a dynamic model of the propulIs ion ,l ant
of ain SSN-028 Class submarine. The model simulates the trans--
lent response of the pirimary and secondary systcms of the SSN-688

,wrplant to the opening and closing; of the throttle to the
pro'. ur1 * turbuine.

The model has been constructed by representing the perform-I ance of critical components in the primary and secondary systems
thirough'l uns;teaov,-state heat and mass-transfer differential

j 'luations. The resultingj systemi of equations has been solved by
the use of a computer code, developed using well-known numerical

tccniiesand SSN-688 design information. The details of the
computer code are described in the report.

LARGEt AMPLITUDE, SHIP MOTIONS

Researcher: Research Professor Ni ls Sal vesen

S" (onsnr: Naval Sea Lx's tems Comma nd

The eis t ing, comp Ita t iona ']Me(Ithod0s( ! forT p~re(icting the sea-
eng erformance, charaCtelri stie-s of)! T1Val s;hips aire allI based
li1iin ir mathemaitical moatls I For ; o econuitions, thlese

Z( (I arpp mroalchw are 11ac"1c1uat(' fot)) .znlincl mo t of the
iTs1 it -nlt 11 ival sip seakeepi ny rl s A new time domair

mlIt v'n1 met fo o i eeo or priit Vti VI the I ais
t I-! s rC Oi ( ) f- nav'al !;hii I,! Ili ~ e condi t ins1

i v r 1 r I r i ri (- r -('( i has I)(,('l Forrms 1 t d int a comiut e os-)(ram1
I :-, borigl Pv 11 t o si]t oh ta i w I ",,.

I I,, wl I r )14 w 1 )11 1 1- l'l '(" V. i 1 xpo'r i mlei I t a I r, ii t
,lJ i 1 t' ii (1io n 1 ri', to ir t Ird
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WAVL ' YOIF AND RESPONSE OF OFFSHORE STR'UCTURECS

Pesearcher "lidshi nman 11C Marc H.- Rol fes

Adv",i sosc~: Associate Professor Thomas 11. Dawson

F; onsor Tidn Scholar Prociram

-av feos;an.res-ponse( of offshore structures were,
exai ne bye sijectinq an 18-foot-tall test-

stret re o W''e ion inr the Naval Acadoiy 's 330-foot 'low inq
Tas. Bth <1 ci(!an r inilom waves of up to 2.5 feet in heiciht
Ver u~aton r5ii a rescrtative delsigin sen-e tates, %which,

tor ai ()I-- !Irorres:pond to waves up to C0 feet

Comnvuter moO!, I or e('1n:sed for comparison of measure-
menrts wi ti presertlyiU~CptJ1q1 U onrer; ng methods for calculatinq
tne forces and struct ural u~ne

,Major ciccom1 alihmnts from t he researe'li ar- Ilw n I l~in

(1I) For the f ir ~t t imt , ai reaisonabl I a ,. r' i joiInI
s tructure has hen t tes tcd a cont rele I ae it (, I5, S~li
a nd m c:a su re r e nts c ompIa redc w it h r (,d i C-t ion: - ' roru, ur- 'n v
Il Cucea mc~tbods o f erni jneer i nc a nalIys is

(2 F'or regular (design-tvuo') \\avJ' I,. T, it cn1
ran ' of hydrod ynamic coeff icient '; are ( '; :,Or'

eroi'(rn~lpractice. For the most a,,rttI ' Wt(

beconservative. The theor. andl m('aslirfl+, n i . si:
on ssib iIi ty of further ref inemrent of t he o 511 ,t'

based on wave characteristic.

( 3) For i rregular waves , the, currcnt Iv c t , ( mt t hond o)f
linear iz i o the qovern in n elaat ions for (-)r se f anal,:s is was
found reasonable. This ' ;as the first t im that such a check 'gas
ma de on the theory u s i nq t s truc tuiralI mondel- thai, t a I lo'.'edd seaI isF,-
tic i Tresentat ion of both dran- and inert ia-force contr ibu1t ions.-

(4) For the structural response, it was shown that the
standard assumption of rigid structural joints is overi v restric-
t ive and that more, work is needed- on the anal yt ical dJescription
ouf the joints.
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USER'S GUIDE FOR THE INTIRACTTVI COMPUTING SYSTEM NAVARCH

Researcher: Assistant Professor Bruce C. Nehrlinc;4
NAVARCII is an interactive computing s,.,stem intended for

students studying naval architecture and marine en'i n(,rin(;. f t
consists of three parts, a desig7n executive (DEX) , a set of d, t, -

base mana(gement routines, and a library of computationa] [pro()cram
known as "modules". The desi(!n executive provok(,s dec on •

re,iuiring the user to select commands from a l int of nptiop;t 0

known as a "menu". DEX also provides the user with a format-
free input environment. If the user enters illegal inpiuf, DLX
will interrupt the user with an appropriate error m(.sa( , .i,
recover procedure. In addition, DEX provides easy access to,
sources of auxiliary information (EXPLAIN files) as w( I I
e(itorial support for the database.

The database management routines provide for the tran.Y, i of
data between system modules and the database. The information
contained in the database represents computed results and/or
input for subsequent modules. This information was developed
and stored either directly by the user or indirectly be means of
a previous module.

The third part of the NAVARCl system is a library of computa-
tional modules. All modules of the system library are written
to standards specified by the system developers. In this way,
each module confronts the user in a consistent manner. There-
fore, the user will be able to gain progressive and meaningful
experience as he or she works with the system.

lDLE PROGR[AMMER'S GUIDE TO THE INi'ERACTIVE COMPUTING SYSTEM
"!"kVA RC I

j Ht,searcher: Assistant Professor Bi ice C. Nehrling

NAVARCHI is an interactixre computing system for students
studying naval architecture and marine en(ineering. It consists
of a design executive (DEX) , a set of database management routines
and a number of computational programs known as "modules".

This manual is intended to provide guidance to programmers
preparing modules for the NAVARCIT system. Programmers are
required to adhere to the methods and styles postulaled in this

I manual.

71
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I'V '"T I (;A- I ,ON 01' THF: B FIFAV OR OF A SiJBMER(;F, .AL, CONE 1)1.V IC,

Ih,,,a r-coer :!i dqh i pan 3/C Robert lenneqan

A,!e r Assi ,tan t Professor PRna0 d C. Cularte

-: )e(cii I1 y des :i ned fal cone device has ben tosted
s nlreed ,on kaolinite with varyinq water contents. Cal )rat i )f
curves have ben obtained and will allow us(, of the de<vice in
th+ ;el, . The results were compared with those obtained n air
and buoyancy and added mass effects appear to be unimportant.

t]NS LC;S INC OF' OCEAN WAVES

PuseilMrcher: ".idshipman 1/C Robert Kastner

A.v i or prof(s;sor 'lichael E.. McCormick

Ar e>80rimrental study of the focusing of water waves by a
sumeroed lens-shaped structure was conducted in the Coastal
Elngineerinq TanI' . Results of the study show that a circular arc
leins will augment the wave height at a focal point up to 1. 7
times. The augmentation depends on the wavelength, depth, and
height of the lens. For a clearance above the lens of 257 of
the wavelen th, significant wave energy is transmitted with
minor reflection. Thus this would be the design criterion in
wave energy cOnversion.

'lilL qtl O'F USNA WASTE TO SUJPPI,Y ENERGY TO THE ACADEMY BOI EFR

1e .dearoher s ': Nirsh on I/C Mel Me i nhard t, John Linlh, Alex
Echawn, and Trac-: Fisher

, I .. i ntnt Prof (,oscr C I d e C. Richard

TIv, . II'A'l A (1(0m, roduc tons ptr 'ear of sol i
I I I -I c ,d t l)cal landfill ae-a.- Tie

r , t a:,;.r t , :aui:h v.:t is ,:pqre>:iruate'le (W)O0t RTt'ilbn and it
t. r' .' + !, r! ' ,i~ { 1 ! , : [ ,'l] ], -m ''' 1 ( ,j\' 1 +, " o n {'b ' A (* i({. ''

]~1f I : ] qliv.i:¢
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A 'tre iet was1 undlertaken to stud", the fasb l () f ut iI i z-
an, flu ifii zedl bed corb s()l~-,ter to burn t h i, vt: ot and p~rod1uce,

St earn at t 1 :e Acaidemy. ', i pro ject was carried in to the, s ,con-~d
setecter as an FN-4S (If simf project.

UNI)LRW ATI NLJCI,11PAR ['WL PLANT: ANALIYS IS OF A COCP

Posear-chler Mi da iia /C I\evin C. Mulen

2'.dv (1VISe-r :Assoc tate Professor Martin E. Nelson

As the enerqv needs of the Uni ted States become more
cr it ical , and the cent-i nued supply of fore ion sources becomes
meire uncertain, Amrican is forced to look inward for solutions
to) her nrrvcrises. Durnge this period, substantial hope lies
c.i t h nuclear power.

In 'Ili realm of nuclear newer, (Treater restrictions and
(imanids upon safn tv and siz inc.1 make it no loop er prudent to

Ft 1,,-cole] ' on c -tab] ished ideas anC. concepts. The needs of the-_
f Lt" are demand an Cv1Iliuation of new and different concepts ird

ro n 1 Sfor nun]lear power plants. An underwater nucl ear powecr
i ts oI!(, sunki i)oposal.

r sentit ron will do scr the the undoerwa ter p1lant concept
-~ 1r! t, the cencen t wi 1.1 be discus sed and( (expl1a inodl

IO't ~~d' mt aesand, disadvanetacr es wi 11. be presen ted"
i I tin thf e eve1'Crineq cnsiderations associated vwitk a" n

I :i1 int i e1 i, will be discussed. Final lx,, the1c alter-
We n- f- this- en(,rn'.', proposal wil11 be presented.
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BI IIATTACIiARYYA, Rameswar, "Ship Mooring Dynamics," Shi ) Mooring
DVnamics Symposium Proceedings, California, 1980.

The usefulness of the strip theory approach, expecially for
long itudinal motions and associated predictions, has surpassed
the imagination of many theorists and engineers. Predictions for
t:he transverse motions and the associated predictions, however,
are not as good because of the difficulty in determining the
mot ion coefficients of the lateral motions.

The present paper enumerates the inherent assumptions in the
present theory and attempts to establish how far the transverse
motLons can be estimated, if not improved, by determining the
coefficients more accurately after incorporating the appendage as 9
well as hull circulation effects.

CALISAL, Sander M., Assistant Professor, "Wave Resistance
Computation b', Numerical Far Field Wave Survey Data," DTNSRDC
Report, 1980.

Experimental wave survey methods give a wave spectrum which
provides an insight into the calculations of wave resistance.
As the exerimental wave spectrum is relatively easy to obtain,
a numerical wave-survey method appears to offer a better compari-
son of experimental and numerical calculations. The present
program can be extended to a hi(Ther-order study.

CALISAL, Sander M., Assistant Professor, "An Attempt to Detect
the Importance of Tu julent Boundary Layer in Ship Wave
Resistance," . S. Naval Academy Report EW-4-79, June 1979.

The Reynolds number of a ship model is increased artificially
h: using a flat plate leading the model. The turbulence level of
the flat p-late boundary layer is also altered. A decrease in the
calculated wave resistance and measured residual resistance is
observed within the Froude number ranqe 2.<Fr--.4. The results
ind icate a viscous wave interaction which can be formulated in
terms of the visco-elastic properties of turbulent flow. A
:os formulation u;inq this procedure is also indicated.
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CALISAL, Sander M. , Assistant irofessor, "S m h,< (vj'.unta]
Results with Ship Model Accel, ration Law. .," 1'. .S. :ira] Acad-m.
Report EW-4-80, February 1980.

The wave resistance of a shi p movingT af .a on, ant 2( -,-d can
")e calculat ed using information obtain(,d from it,; Swave faf terr.
One of the 'iasic assumptions in wave surve'! met]hod.; i- the
existence of a time-independent model speed.

In towino tanks initial acceleration is unavoidlabl]e.
Wehausen (1964) showed that the effect of initial accelera-tion
on wave resistance has a decaying and oscillating character.
Calisal (1977) cave the general form of the initial acceleration
potential and showed the existence of a two-dimensional wave rof
the form:

A
c A sin (% k (x-cT) + : (t)) + 0(cT) - .T cT o

To study the validity of the theoretical results some experi-
ments were performed. The variation of the measured spectra and
the frequencies within the recorded total resistance pitching
moment are of interest. Results indicate that models should
travel a distance proportional to the square of the Froude number
before wave-data collection can be begun, that the predicted
encounter frequency exists in the recorded total resistance and
pitching moment signals, and that special effort is required to
avoid initial acceleration waves due to wall effects.

DAWSON, Thomas I., Associate Professor, Co-author, "Determination
of Elastic Shear Modulus of Marine Sediments from Wave Theory
and Field Measurements," Offshore Technology Conference
Proceedings, Houston, 1980.

A method is described for determining the elastic shear
modulus of marine sediments from field measurements of wave-
induced bottom acceleration and water pressure. The procedure
relies on results from a wave theory that assumes a linearly-
elastic sea-floor response. The method is thus limited to wave-
induced pressures which are sufficiently small to allow this
simple idealization. Specific application is made to field data
taken in the Mississippi Delta region during winter storm Londi-
tions where wave heights ranging up to about 6 feet were observed,
corresponding to wave-induced bottom pressures ranqinq up to
about 40 lb/ft 2. Results show that the assumption of a linear-
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L]R.IIf, , Ronald1 A. ,CommanTdo r, USN , "I nova tivo, IDes iu for Man noe
,111(1 ()(7,11 1)(1oi e rn Sen ior St ode nt 2, " ASFIFI Annual Co nfore nco,

Anhert , assahiist t , 'June 1980.

CR0C1111,, Rena In1( A. ,(rmmtr, "liy In(Yrwntor Tower
I r'~t i en,'" Mar I inE rIJi(2e:lxecm2it Inn and Intornat innal

Confrenc, 0e: Orianr,Mloi; i ana, 1 0-1i? October 1979.

(UTRTC Rnl I C. , tn rfsoco-auitthor, "ScourinCT of
(Co02 I y. - e MaI, ter ii a2 a Ratet Proce ss;," ASCIC Civil Fno!infl00y] ri
i r t e cea Cn I V, SanII Pr nI 1i nC, Ca I i f o r-n i a , 1 0 -1 2 S e ptemb er 197 9.

(;TOLA-RTF:, Ronald C. , Assi stant Profe ssor, co-author, "Rheoloqical
iethods foro-d i t i nq Cohes iv E Iros ion, " Mari no Technology

L's t ion (1 In t erna t i ona 1 Conference, Now Or leans , 1 0-12

JOPO*ISCOI, Bruce, Professor, Karel MONTOR, Associate Professor
(7.111 od Sc Je-nce) , a~nd Douqias 1,. AFDAIIL (Computer Center)
" Inst rumentlat: en f or Bra in Wave S i jna I Process inq, "5th
International Conference on Meical, & Bioloq ical Enqinoerinc-
Je'rLISa lo, Israel , 20 /\uqjuut 1979.

1;~~~o ,Prrc C. Ass istant Professor , "Measuri nq the Impact
(fA it or nait o S-hip Ar ranqoment , " NAVEA Works~hop o~n General

,.rraorncit Oalunit ion Criteria, WashinqIton, D.C., 22-23

PPPA~hC1 C. (, I tn rfsoco-autIhor, "The' DeS ion

I ( r i, Ie~ 'i ni 19)79.
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VI VAP ,Cly de C., ,"Assisianit Profess(r P1i c-har .Il V

*\.~i teProfessor (IMochlan cal Enncineeri nq) and( Rona] 'I A.
IComman1oer , USN , iTnnovative IDesiqn fer M1arif( and Dc

eni;Se ni or St udeiits ," AS~i:: Conference, Amherst, Msa
ebuett s, Jul", 1980.

RICHRDClvde C., Ass istan t P~rofessor, and Richard T . LA"HIAM

.\ssociate Professor, "The Cl-issroom Desijqn of a COCAS Plant
1) N:avaI Ssem Enci neer i nj Students, " Annual. International1

Gas urb ino Conference, New Orle ans , March 1980.

PICIIAPD), Clyde C., Assistant Professor and Bruce If. RANKIN,
lProfesso(-r, "AOne Semester Desciqn Course for Marine and Ocean

Lnneernc;Stude(nts," ASME Winter Annual Meetinq, New York
CtDecember I1979.



WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

I
_s" I cl Ch (' ~ U.@ I~ , Chcc .Izma I;r

The Weapons and Systems Enq in--ri nq
Department provides and maintains an
environment in which research activities
contributing to the professional growthLof the faculty and oustandinq midshipmen
flourish. Such research, in addition to
keepinq both faculty and midshipmen
abreast of today's rapidly advanci nq
technology, ultimately improves the
academic environment by providing exam-
ples of, and solutions to, existing
problems. Where research is based on
problems posed by the U. S. Navy, the
association causes the academic environ-
ment to be more relevant to the profes-
sional development of midshipmen.

Faculty research is regularly undertaken by nearly all civilian
members of the Woai)ons and Systems Enqineering Department and on
occasion by some military members as well. FundincT for research
activities is available from several sources, includina grants
or cent raacts from various federal agencies as well as fundinc-
su Tjort from within the Naval Academy. Current contracts have

(',>n nani, I faclzltv members with both the Naval Surface
'mi n _ ct or, the Naval Air Development Center and the Naval

r- i Laboratory. Excellent faculty and midshipmen research
i(,1 fl: hav. add it ional I y been established with the David U.

'II'- 1 -iva] S hi p Research and Development Center, Annapolis
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Res~irchr As sta t rofessor Jerry W. Watts
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R[S[ARCH COURSE PROJECTS WEAPONS ANV SYSTEMIS ENG IN[[RING DPARTIENT

effect on the economy (which itself could be hypothetically
varied) could be observed in macroeconomic terms (such as Gross
National Product, rate of inflation, the unemployment rate, and
so forth). This effect must then be included with the other
benefits and costs of pollution abatement as benefit cost
analysis is used to optimize the pollution abauement policy.
Other benefits of pollution control include improved health
(lowered medical bills), increased equipment and material life,
higher property values, and many other intangibles. New jobs
may be created by the new pollution control industry, and there
will be other macroeconomic benefits. The cost of the pollution-
abatement equipment is felt directly by the manufacturer and
the automobile owner who must now buy and use pollution emission
controls. Additionally, the manufacturer's customers will pay
a higher price for his goods when he pays for pollution-abate-
ment equipment (depending upon price elasticity); some of his
employees may be laid off as a result; and other macroeconomic
strains may occur.
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PUBLICATIONS WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

C BETTIS, Jerry R.,Major, USAF, et al., "Refractive-Index
Dependence of Pulsed-Laser-Induced Damage." Journal of Optics
Letters, 4 (August 1973), 256-258.

A parametric study of the threshold for pulsed-laser-induced
damaqe with refractive index for surfaces and thin films of

i several transparent optical materials is reported. An empirical
analysis of the experimental results obtained using 1.06 -pm
radiation in 40-nsec pulses, together with other published data,
yields, to first order, a i/(n 2-l) dependence for the threshold
optical electric field. The proposed scaling law describes
quite well the variation of damage threshold for optical surfaces
ranging in refractive index from 1.38 to 2.49. Similar agree-
ment is noted for homogeneous thin films deposited on a fused
silica substrate; however, deviations are noted for inhomogeneous
films.

BETTIS, Jerry R. Major, USAF, et al., "Low Jitter, Low Inductance
Solid Dielectric Switches." Review of Scientific Instrumenta-
tion, 50 (November 1979), 1487-1489.

It has been shown that the use of graded solid dielectric
sandwiches in laser-triggered spark gaps (LTS) can lead to highly
desirable multi-channel operations while maintaining the low
delay and jitter performance characteristics of LTS. As many as
ten separate breakdown channels were observed when small circu-
lar or hexagonal aluminum inserts were inserted between two
Mylar dielectric sheets stressed at 4.1 kV/mil. A reduction in
rise time was noted for these multichannel switching events.

BETTIS, Jerry R. Major, USAF, et al., "Low Power Laser Trigger
Switching of a Solid Insulated Spark Gap." Review of
Scientific Instrumentation, 50 (November 1979), 1486-1487.

The feasibility of reliably triggering solid dielectric
insulated spark gaps by low power (-6 MW) lasers has been demon-
strated. Breakdown of 10-mil Lexan dielectric sheets stressed
to 70 kV was initiated by a focused 6 MW, Nd in YAG laser emit-
ting 40 mJ in a pulse 6 ns wide at the half-peak intensity
height. Delays achieved were in the tens of ns. Slight increases
in laser power or electrical stress should produce shorter delays
( i0 ns) and subnanosecond jitter.
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KNOWLES, Kenneth A., Associate Professor, "Trident Towed Buoy
Simulation Algorithm (u)." Confidential report to U. S. Navy.

This report contains a detailed description of a simulation
of TRIDENT Towed Buoy depth, cable tension and scope during reel
out, reel in, and deployed operation. The fidelity of this
simulation is sufficient for purposes of Ship Control Station
operator training on the TRIDENT Device 21010.

KNO1LES, Kenneth A., Associate Professor, "Algorithm to Simulate
the Operation of a Shipboard Cavitation Indicator Display (u)."
Confidential Report to U. S. Navy, 9 November 1979.

The Ship Control Operator Trainer, located at the TRIDENT
Training Facility, Bangor, Washington, is to incorporate a
cavitation indicator display. The purpose of this document is
to describe an algorithm for minicomputer implementation which
will determine in real time the status of the various displays on
the cavitation indicator display unit. These indications will
be used in conjunction with other simulation modules which will
provide the necessary ship's environmental parameters. It is
further assumed that the logical variables which are generated
by this algorithm will be used to set or reset appropriate
latches, which will, in turn, control the status of the various
displays on the cavitation indicator unit.

OLSEN, Charles F., Professor, Abstract of "Compensator Design
Using the Frequency Domain Approach," Simula-ion, May 1979,
written and published in ZENTRALBLATT FUR MATHEMATIK at the

request of Professor Doctor Bernd Wegner, Editor-in-Chief.

The original abstract appeared in Summary of Research
Activities, 1978-1979, p. 100.
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i PRESENTATIONS WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

I BETTIS, Jerry R., Major, USAF, "Laser-Triggered Switch Modifica-
tion to VEBA." Pulse Power Conference, Orlando, Florida,
3 June 1980.

BROCKUS, C. George, Assistant Professor, "Magnitude and Time-
Scaling for State-Space Description of Systems." ASEE 88th
Annual Conference Amherst, Massachusetts, 24 June 1980.

I KNOWLES, Kenneth A., Associate Professor, "Pushy Parents,
Professional Apathy and Positive Approaches to the Education
of Gifted Students." 26th Annual Convention National Asso-
ciation for Gifted Children, Baltimore, October 1979.

MITCHELL, E. Eugene, Associate Professor, Robert DEMOYER, Jr.,
Assistant Professor, and C. George BROCKUS, Assistant Professor,
"A Course in Microcomputers for Control Applications."
Session 2221, ASEE 88th Annual Conference, Amherst,Massachus-
ets, 24 June 1980.

MITCHELL, E. Eugene, Associate Professor and Robert DEMOYER, Jr.
Assistant Professor. "Study of the Discrete Controller
Problem With Application to the Single Board Microprocessors."
ASME Annual Conference, Chicago, Winter 1979.
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

Associate Professo Fred 1A. Fezt'ow, CfaLrman

For faculty members of the English
Department, Academic Year 1979-1980 was
a most active and productive time for
literary research and scholarly publica-
tion. Three sponsored projects, with
support from the Naval Academy Research
Council, were underway: a study of play
and game structure inherent in much recent
American fiction; analysis of the prose
style of E. M. Forster; and completion
of an annotated bibliography of writings
in a journal devoted to the work of
James Joyce. Two faculty members on
sabbatical leave were engaged in research,
one investigating the University of
Virginia Writer-in-Residence Program,
and the other preparing a bibliographical

study of writings by and about the nineteenth-century Maryland
author John Pendleton Kennedy. Independent (non-funded) research,
with 15 projects in progress, included critical and biographical
studies of classical, British, and American writers.

Two books by members of the English faculty were published:
a study of Aaron Burr and the American literary imagination, and
a volume of poems. One article appeared in a collected volume of
critical essays, and 14 articles were published in literary
journals. Eight faculty members made 11 presentations at meetings
of professional organizations.

Research, critical investigation, and creative writing by
members of the English faculty enhance the quality and vitality
of instruction in the classroom as well as the scholarly reputa-
tions of those involved and the Naval Academy they represent.
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SPONSOREV RESEARCH ENGLISH VEPARTMENT

MISCHIEVOUS GAMES: PLAYFUL ARTISTRY IN CONTEMPORARY
AMERICAN FICTION

Researcher: Assistant Professor Neil Berman

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

This project will attempt to evaluate the play and game
structures inherent in so much recent American fiction. Although
definitions of "play" are as varied as the writers on the subject,
several characteristics are almost universally accepted. These
include joy, freedom, and creativity. As a tool of literary
criticism, play theory will take account of "play" and "game"
as among the largest metaphors of human experience. Most play
theorists therefore also see that dualisms such as play/serious-
ness, play/work, play/reality are naive and must be collapsed to
fully understand that experience.

The play-element in recent American fiction embraces a
number of very different kinds of stories. Some writers, like
Thomas Berger and John Barth, adopt a narrative point of view
which establishes a game between writer (and his persona) and
reader. Others, like Jerzy Kosinski and Don Delillo, embed into
their novels a wide variety of play-forms, such as sports,
rituals, simulations, and both explicit and implicit games. A
ludic criticism of contemporary fiction is badly needed to help
elucidate some of our most problematic fictions and to expand
the parameters of literary criticsm. Using the resources of
play theory, which include the psychology, anthropology, and
philosophy of play and games, this project will attempt to dif-
ferentiate and clarify the game structures inherent in the
narrative strategies of much recent American fiction.

JAMES JOYCE QUARTERLY: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Researcher: Lieutenant Commander John Harty, USNR

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The purpose of this project is to create an annotated
bibliography of Dr. Thomas Staley's periodical James Joyce
Quarterly (published in Tulsa, Oklahoma) which contains criticism
and other material on James Joyce and his works. The Quarterly
has been issued four times a year since its inception in 1963.
No such annotated bibliography exists at this time. Last year
a similar project on A Wake Newslitter, a newsletter devoted to
the study of Joyce's Finnegans Wake was completed. The researcher
is attempting to get both projects published in one volume.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA WRITER-IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAM

Researcher: Associate Professor Philip K. Jason

I Sponsor: Sabbatical Leave

This investigation focuses on the relationships between the
host institucion and the guest writers with the aim of discover-
ing the advantages to each of the writer-in-residence arrange-
ment. Attention is given to the obligations undertaken by the
writers and to the degree of support, financial and otherwise,
provided by the university. The University of Virginia program,
which was financed by a bequest from Emily Balch, funded two
semester-long visits by William Faulkner (spring 1957 and spring
1958); a visit by Katherine Anne Porter during the fall 1958
term; a two-month residency by Stephen Spender during the spring
of 1962; and a three-week visit by John Dos Passos in February
1963. Though none of these writers had teaching responsibilities,
each gave public lectures, visited classes, and met with student
groups. The full-term residencies allowed the writers to give
most of their attention to their own work, thereby serving as
subsidies for literary achievement. The program faded when
writers began to be hired as regular faculty members (Peter
Taylor was so hired in 1967). This latter situation coincided
with the growth of creative writing as an academic subject.

THE PROSE STYLE OF E. M. FORSTER

I Researcher: Assistant Professor Molly B. Tinsley

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The researcher has felt it necessary to redefine the param-
eters of this project, expanding them to include Forster's
non-fiction as well as his novels. The study thus is able to
offer a more solid account of those stylistic characteristics
(such as antithesis, positive negation) which are constants to
the Forsterian voice as well as to show variations in that voice5 according to the different demands of his subject matter.

9
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TIRIEE STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE

Researcher: Associate Professor David 0. Tomlinson

Snnsor: Sabbatical Leave

A semester's sabbatical leave in the fall of 1979 allowed
substantial. prooress on three academic projects:

(a) A survey on the teaching of American literature ir
collenes and universities was completed. The data were analyzed
usinq programs of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) ; and a report utilizino this computer analysis was
presented at the annual meeting of the South Atlantic Modern
Language Association in Atlanta, Georqia on November 2, 1979.

(b) An edition of Sidney Lanier's Tiqer-Lilies was prepared.
The book written in 1867, shows a blendino of romantic and local
color writing and therefore preserves a rather valuable record
of the chanaes being introduced into American fiction after the
Civil War.

(c) A survey of the writing by and about John Pendleton
Kennedy, a nineteenth century Baltimore writer and nolitician
and a Secretary of the Navy, led to a rather lengthy article,
"John Pendleton Kennedy: An Essay in Bibliography."
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Till: HARVEST DEATH OF TIHE ANCIENT CORN-SPIRIT AS REFL'ITLb IN
BURNS' " JOHIN BARLEYCORN" AND KEATS' "TO AUTIIMN"

Researcher: Associate Professor John P. Boatman

Most researchers have iqnored the reflect ion of an ancient
ha rvf st r i t ua I that ce remon ious lV c(lebrats the T nn ua k i I I i n(I
of the corn (or Tra i n ) si r it i n the autumnal act vit ics at

r,,pinI or thres hing or pressinq Gra pes, activities and folklorr
descri bed bv Sir James Frazer in hi s monumental Golden Bouch,
Ciapter XVI I ("Litverses") The present resc archer has merely

e ,inted out t hat the, has ic images of Burns' poem "John ,arlycorn"
and Keaits' ""o Autumn" (Stanza 2) very closely reflect imag, es

, the folk tralition of thiis ancient harvest death. In both
0o, tlie death is a sacrifice for mank ind: in Burns' n}oem the

outcome is whiskev that warms the cockles of man's convivial
neart; in Ke,,ts' )oom the sleepy or sleeping autumnal workers
I mboI i ze, not a mere abstraction for Autumn, but the very

sint of the season--the corn-sririt--all of whose life has
been drained out in the activities of harvest until sloop
(an -ld common symbol for death) falls upon them all, a sacrifice
for man's annual benefit throuoh the death of the hidden hene-

factor, the spirit of the season.

THE FAERIE QUEENE: SPENSER'S QUEST FOR POETIC TRUTH

Resoarcher: Assistant Professor Mallory Young Clifford

Spenser introduce( every book of The Faerie Queene with an
explicit defense of poetry. Many of his proems are devoted
entirely to self-justification. In addition, the epic is
traditionally accompanied by an external apology, the letter to
Raleigh. Truth, Spenser claims, is a matter of morality--and
alleiory' is the means for presenting moral truth. Few readers,
however, are convinced by the Spenserian statement of moral
truth; and a close look at the numerous and contradictory points
in his argument reveals that Spenser himself was equally troubled.
His epic finally reveals the limits of the moral justification
and indicates a much more profound understanding of the ambiva--
lence of story, reality, and truth itself.

The problematic of Spenserian storytelling proves to be the
danger of the loss of innocence--the bite of the Beast, as
Serena and Timias learn, is an internal and not an external
ailment. The storyteller, like his knights, must face the
dilemma of innocence and action, virtue and knowledge. The
telling of the story, like all (Treat human deeds, is mediated
in the Christian world by sin. There is always sin--and danger--
in the knowledge of good and evil. It is this ambivalence that
The Faerie Queene reflects and attempts to mediate.

i 1ol
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THE PIIAEACIANS: PLEASURE, POETRY, AND TRAGIC CHOICE

Researcher: Assistant Professor Mallory Young Clifford

The decision of the Phaeacians to convey Odysseus to his
home in Ithaca is one of the most problematical events in the
Odyssey. The Phaeacians are well aware of the conflict between
Poseidon and Odysseus: their guest has revetled it in his own
story. They also know the dangerous consequences of aiding and
abetting this wanderer. Numberous explanations have been offered
to justify their action--foraetfulness, hospitality, even coward-
ice. But a better answer may appear in a consideration of the
Phaeacians' own position and culture.

The Phaeacians live in a world of unfailing abundance, free
from effort and toil. Their play-oriented culture represents the
height of civilization. They live the life of the gods, separated
from all men. Their view of story-telling corresponds: the bard
Demodocus provides them with pleasure. But the Phaeacians are
Lot gods; they are mortal. Odysseus' story forces them to a
recognition of their own humanity. No one can stand disinterested
between gods and men; the Phaeacians enter the struggle on the
side of man, choosing their own mortality--much as had Odysseus
himself on the island of Calypso. The Odyssy reveals that men
are not gods--and that poetry is not solely an instrument of
pleasure.

YET DOES liE MARVEL: THE POETRY OF ROBERT HAYDEN

Researcher: Associate Professor Fred M. Fetrow

This project will culminate in a monograph-length study of
the works of Robert Hayden, an important contemporary American
poet. Prefaced with an initial chapter which chronologically I
summarizes Hayden's biography and career, the ensuing study
concentrates on the poetry through sustained critical analysis
of Hayden's major themes and techniques. As a Depression era
ghetto-dweller whose youthful work was first published in 1931,
Robert Hayden developed a distinctive poetic voice as he gradu-
ally gained in prominence until his importance was recognized in
1976, as he became the first black poet appointed to serve as
the Consultant in Poetry at the Library of Congress. Hayden's
career was characterized by his consistent commitment to his art;
while he frequently wrote on themes of black history in express-
ing the hopes and frustrations of his race, he adamantly
insisted upon being judged by the universal standards of artistic
achievement. His work thus subsumed, yet transcended the "black
experience", as he addressed the human condition rather than a
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racial situation. He pursued the truths to be found beneath
superficial or mundane realities, and he constantly sought new
themes and untried poetic techniques in that pursuit. Because
of the timelessness of his thematic concerns and his intriquing
innovations in poetic style, Hayden's work has a permanence of
challenge to readers and scholars. Both groups have now begun

to give Hayden the attention he has long deserved, and this
study will be the first full-length critical treatment of his
canon.

PILATE'S BELLY AND THE NARRATIVE STRUCTURE OF SONG OF SOLOMON

9 Researcher: Associate Professor Fred M. Fetrow

As one of the central characters in Toni Morrison's Song of
Solomon (1977), Pilate is as intriguing as the narrative struc-
ture of the novel. Pilate's lack of navel initially makes tier
seem rather strange, mysterious and somehow frightening. The
narrator refers frequently to how smooth Pilate's belly is,
almost as if that smoothness itself is mysterious. People in
the novel are mystified by Pilate's smoothness of belly, but
as they and we learn more about her, we can see that her "fine
difference" is a good, not a bad difference. In retrospect,
the entire novel can be viewed and better understood in terms
of a narrative texture of mysterious smoothness. While the
evocative appeal of the novel derives partially from Morrison's
use of sensuous detail (color and tactile imagery and motifs),
the narrative structure, which is initially confusing because
the reader discerns connections among characters and events only
gradually, can therefore also be apprehended as a texture we
must come to understand. As Morrison brings together the
narrative strands of the novel to form a beautifully woven
tapestry, we more fully realize and appreciate its "smoothness"
of texture. In a sense, the texture of Pilate's belly serves
as a metaphor for the entire novel: initially mysterious, but
when fully understood, both thematic-lly enlightening and
esthetically gratifying.
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HERMAN MELVILIE'S FIRST S0IGItTN(, Ot NANTTC:,ET ISLA'ND

Researcher: Professor Wilson L. Heflin

It has cenerally been assumod that Herman Melville first saw
Nantucket Island during a visit there with his father-in-law
Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw in 1852, a year after the publication
of Mobv-Dick. An entry in a midshipman's journal reveals, how-
ever, that Melille, as an enlisted man in the U. S. Navy, must
have seen the island from the sea on 3 November 1844, when his
shirt, the frioate United States, was returninq from the Pacific
Ocean to Boston. The remain(ler of this study is concerned with
the influence of Nantucket on Moby-Dick and Melville's relation-
ships with Nantucketers during the two and one-iuarter years
that he was a whaleman in the South Seas.

AARON BURR (1716-1757)

Researcher: Assistant Professor Charles J. Nolan, Jr.

Father of an infamous son, son-in-law of the celebrated
Jonathan Edwards, the Reverend Aaron Burr achieved prominence in
his own right as both minister and civil leader. As might be
expected, his literary works reflect his dual function.
A Sermon Preached at the Ordination of . . . David Bostwick, for
example, typifies the standard three-part structure and the
common spiritual concerns of the Puritan sermon, whereas
A Discourse Delivered at New-Ark has a public theme. Preached
before the synod of New York, The Watchman's Answer, another
sermon, depicts the Puritan minister's function of reading the
hand of God in all visible things; The Supreme Deity .
Maintained, on the other hand, an elaborate refutation of
Emlyn's Inquiry, represents a classic example of the kind of
theological debate so prevalent in the eighteenth century. In
A Servant of God Dismissed, the funeral sermon for Governor
Belcher and the minister's final work, Burr again reflects both
spiritual and public concerns.
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ANNUAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Researcher: Assistant Professor Charles J. Nolan, Jr.

Contributions to the Annual Bibliography come from a careful
review of the many issLes of fourteen journals ranging from
Anthropological Linguistics to the International Philosophical
Quarterly. The contributor examines and notes any article,
edition, book, or thesis, published in any languaqe, that has an
important link to English or American language or literature and
any ancillary work that bears significantly on those fields.
Using a specialized format, he then prepares bibliography cards
for such items and forwards them to the American editor, who in
turn sends the American contribution to Leeds, England, where
the Annual Bibliography is published. The result each year is
one of the two major bibliographies in English studies.

IIEMINGWAY: THE WRITER AS RESEARCHER

IResearcher: Assistant Professor Charles J. Nolan, Jr.

When Hemingway published A Farewell to Arms in 1929, he asked
Scribner's to downplay the autobiographical element. Early
reviewers and later critics, however, insisted upon making the
connection between Frederic Henry's experience and Hemingway's
life. Now Michael Reynolds has shown that Hemingway drew as much
from books as he did from life. Reynolds suggests that Hemingway
used a variety of sources; he also ferrets out biographical
material that informed Farewell and provides other valuable
information as well. Reviewers have had mixed reaction to
Reynolds' work, all praising him for his diligent research but
some raising questions about his critical judgments and omissions.
The present writer agrees with Jeffrey Meyers that "Reynolds'
scholarship is superior to his criticism" and provides full
support for that judgment, while still recognizing Reynolds'
research as a needed corrective to past Hemingway scholarship.
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A SOURCE FOR THOMAS CAREW'S "EPILOGUE TO A PLAY PRESENTED
BEFORE THE KING AND QUEENE"

Researcher: Asuilstant Professor Michael P. Parker

Rhodes Dunlap, Carew's most recent editor, remarks that the
"Epilogue to a Play" echoes "the Platonic doctrine of the dlter-
nation of opposites developed in the Phaedo." The immediate
source for the theory of pleasure expounded in the piece,
however, is the opening dialogue of Giordano Bruno's Sacio
de la bestia trionfante. While the epilogue has long been
ascribed to Carew on stylistic qrounds, the indebtedness to
Bruno strengthens the attribution, since Carew made extensive
use of the Spaccio in his masque Coelum Britannicum, first
performed in Febru-ry 1634. More noteworthy tinan the mere fact
of the borrowing is Carew's careful editing of his source to
suit the tastes of his royal audience. Bruno's frank references
to sexual pleasure are deleted, perhaps in deference to the
supersensual theories of love espoused by Henrietta Maria and
the Caroline court. The borrowing from Bruno in the "Epilogue
to a Play" testifies to the range of Carew's intellectual
interests, as well as to his ability to employ the fruits of his
philosophical reading in a courtly, predominantly lyric, poetic
mode.

"TO MY FRIEND G. N. FROM WREST": CAREW'S SECULAR MASQUE

Researcher: Assistant Professor Michael P. Parker

Despite current interest in the English country-house poem,
Thomas Carew's major contribution to the genre, "To G.N. From
Wrest," has largely been ignored. This neglect is unfortunate
because Carew's poem represents the crucial middle term between
Johnson's initial essays in the English country-house poem and
Marvell's transformation of the genre in the 1640's and 1650's.
Due to a scholarly blunder in the early twentieth century,
critics have been unaware of the lively cultural and literary
activities that focused on Wrest Park, seat of Henry de Grey, the
eighth Earl of Kent, in the 1620's and '30's: John Selden, Samuel
Butler, Samuel Cooper, Sir John Suckling, and Thomas Carew were
all intimates of the family. The identification of Henry de Grey
as proprietor of the estate illumines many of the iconographic
and historical details of the poom whose significance has eluded
earlier researchers. Carew celebrates the de Grey family through
the use of a structure and techniques borrowed from the court
masque; oblique criticisms of the king's Scottish Campaign of
1639 suggest that the poet has abandoned the court to pursue his I
aesthetic ideals in a narrower, more practicable sphere.
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P> sar 'rA!n; I n ,tal it Pro fe s nocr St (1)hen M Ross , ('0- Poei(archor

In !I n art id (-Ik n(1 the, " faili I Y novel , " Robert Pora-,: sqejj(st-s
tnhit t e'er (f t he f am iIy, i; rediemt ivo; to ccolebrt-Ia i f( is
t~ c I '1 it "t he fa m ily. INodern American f ict ion , howe;(vir , Ihip
!( 0 1' 1 1: been 1;o :;anou i no about the fam iIy , e ither i n itfs

Lit o)r iS ide(a I 1(ttent al I TheNi t r ad it i -onalI re,(lIml ;ve
I ) th1(e fm i I' usiia 11 , embod ied as the mofho!, i feC or

is;),- 50>~~ it ract n\'mI o-l of feomin ine, innoce nce,, has riot b
-' '.1h>-( nce the, holy' female--the- "True Woman" of 19th-

cint -Jii--. l ; i c haindbooks, the' blood less hero ine of ou1a
f- (-t i ' nj, the Lausibly',1 sturd, moral a dvi nor in Howve ln-de-voted

;r I it- reob 'em ino- her man , today that femrnni ne fa i ly ce-ntc r
p Mn: t 'S affirm the famil'. is no longer, in f iction to-

n i n -,rt i c Iet subm itteod f or iubi i cat ion i n March , the
r~ntarc-rnexplore various versions of the American family and

the f ini le "centers;" of those famil1ies. Works included are, by
h-auI kr, el lt-r, Sherwood Anderson, and various contemporary
,>Ie rcanwomian wr tern.

ATENDENCY T1() CI, Pil

Resear-hter: Assistant Professor Molly B. Tinslecy

A Te-n d ency to ClIimbh is the tentative title of a novel
comle~dthis year. Told in the first person, it is a linear

narrat ive, conicernin'i tihe journey of a youngj woman, Anna Ryder,
back to tho town where, at the aqe of five, she lost her
parents when a small airplane crashed into their house. As
m i uht bwe(xl ected, she learns about herself and the world along

heway'
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A FREUDIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF' FORD MADOX FORD'S THE GOOD
SO, D I PR

Researcher: Assistant Professor John Wooten

Critics of Ford Madox Ford's novel The Good Soldier can be
divided irto two main groups: one group accepts the first-
person narrator of the novel as a basically reliable reporter of
the evtents described in the novel; the other group finds the
narrator to be a highly unreliable witness to the novel's tragic
action. The narrator, John Dowell, is seen by the first group
as Ford's trustworthy surrogate; the second group believes that
Dowell is the main object of Ford's fiercely ironic attack on
I Western Civilization just before World War I. The best way
to resolve these conflicting views, and it is a way that Ford's
text encourages, is to use Freudian psychological theory of
human behavior. The psychological complexity of Ford's
characterization of Dowell demands a thorough study that can,
once and for all, lay to rest the myth of Dowell's reliability.
No critic has employed this approach sufficiently well, and, as
a result, a convincing interpretation remains to be made.
Freud's views on desire and guilt as those things impinge on
the problems of civilization in general help to explain both
the narrator's erratic behavior and the larger cultural
sianificance of the novel's complicated action.
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BOATMAN, John P., Associate Professor, "After Elea: Burns'
'John Anderson My Jo, John' and Milton's Lost Paradise,"
Caledonia, 2 (Spring 1980), 17-20.

This article attempts to point out Burns' indebtedness to
the details of Milton's Paradise Lost, Book XII, by noting
parallels between the two oems in the situation of Burns' and
Milton's chief characters as they leave the Garden of Eden on
a hill to descend to the plain below, noting common imagery
and phraseoloqy heretofore unnoted by critics.

An attempt is made, also, to note th: influence of Milton's
style and tone upon the poem by Burns that differs so much from
Burns' other poetry in its calm, controlled, and balanced
simplicity of tone and statement.

BOATMAN, John P., Associate Professor, "A Burns Bookshelf,"

Caledonia, 1 (Fall 1979), 3-4.

This article gives a brief, annotated list of five books on
Burns' life; criticism and evaluation of his poetry; and an
analysis of the three-volume edition of Burns' poetry. The
intent is to direct readers toward a critical first study of
Burns' poems.

BOATMAN. John P., Associate Professor, "Burns' 'Hallowe'en'
and the Ancient Rituals of Fertility," Caledonia, 1 (Winter
1979-80), 15-19.

An attempt is made to trace the ancient European and
Mediterranean backgrounds of the folk customs cited by Burns
in his p)oem "Hallowe'en." The essay alludes to the concept
of the ancient ritual death of the tanist king, the concept
of tragic sacrifice of the lovers of the ancient queen of love
and death for the qood of the community, the concept of ritual
resurrection of a savior, the concern of ancient people for life
in the face of death--as described in Frazer's Golden Bough,
Jessie L. Weston's From Ritual to Romance, Robert Graves'
The White Goddess, classical drama, and other sources.
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FETROW, Fred M., Associate Professor, "Chapman's Stoic Ilero in
The Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois," Studies in English Literature,
19 (Spring 1979), 229-237.

The standard interpretation of George Chapman's The Revenge
of Bussv D'Ambois (1613) continues to sustain modern critical
response. Modern critics, bound to the notion that Chapman's
tragic hero is as self-sufficient as he is stoical, generally
conclude that the play is didactically effective, "poetically
successful but dramatically disappointing," largely because
they discern no inner conflict in Clermont. However, re-exami-
nation of Clermont's characterization indicates that Chapman
deliberately and carefully exhibits a tragic hero who continually
struggles to accommodate belief and behavior. Thus Chapman does
present a viable tragic hero, but Clermont comes to life not so
much through his repeated demonstration of stoic principles, as
in behavior which is contrary to his philosophy. So those
critics of The Revenge who claim that Chapman sacrifices tragic
effect for didacticism are simply mistaken, and the defenders
of Chapman's dramatic skills are right, but for the wrongg reasons.

FETROW, Fred M., Associate Professor, "'Middle Passage':
Robert Hayden's Anti-Epic," College Language Association
Journal, 22 (June 1979), 304-318.

Robert Hlayden's "Middle Passage" is especially intriguing
for its resistance to ceneric classification. Hayden himself
remained rather ambivalent on this point. While his oriainal
plan for the poem seems explicit, he claimed a sort of mystic
vision as the source of his ultimate format. However, another
oblirin authorial reference suggests an epic intention. And
,%hen one approaches the poem as a miniature epic, both generic
rnd, and heiqhtened meaning emerge. Hayden includes and yet
invorts most of the traditional epic conventions and devices.
Thiis technique of ironic inversion extends the moral implica-
tionr of the ostensible subject, slave trade during the late
severtt tenth and early eighteenth centuries. More importantly,
the technique embodies an epic structure which allows the
r)o(et to ennoble an epic "anti-hero" and to speak in a mythic
voice in the creation of a folk epic which glorifies the real
sub iects of tho poem, the Black victims of "Middle Passage" in
their stru(gle for personal and spiritual freedom then and
since. (This article resulted from NARC funding.)
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j'j:1rR(j], Pred M. , A ssociate Professor, "Po1er t H1ayd(,n 's " Th( B .a
Man' and the Metaphysics of the Mundane," Research Studios,
47 (Set)tember 1979), 193R-190.

Robert Havden's brief poem, "The Rag Man," which appears
in his recently published American Journal (1978), is a prime
example of this poet's ability to recreate a common event as
an occasion tor posing complex psychological and moral rnuestions.
Throuqh the device of guilt-inducinq projection, Hayden gives
the heqc!arly rag picker attributes which make him seem physically
and morally superior to the speaker-narrator of the poem.
Because the reader identifies with the speaker's response and
values, the poem subtly forces us to ponder our own attitudes
and priorities. Ultimately, the rag man is not so much the
subject of the poem as the catalyst for the reported incident,
an event which the poet uses to heiqhten self-awareness and to
provoke moral reassessment. Thus with deceptive simplicity of
narrative, Robert Hayden evokes a vicarious sharing of the
social and moral implications of "'The Rag Man."

FETROW, Fred M., Associate Professor, "The Function of
Geocraphy in The Power and the Glory," Descant, 23 (Spring
1979) , 40-48.

Modern critics frequently cite Graham Greene's The Power
and the Glory (1940) as the work which marks that author's
growth as a novelist, and some scholars treat in detail those
aspects of the novel which evidence the artistry of Greene's
early effort, as well as the seriousness of his intent. None
of these aspects is more clearly the work of an accomplished
artist than the technique with which Greene makes his geographi-
cal setting so diversely and organically functional. He merges
the physical setting and geographic landscape with the
characterization, thematic motifs, allegorical implications,
and indeed, with the very ideology of the novel. Through
symbolic use of climate (meteorological conditions) and a
hitherto unnoticed manipulation of the compass directions,
Graham Greene creates the psychological and spiritual atmosphere
of the book, and consequently extends the allegory of God's
pursuit of man into the reader's mind.
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r,- -1- t 54.- 't1 at 'n (I thIi n()uoht 1 nd x (I (I1o (cum 1) ft5 n

* ~ri -a tor es -it thlu Jfrasent t imeai ffcj Ii
ar t liis ii( t ;o)r C a(redl and. Custy p i l e .f; sp ciall atic( n

Is 1 () Ltiiit i ror) -tan1t, re souce 1I- -fl wo r' cof P i. e r c
11 !,i1 v r "-" ,'' , f ; ldI wo rke(,r i n the( 1 93 0 's;. 1-,' n
I t. I Uford ('us ton House were p1 anos ag to '

I I1 x i nq ra. crs , 'Ir . Brown had them transi- calr ri
tile I ;I ("I-("~ PuP lie I i hrary . AmongT theSe r Co0ra a- r,

a' jI ar t tha t i are releI va nt to Mev illIe',s f ire
1 "( 111 a 11 in I-(a 1i p A-'cushne-t of Faiha e

1B 1 1LI, 7ohin 'I. Ass;F i s;tant Professor , 'Pepper ' s Contextual li m aind
the Readler'F, Valutes ," Paunch , 53-54 (1920) , 122-134 .

3'tcephen C . Pepper of fers a powerf ul aestheti c i n contextual -
i Sam. As a worldI hypothesis (a fundamental orientation toward
;;hanornena that emphasizes the on-going event, vivid in its
context) contextualism is fairly new and most closely allied to
organicism, leas~t allied to formalism and to mechanism. But as
,-in aesthetic orientation it does not help the reader sort throurTh
literature or art for particular values. Vividness is uncquanti-
fiahle; but more importantly what it portends may well vary from
rktader to reader. unolike adherents to other aesthetic orientations,
a contextualist necessarily imports values into his criticism,
eve-n while remainingC a pure contextualist. This is because the
corm.etinq aesthetic orientations offer familiar values on their
face, as it were (such as organic integration and wholeness,
for example) . And the strands or events they organize into
sa--rticular wholes do not portend anything beyond themselves.
O)nly, contextualism has an aesthetically rooted concern for revela-
tion and meaning in events-which makes it an expecially powerful
aesthetic for literary art.
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,JASON, Philip K., Associate Professor, Thawing Out, Washington,
D.C. : Dryad Press, 1979.

This book contains twenty-four poems ranging from strict
verse forms (such as terza rima) to free verse. Many of the
poems appeared first in such periodicals as Commonweal, Green-
field Review, Hamrpden-Sydney Poetry Pevi ew, Kansas Quarterly,
Poet and Critic, and West Coast Poetr' Review.

JASON, Philip K., Associate Professor, "Modern Versions of the
Vi Iane 1, Co]lboo( Literature, 7 (Spring 1980) , 136-45.

The formal characteristics of the villanelle provide a range
of opportunities that modern poets have exploited in various
way's. The essential features--a narrow rhyme range and the
ia tterned repetition of two refrains--demand a strategy that
releases the power residing in the interplay of constant and
variable elements. Schemes of classification, progression, and
,olarity have been handled effectively in this structure. Other
formal features include a three-part structure that overrides
the six stanzas of the villanelle and that exaggerates the
natural positional emp)hasis of short stanzaic poems. A dominant
theme in modern villanelles is that of obsession: the formula
of repetition is manipulated to the end of reproducing or drama-
tizing a monomaniacal vision. Typical villanelle variations
include punctuation shifts in the repeating lines that alter
syntax and meanino, and small-scale verbal substitutions that
relax the strict rules of the form without losing its essential
expressive trains.. The attraction of the villanelle form
sugoests that its pattern corresponds to basic experiential
patterns of thought, emotion, and action.

JASON, Philip K., Associate Professor, "The Writer in the
University After World War IF: Overview of Controversy,"
JGE: Th( Journal of General Education, 31 (Spring 1979),
4f-64. _ . . . .. . . ..

A survey ()f opinions puhlis h(d during the period 1947-1976
reveals a wide rang, of attitudes about the relationship between
the creative writer and th, university. As more and more writers
made the university either their place of employment or the
benevolent sponsor of their writingo careers, controversy devel-
oped over wheth(r or not this growing alliance was advantageous
to the parties concerned. Some observers felt that the writer's
independernce would suffer. They feared an institutional ization
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5 of the world of letters from which a timid, insular, and conform-
ist "academic" writinq would result. Others argued that the
presence of exemplars of the creative process would open new
channels of knowledge that universities had not promoted in the
past. Still others felt that the writer was a "natural"
educator, and that his practice and experience could be of
great benefit to the essential university task of maintaining
and enhancing a literate society. Further dialogues arose over
the ideal format for the writer-university relationship. How
should it be structured so as to maximize benefits and minimize
risks? In spite of the controversy, the alliance has continued
to c:ain strength and to modify itself according to the perceived
needs of the institutions and the writers.

NOLAN, Charles J., Jr., Assistant Professor, "Going Back to
School," JGE: The Journal of General Education, 31 (1979),
129-40.

This article traces the author's progress from initial
decision to return to graduate school at aae 31 to securing the
Ph.D. and a job. The lona foreground of decision-makin and
preparation for the return are set in the context of both
national and personal history; one complicated the other. All
the usual hurdles are discussed--course work, candidacy examina-
tion, comprehensives, dissertation, job-hunting--but always
there is an attempt to make the idiosyncratic representative.
The article speaks to those contemplating a similar return to
school in these difficult times and to those who teach in or
direct cTradunte programs.

NOLAN, Charles J., Jr., Assistant Professor, Aaron Burr and
the American Literary Imagination. Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1980.

American writers have used the figure of Aaron Burr to
express several of society's deepest fears. Though Burr was a
complex personality, the popular conception of him as the cold-
hearted murderer of Hamilton or as the detestable conspirator
who tried to destroy the Union prevails. Such a view becomes
commonplace after Burr's political enemies attack him as a
Catiline, Cain, and sexual predator. Influenced by these
perjorative images, American dramatists often repeat them in
their works and add depictions of their own. But as the distance
from the historical events in which Burr figured increases, the
dramatic treatment of him becomes more positive. Overall, three
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ima~cs proom no te-- those (of t raito(r , predator, and victim--
he), first two i n the n snoten th century, the last in our time.

1.ihIhe plavwr icihts, , Amer icin novel ists andl short story
writ ers; pesent a mixed picture o)f Burr. Here arc, the same
thmec principal imanTes oif h ima ilong with eqjuall y appropriate
ana loques for them--those o-f Cat ii ino, Lovelace, and VWarwick.
And once, me o the way in wh ich Burr i s portray,,ed sh ift s %i t h
t i me.

'The ,ar-n Burr emeroiine! fromr our li1terature , then is a com-
ol ox f icuro whom American aiuthors emiploy for reasons not
irmoed i atel apparent .In choos ino to- hicoiqiht the th)ree ma~or

~'s~ 0 1in that they did, tHey seem to use 'him as a ve'hicic
to ''0' SOC ci I a' feairs and-1 t hero fore in some wax' to urqe

t .o em 'hUis in I no (teen t h -cen t' iry w.orld that is apprehensive
,!,Lut ot! te 0 i s-mom h rmc nt of the 1-n ion anrl the rum na-t o n o)f

it voem p, the O 1evs our writers natural],:, emphasize are those(:
c''v-no 'irtor-t r-iiter and predator. And in a twentieth-centur:

se thL t F00 ( hreatened by the various forces that act to
t mt inmdimvidual , it isoerhaps not unexpected that our

athoicrs als-o turn to the po rtraval of Burr as victim. B
chooshi n to focus ui n these particular roles and In, select inc,
ter them the appropriate analoq(ues of Cati line, Lovelace, ane.
Uarwiek,- they, raise Burr t-o the level of an Amoricai, symhol.
Thus he- comes, to reoreosont aspects, of American life that are-
p refonl d isturhincu--touches, that is upon our most terrifying
nicihtoares cof societal chaos, of phal lie plunderine- of our
womenr, and of helpless victimization.

V)=7., ChPar]les J., Jr., Assistant Professor, "Lewis' 'dhjective
lom: F(-, to ,'esthet i c-,, " The Bul let in o f the New York
f. 2. eisSoc iety, 10 (1979),5-6

,ne of Lh;e mor( important thematic passaocs in T ha t Hi deous
p ~0 f~'c ''uediscussion of Prost 's "Ohlective

<o ~ ~ c 0 r i m t s cereral si oni ficance , the, section also
IA I ," to arc 1 d f ( m- II( i n ("1ewmv:is ' sense of the hoaut iful

If, r ,a'T.' the- most- Fundamenta ii-of the author's aesthetic Peliefs
is; tiC rai Pas on innate i'r-(i loct ion fo-r beauty. Other

I e'' cre-do o)f Pe(auty emeroe Lv implication: the
eacti'il 'ssoi'stotal c enc ui tv, is pleasantly colorful,

emotonalwarmth; it involves -an exact sense of
r :mr' t in! !repo(rt rm1- and exhibits careful reqjularitv; it

oman I'm nic )ard a corre' nond(ence between subiect matter and
man r r'a izat ion ; a nd i t in iI k.e d inT1ex t r i Cabl)y withI

J-)(, Fo t Tn lwis, all1 tha t the word "normal" irplies is the
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NOLAN, Charles J. , Jr., Ass ist ant Profe , "Structural

So)histication in 'The Complaint unto Pity, '" Chaucer Revi ew,
13 (1979), 363-72.

Critics have often regarded "The Compla i nt unto Pity" aI-
lust an earl" poem in which Chaucer makes use of a standard form.
5ut eraps the e.-st wa.' to read the poem is to see it as a
rat her !;op hi st i cat ed if proI I ma t ic at tempt to blend theo amorous
mInd the leocal compl aints and to note some of the advantaqeous
effects that such a mixture has upon representative aspects of
t lie poem . There can he no douht that the piece is a standard
lover's i-lea because all of th( elements of that form manifest
themselves in the v.orl:. Phat has not been generally recocnized
is that Chaucer alo () m's the structure of the legal hill in
th, second half of the poem, a structure consisting of an
address, a statement of grievance, and a prayer for remedy.
Such recoeni tion resolve s several of the problems that critics
have raised and also makes clear the advantages that Chaucer
s3ains from the merger of the two complaint forms, particularly
an intensified languace and an enriched personification. Thus
"The Comnlaint unto Pity" demonstrates Chaucer's already hichly
developed skill and foreshadows the kind of technical brilliance
he will hiter so fully display.

ROSS, Stephen M., Assistant Professor, "Faulkner's Absalom,
Absalom! and the David Story: A Speculative Contemplateion,"
TYnThe David Myth. West Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue University
Press, 1980, p). 136-155.

William Faulkner valued the Old Testament for its stories
and characters more than for its philosophy. In exploring how
the biblical David story comes to be renewed in Absalom, Absalom!,
we must examine the ways in which Faulkner rearranges the story
and the relationships among the characters. The novel's main
character, Thomas Sutpen, should be seen as more than a morally
inadequate David figure, but also as a "king" and "father" figure
in a more general sense. Like David, Sutpen succeeds in the
terms demanded by his culture, and like David he has qualities
of boyishness and naivety which separate him from the other
cotton barons of the South. But Sutpen is like Saul, too, in
his superior stature and prowess, and in his attempt to use his
own son to prevent another son's rightful inheritance. Faulkner
also makes use of the relationships between Saul, Jonathan, and
David, and between David, Amnon, and Absalom in portraying
Sutpen, Charles Bon, and Henry Sutpen. Each of these familial
struggles grows out of the conflicting demands of love and
authority. This article analyzes Faulkner's use of the David
story.
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STEINBAUGH, Eric N., Major, USMC, "Will the Real Winston
Churchill . .," New Hampshire Profiles, (July 1979), 36-37.

In December of 1900, the American Winston Churchill held a
dinner party in Boston in honor of the English Winston Spencer
Churchill. The American was an 1894 graduate of the U. S. Naval
Academy, an extremely popular novelist, and could boast that he
had first rights to his name since he was three years older than
his British namesake. The English Churchill was in America
lecturing on the Boer War after his dramatic escape from Pretoria.
He had written to the American in 1899 that he would henceforth
sign his name "Winston Spencer Churchill" in order to avoid
confusion. This did not seem to solve the problem, however, for
in the Englishman's autobiography he says that while in Boston
"all my mails were sent to his address while the bill for the
dinner came in to me. I need not say that both these errors
were speedily redressed."

TINSLEY, Molly B., Assistant Professor, "Muddle et Cetera:
Syntax in A Passage to India," Journal of Narrative Technique,
(Fall 1979), 191-198.

This article illustrates the ways in which Forster disrupts
the orderly subordination of the complex sentence in order to
render verbally the muddle that was India. Sentences in
A Passage to India undermine climax and fight closure as consist-
ently as does the-structure of that novel. Comma splice
sentences and burgeoning catalogues further assert the irrepressi-
bility of chaotic experience aga 4nst the tidiness of sentences.

TOMLINSON, David 0., Associate Professor, "William Cullen
Bryant," Dictionary of Literary Biography: Volume 3:
Antebellum Writers in New York and the South. Ed. Joel
Meyerson, Gale: Detroit, Michigan, 1979, pp. 30-43.

Bryant became America's first poet to win international
acclaim. He learned to wryi with an easy style, expressing a
viewpoint not common to art .s in his era. Until the 1830's
he was seen as being in the forefront of experimental poetry.

Realizing that poetry could never provide him with a steady
income, Bryant never depended on it for his livelihood. Indeed,
by 1829, he had a lucrative position as editor of the New York
Evening Post, a position he held until his death in 1878.
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I As he matured, he wrote less and less poetry; but the work
of his youth became popular; and the small body of work he
produced later in life received the acclaim of the masses if not
of the critics.

He also earned a wide reputation as an editor and, in part
because of his editorial prominence, was a real celebrity in
New York until the time of his death.

The article is a biographical and critical estimate of Bryant.

WOOTEN, John, Assistant Professor, "The Metaphysics of Milton's
Epic Burlesque Humor," Milton Studies, 13 (1979), 255-273.

There are two worlds in Paradise Lost--a tragic, fallen
world and a comic universe of ultimate Christian promise. The
comic obviously supersedes the tragic in the theological sense,
but in the poem's narrative drama the two are held in an uneasy
and tension-filled balance. This balance is the source of the
poem's burlesque vision of absurdity. In the first part of
this essay burlesque is defined, using the Paradise of Fools
episode. Then burlesque's affinities to modern black humor is
considered. The psychological and metaphysical aspects of
Milton's burlesque are illuminated by a comparison to twentieth-
century black humor, and important analogies between the two can
be made. After establishing initial definitions, key passages
are examined which show the involvement of Satan, Sin and
Death, Chaos, and even Milton's God in unmistakable burlesque5 activity.

I
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PERGMANN, Ila rriet ,Ass stant Professor, "Henry Adams' F sthl-er:
N) PaFaith in t he Patriarchv,, Chesap ea ko American Stu(ies
Assoc iat ion, 2 November 1979.

B M AN, Noii, Ass i.sint P1-ofes3sor, "Wo kshops or Playsho;,s?
(;am St rate Ies in the each ilq of Writing, " Conference on
Cc) I IC C omios it ion and Communication, Wash i nqton , F). C.
13-l' March 1980.

I, hohn M., Asi: t ant Pro c essor , and Alian IEFCOWITZ,
Profess:or, "Science Among the Sagles: Or, Mind and! Matter
Desn't Matter," Victorians Institute Conference, Richmond,
Virginia, October 1979.

*** ****

JASON, Philip K., Associate Professor, Poetry Readings, The
Writer's Center, November 1979; The Folger Shakespeare Library,
Ai ril 1980; Georgetown University, April 1980; Montpelier Arts
Center, April 1980.

LEFCOWITS, Allan, Professor, Panelist, "Influences of Science and
Technolocy on Literature," Library of Congress, May 1979.

LEFCOWITZ, Allan, Professor, "Editing and the Writer," Northern
Virginia Society of P.E.N., Northern Virginia Commurity College,
October 1979.

NOLAN, Charles J., Jr., Assistant Professor, Chairman, Panel on
American Romanticism, Northeast Modern Languaae Association,
North Dartmouth, Massachusetts, 21 March 1980.

TINSLEY, Molly D., Assistant Professor, Fiction Reading, Greater
Reston Arts Center, October 1979.

TINSLEY, Molly B., Assistant Professor, "Writing Fiction: Get
Started," McKendree College Writers' Conference, Lebanon,
Illinois, 2-3 May 1980.
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'POM I SO N , Dav id 0.) , Assoc iate r os o "Am r ican fi t( r Ur

35It ir Tauohlt S outh At] ant ic Modierln1 iancuawe Assnc i ajt ion),
Atlant, (,eo-rqia, 2 Novembeor 19779.
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I HI1STORY DEPARTMENT

Pl'LL5scY, LavLy V. Th(,mwr5c, n, Chat'tmaaI

For the History Department, 1979-1580

was a banner year in both publication

and research. Four books appeared and aI L__ fifth was revised. All were in the field
of naval history. Of the new publications,

. one provides a revisionist view of the

naval policy debate in the young republic;
two are biographies of important naval

officers of the post-Civil War era; and
the fourth provides the first narrative

.I history of the Naval Academy since 1900.
The faculty also published a total of

sixteen articles, papers, and encyclopedia

entries. Finally, two department members
collaborated with the Educational
Resources Center to produce two videotape

historical documentaries, both approximately a half-hour in

length.

The wide-ranging research interests of the History Department
faculty ensure that this scholarly productivity will continue.
Six other books are currently in press, numerous articles have
been accepted for publication, and many other works are in progress.
Two projects were sponsored by Naval Academy Research Council
grants.

Throughout the year, the History Department continued to partici-
pate actively in professional confurences across the country.
At nine of these conferences, faculty members presented papers.
Other historical presentations were made to military and civic

audiences.

The results of the History Department's deep involvement in
research are reflected in the ongoing enrichment of its students'
classroom experience as well as in the production of scholarly

publications and papers.
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TiHE- PA'E RS 01' JOHN PAU I, JONES

Rcseareher: Assistant Professor James C. Bradford

r:onsor N i t i ona I Ifi ; t or i cal Pub 1 i cat ions aid Records Comm s; i on

T'lhis proIcct will produce a compi],tu, Sch()larly (,dt ion of
the papers o John Paul Jones. The first piiast, of tfi(h pro j .t
involvesi the col ect ion ot all Jones materials. To dat( cpie:;
have been ohtained from 65 repositories. ()ve r 2000 t 9 1 ilave,
been accessioned and filed; targets have blc n prepared for futwre
photog raphin; and transcribing of documents has heogur. Th i s
phase of thle pro ect should be completed by June 1981 . -ocumrnts
will then be sel ected for tile let ter-press e2dition, all dcumr fT1 ;
prepa red for publication, and a subj ct index and i idirg (; aid
will be prepared. The entire project should be comp I ct(d by
August of 1983.

DYNAMIC MILITARY ENGAGEMENTS THROUGI COMPUTER GRAPH ICS

Researcher: Associate Professor William M. Darden

Sponsor: Naval Academy (Academic Dean)

The object of this project is to present a classroom demon-
stration by means of computer graphics of the background, develop-
ment, and results of selected battles. Complete statistics of the
opposing forees, as well as pictures of important cormuanders,, tle
battlefield terrain, and weapons used, are made available.

The Battle of Chancellorsvile, the greatest victory of th
Army of Northern Virginia (May 1863), was put on line this year.

HISTORY OF MARINE AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS IN WORLD WAR II

Researcher: Associate Professor William M. Dardon

Sponsor: Academic Dean - Instruct ional Development Proirram

In reference to the preceding project , the dcecision was made
to put amphibious operations on videotape rather than the computer.
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A 25-minute documentary of Guadalcanal, the first amphibious
operat ion of the war, reviews the course and assesses the
sionificance of the struggle. it is hoped that this is the first
tape in a series which will show the history and development of
"larine amphibious operations in World War Two.

I 'T~ I APB M'0 ACC IDENTS ABOARD 11. S . NAVAL VESSFLS

seachr:Associate Pro-fersoc~r Willijam Ni. Darden

&2t n) r: Ac-idem iC Dean - Instructional Deveopment Proqram

Arinv'estiurat ion was conducted into shipboard accidents to
roe r d!isprove the necessity for an acoustic egress system

.I~r2;his.The investination showed that such a system
,-hoU IC ice availaible.

I >11> CECEAN D VALUES

:0 o~r:Associate Professor Davidl E. Johnson

Nax' -Acde-my Rsarch councilI

T( reo f- t his T roj oct is to assess the i mpl icat ions in
'i tionr of our C oncep t of human ir:to li uonce _for chne s

ITi-r valu( onoo ta. The object ives are: ()to C la ri fy, one
ior:i icant !i f, in our conceptual framoework, (2) to wri to about

fitC'I.1 icio()f t ho rcsoarch1 so thaIt othtkrs Car unde(4rstalnd
i.a vcrit te-r; ( 3) to pull i sli some of those writ i nra. The.

rc.rot ;lst o edsevera-l looks andl art iclesF deal i nc (, ith
r ft It i a I inr t I 1 i , T as a IS 'n cAdeq(uato e 1~e for humain i rnt tI I i-

rT(I!C, , o-)11jir inc~ thn wit h mor( t ra( i t innci I not ions- of t h,
,IIt r, It ar Thkei. hi w ill anai ,Z( the lMl IC caIt ions Of t hs
chancel(s i I; o)ur cul t aire' , v i ow of manl for o)III %,,a 11., Ts I, 'Ii

Tr( r i i n ft, I I T- i i s .t a ci fs
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MEMBER COUNTRY INFLUENCING OF ORGAN IZAT IONAL DECISION-MAKING:
Tiff' CASE OF THE1F WORLD BANK GROUP

Researcher: Lieutenant Commander Robert W. Stuart, USN

Sponsor: Arieiqh Burke Scholarship

This dissertation is intended to meet the final outstandireT
r(t(uirtement for the doct-arate, in International Econor-.ics- -it the,
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University.

The cnleted study met three research objectives. F'Irst ,
a review; of functional, structural , and be(havioral litelrature-
was Conducted to i dent f fy the key; el eMenrt s to he i cl:'i 11 1
Comp rehen siye nec is ;ion-ma k inq mlodie 1 equal 1 1' app! i cable (i t the
three levels of anal,',s is. Second , this; cci s on-mak inq modeI(l
wa s co nst ruc tedi and( f u nct i o na, I t sru ctuLir al an(:ea oa vr
vIew of t he mode (loIvde V 1o )( I The I 1 nal, the P10de I,.I
tes ted Cons icder i 11 one part i cula Ir i t er ra f tor)nalIc dveoItn ,rcn t
or ITan za t iocnT., t he t-n rd B IPa nk (,r ()tp.

Th n-nle;,)t 1 n :s isi o f tihe (,(,C-,itol.-mak1 Ir t1r1rss:- o

t ,W kr J n ak ( C) U~ I1ncovered tit he x i stertcc( of trec iso;
r~f1 etceavna or t f ec rsuepci nt ; 1), which o-r

a 1! .(i e Mfe!-)Ier Co nr c),n xert s- (,tn o (-f - ni f n nflIuence

,11nJ u 1e: U (',t I1V!' Yi t tie . na t U re of 0 rrn 0 -(1z11 a1t tonal, ou t !)u1t

rn :0ort ,t 1-1( r t t), en I corne a trec i nt - o for)r
') ", 1 I n(( H I tt joti nI1Mmm r cmut trja; t o mm'ix mi i , the1

r u r i r cr- tii I o r, :,I ! i I t i i i.t rt

1'( i7:1 1":l1'Y V1, PIn I >~~~ I N Tlil':m'v'
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9 THE CZECH LEGION IN ITALY

Researcher: Associate Professor Rowan A. Williams

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

There is no known publication in English that treats the
history of the Czech prisoners of war in Italy in World War
One. Thanks to the political activities of Czech nationalists
inl the allied nations, the prisoners were mustered into the
6th Division of the Czechoslovak National Army. The division
was commlitted against the Austrians at the Battle of the Piave

in une191, hld crcia setorof the Alpine front in

,'uqust, and] participated in the Final Vittorio-Veneto offensive.
Th( loinnna~res then accompanied Thomas Masaryk to Czechoslovakia,
weethe . ccpied the province of Slovakia in defiance of the

HLii vi uian Communist G-overnment. A preliminary study of the

l,tinn hiis hoen completed.

T11 S. NAV AND CHINA, 1945-1950

* r ytshimanI'(- Samuel J. Cox

I': -tt Poeso Robert Wi Il am Love, Jr.

Trid(nt Schola-r ProoTram

lean ore oel icy on the Chinese Civil War went through
* rro 1947) to 1950: support of thie Nationalist govern-

........ r , C n'0. tie conflit, no-n invol) vemen t, and re sumed,
t , 7hirt r.t to n h, i n Kaii- shek a nd the Kwomi ntana. Throughout

I; c'rl toi11 f iv. '(vrs in Sine-American his tor,' , the U.S. Navy
1:'t" i~ .~ Pi or comr,-nd in China and attempted to play a siqnif i-

*t (-,to f Amer icar fo)re i in t-oIi cv in ,si a.
0 r tt into rl centy v :iclas-i fied documents, this

C otritItadmirals in China _ cen~tinuouslV

'I r tfor t he Na-tionalist recline despite its
't to' h in irs. Advoc acy1 of this policy per-

iiTo. lot ieven afte-r it was- apparent that the
1 'i r. T'he study s;how,.ed th~at these

~. in ~ntthvin the Navy Peoartment
I I- i' oi ios in America's ttes twar

'I ir1s, V the'ir rele"Iless finsi
.......................... ~nr l iffeneld the resolve of-
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METAPHYSICS AND POETRY

Researcher: Assistant Professor P. Robert Artiqiani

Defining consciousness as a function of metaphy/sics in
Western terms, 1Heideqger's definition of poetry as a distinct
mode of learning intended to overcome all alienation is dis-
cussed. The shared ambition and methodology of the poet
Wallace Stevens is also examined. Stevens, however, found that
his poems never achieved lIeidegger's qoal. Rather than estatb-
lishing a metaphysical union subsuming the condition -f aliena-
tion, Stevens found that each poem established a new realm of
consciousness. I

THE RELIEF' OF MAJOR GENERAL COMMANDANT BARNETT

Researcher: Major Merrill M. Bartlett, USMC

The reason for the dramatic and unexpected relief of
Major General George Barnett as Commandant of the U. S. Marine
Corps in 1920, following his extremely effective conduct of
that office during World War One, has never been satisfactorily
explained. This study, based upon extensive archival research,
provides the first complete account of the incident.

GEORGE BARNETT, 1859-1930: A REGISTER OF HIS PERSONAL PAPERS

Researcher: Major Merrill L. Bartlett, USMC

As Major General Commandant, 1914-1920, George Barnett
headed the Marine Corps at an important, transitional state of
its history. This register of his papers, covering the entire
span of his career, 1881-1923, should be valuable for students
of the naval service.
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Posuarcher: M ajor Meurrill T- Partlett, UPMC

Fn 1889) the scrow-sloan U.S.S. Trocnuais brolk. liar propciler
sh,-ft while n rocc edino f rom HolIulu to Samoa . lHer p~ropa liar

x a'.~ammadl in a aositian thiat made, i t imnass 11,1 a ta s teer ha'r
unj.(r sail am nO evti-al 1. 2 1 dh r i fted ac ro5ss tii Pac i fic Nia th(e
COA S t Of Waslhi 1na(I uin This account of the, iflCJlent, durn pci %,hi e
ht r LI,' Cani)rtd a-nnidarall 1rivatians and which could eazil1'

0 'dad in iit1,is b)ased onl orialnal , archival rese;7-arch.

lles-;airciiar: Preifoc'sar Wi 1.liam .M. Belate, co-author

Ti'n ohj(IC tiv(e of this projeact i s toi pre sarit a hal ancedi
i1lustr,- tad, chrannal ice 1 account of the entire histar,' f-(

Oat> o th!, FTrst 174visioii of tho t'. S. MIarine Corns. The ea
v-.i I I consist of qnrximataly 60O,000 x.'orls , wil Ii ? liprofusely

i list ratced , arid will1 caver all c-itml ai qas inl whichi the djIvi!5 ion
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TILE INTERSTATE q[,AVIE TRADE EN VIRGINIA: THE OLD) VIEW VS.
TIHL NEW

Researcher: Professo)r Wiliam L_ Calcierhead

This project is a follow-up of researchl conducted several
y~ oar ru, ~n t1 it analyzed Mlarylandl archival records deal i with
ilnLcrst te slave-tradi nq act ivi ties; in %Maryland beforr the
C j \7i I h -11 That lae howe(! that the i n terntate, slave trade,
it- I(, is t ft-oi 4aryland, was far less sigInificant than authori tre s

had i t to he . Si lice Narvland was not necessar i Iv
-it t e ve s t ate,, the find ingsq were consid(ered to 11(2

i n t i no but n -ot ncsri I v revolIut ionary i-n natfure.

-1hc my% Stu"y st ressi nc Vircginiai, a typical sla-ve state,
1shoCuld JC cc Umi nic tcor c us ivel y how sigcn i f j cant the i nterstate

si trac,( reall", was. An analysis of bills of saie, tradnrs'
rrcordqs, i 'nit litmalftslist, and other pertinent material
is rn madle of the majo(-r Virginia counties selling slaves.

';hs i ,thi stairst ics show that the in-=nsi ty of the tradle
.g a w:ais 1)ig(jher t ha n i n Ma ryland , bu t the to talI ex ten t

ofthe trade,--asi tlie %laryland study had earliLer impl ied--w7as
ci arl .' far lesthan thc old propagandists would have us
hoIieve

A~'~iI ANSECRETARIES OF TUEF NAVY

t-'s~rchr:Professor Paolo F. Coletta, co-author

Thec ca reers and contributions of sixty-two Secretaries of
thr Navy are 6aescribed in a two-volume work to he published by,.
theC Naval Tinstitute Press ini 1980. The researchcr wrote five
rof the, i ndlividlua I biographical essays, edited and proof-read

teremainrder, and prepared the index.

A El LI0GRPILPY IM AMERICAN NAVAL, 111 TORY

Rese(archer: Professor Pao~lo 1.. Coletta

A collection has been prepiared of 4,900 books, articles,
docume ntf-,, di s.nertat ions, and works of fiction that- are deemed
important in teaching American naval history. An index of
an thorn4 and a subject index are, included.
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GENERAL CLIFTON CATES, USMC

Researcher: Professor Paolo E. Coletta

A biographical essay is being prepared for Commandants of
the Marine Corps, edited hy Assistant Professor Robert W. Love,9 Jr.-,-and Major Merrill M. Bartlett, USMC.

ADMIRAL LOUIS E. DENFELD

Researcher: Professor Paolo E. Coletta

A biographical essay has been prepared for The Chiefs of
Naval Operations, edited by Assistant Professor Robert W. Love,
Jr., and currently in press.

THE NAVAL LAR IN THE WEST IN WORLD WAR ONE

Researcher: Professor Paolo E. Coletta

The history of the naval war between Germany and the
Western powers, 1914-1918, is to be related in light of recent
research. Particular attention will be paid to naval warfareg in the Adriatic.

CYRUS VAN1CE

Researcher: Professor Paolo E. Coletta

An eminent attorney and former secretary of the navy, as
secretary of state, Cyrus Vance was for three years one of the
leading figures of the Carter administration. Research for a
full-scale biography is well underway.
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CURATORES VIARUM: HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE IN ITALY IN THE ROMAN
EH P IRE

Researcher: Assistant Professor Phyllis Culham

This study examines the history of the orc(anization of
attempts to build and maintain Italian hiqhways under the Roman
Empire. It provides a detailed examination of the imperial
bureau devoted to highway maintenance. All personnel known to
have been attached to the bureau are discussed in an effort to
compare it to other bureaus and to aain new insights into Roman
social history.

THE LLX OPPIA

Researcher: Assis tant Professor Phyllis Culham

It is arqued that the Lox Oppia has been misunderstood by
all major authorities, including Livy. Actually, it was not an
economic measure, nor did it have any but the most indirect
economic impiact. The law was, rather, directed at women with
the aim of reducing the new status they had attained in the
periU of the Punic Wars.

RISOTTIO:'j BY TRIAL IN THE ORESTIA

Researcher: Assistant Professor Phyllis Culham

The siqnificance of resolution by trial in The Orestia
triiov,' is reassessed. The contention is that, in acdd-iti-on to
thi fonrmal trial which ends the last play, both of the other
io-',; nd with scenes that are really' disguisod trials. These

aro in.strumental in resolving on stage the issues of conflict.
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VLADIMIR KOROLENKO

Researcher: Assistant Professor Jane Good

The career of the Russian radical, populist, and writer
Korolenko (1853-1921) is traced in a 2,000-word study. It has
been accepted for publication.

SERCEI KRAVCHINSKY

Researcher: Assistant Professor Jane Good

The radical writer Sergei Kravchinsky (Stepniak) was one
of the most active members of the Russian emigr6 community in
London during the last two decades of the nineteenth century.
His career is related in an article that includes a detailed
bibliography.

PAUL MILILUOV

Researcher: Assistant Professor Jane Good

The biography of Paul Miliukov (1859-1943), historian and
leader of the Constitutional Democratic (Cadet) Party, is pre-
sented in a 3,000-word article that has been accepted for
publication.

SOLZHENITSYN'S PRECURSOR: V. G. KOROLENKO'S VISIT TO THE

UNITED STATES, 1893

Researcher: Assistant Professor Jane Good

This study compares the written impressions of America by
the nineteenth century Russian radical author V. G. Korolenko
with Alexander Solzhenitsyn's recent critique of the United States.
It concludes that certain features of their criticisms are
remarkably similar. Both find Americans to be excessively mater-
ialistic and caught up in transitory problems. They also regard
the press as irresponsible. Both believe that America has great
potential, but that, as yet, it has been unfulfilled.
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THE ENCLYCLOPEDIA OF U. S. NAVY AND MARINE CORPS HISTORY

Researchers: Associate Professor Kenneth J. Hagan and
Assistant Professor Jack Sweetman

This work has been conceived to remedy the lack of a single,
"one-stop" reference to which the student or researcher can
turn for coverage of all important aspects of U. S. Navy and
Marine Corps history. Alphabetically organized, it will consist
of approximately 1,500-2,000 entires, combining the operational,
adminstrative, biographical, and technological threads of
American naval history. In terms of content, the entries will
be of two types: brief, purely factual entries on specific
subjects (individuals, battles, aircraft types, etc.) and longer,
analytical entries on topical areas (amphibious operations,
anti-submarine warfare, gunboat diplomacy, etc.). The work
should prove an invaluable aid to anyone involved in naval
history, whether student, teacher, historian, or buff.

OVER THE RAMPARTS: INTERPRETATIONS OF AMERICAN MILITARY

HISTORY

Researchers: Associate Professor Kenneth J. Hagan, co-author

The history and evolution of the U. S. Army will be analyzed
by a collection of seventeen interpretative essays. Accounts
of the army at war are balanced by considerations of civil-
military relations and the institutional development--organiza-
tion, structure, policy, doctrine, and ideology--of the army
at peace.

NATIVISM, ETHNICITY, AND THE ENLISTED FORCE OF THE NAVY AND

MARINE CORPS, 1870-1910

Researcher: Assistant Professor Frederick S. Harrod

During the late nineteenth century, growing nativist
sentiment throughout the nation had its counterpart in efforts
to "Americanize" the enlisted force. Although the Navy had I
traditionally accepted large numbers of foreigners, it became
increasinqly displeased with what Secretary Benjamin Tracy
characterized as its "mongrel crews." In Manning the New Navy
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I have considered some new aspects of this subject. Yet mary
important avenues of rescarch relating to the attitudes of
Navy officials and civilLans toward foreigners in the service
remain to be explored. In addition, the Marine Corps aspects
of this subject is completely unstudied.

The projuct is continuing along three main lines of research.
One avunue is additional searching for writings by nativists on
the Navy and Marine Corps and writings by officers expressing
nativist sentiments to establish personal and ideological links
between the two groups. The second area of concentration is

further archival research into Navy and Marine policies regard-
ing aliens. The third major line of study concerns the enlisted
force of the Marine Corps. There is a need to investiqate all
aspects of marine enlisted policy as well as particular ques-
tions i2latinq to noncitizens in the force. In this way it will
be possible to understand the specific policies of the Marines
and to compare these policies to those of the Navy.

THE AMBIGUOUS REFORMATION IN THE TERRITORIAL CITIES OF UPPER
AUSTRIA, 1520-1576: ENNS, FREISTADT, GMUNDEN, LINZ, STEYER,
VOCKLABRUCK, AND WELS

Researcher: Pssistant Professor Corina M. Herrera

This study explores the responses to the Protestant
Reformation of the sixteenth century in a selected group of
small cities. While much of the previous and current literature
in this field has concentrated on major urban centers in which
the Reformation gained early and formal acceptance, this study
analyzed a region in which incremental change provided the key
to religious conviction. Because the critical obstacle to a
formal Reformation was the lack of strong and consistent leader-
ship, this research surveyed the role of local elites, including
the clergy, lay students and later magistrates, and the
school teachers.

I
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UNIVERSITIES AND SOCIETY IN AUSTRIA: THE FORMATION OF SOCIAL
AND POLITICAL ELITES AND THEIR RESPONSE TO THE REFORMATION

Researcher: Assistant Professor Corina M. Herrera

The purpose of this study, planned as a monograph, will be
to continue with promising areas of research indicated during
the writing of a dissertation. The project will demonstrate
that the German-speaking universities of the sixteenth century
played a distinct and essential role in the formation and
preservation of the newly consolidated and centralized govern-
mental units. By educating future administrators and politicians,
the universities sustained and promoted the emergence of new
bases for social and political power. The universities provided
an incubator for the religious and political protests of the
early modern period, but they also served as cradles for the
emergence of the approach to government and social policies
developed by the politiques. The monograph will be developed
with data culled from unpublished local archival sources, univer-
sity archives, and published matriculation rosters. Nearly all
the archival material (and thus the vast majority of the data
needed) is available only in European archives. This study
requires data gathering at the universities of Wittenberg and
Leipzig (German Democratic Republic), and Ingolstadt, Freiburg
im Breisgau, and Tfbingen (Federal Republic of Germany).

Active archival research will begin either in June of 1980
or June 1981, depending on the availability of a grant from the
Federal Republic of Germany. Preliminary research to consolidate
data already gathered is already underway.

THE SERMON AS CHALLENGE TO AUTHORITY: THE REFORM PREACHING OF

MARTIN LUTHER AND JOHN CALVIN

Researcher: Assistant Professor Corina M. Herrera

This paper will attempt to present the sixteenth century
clergy as publicists. Reformation scholars have surveyed extant
sermonic literature in order to assess the development of
theoloqical positions or homiletic techniques. This study, how-
ever, aims to explicate the general function of Reformation
sermons as political statements and exhortations. Did the early
reform preaching of Luther and Calvin provide conscious or
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unconscious models for later political tracts which became
increasingly radical? The paper will base its conclusions on a
comparative analysis of sermons by these two leaders as well as
other Protestant and Catholic reformers of the sixteenth century.

VISIONS OF HISTORY IN REFORMATION EUROPE

Researcher: Assistant Professor Corina M. Herrera

The aim of this project is to assess the impact of the
Reformation on sixteenth century writers of history. Renaissance
Italy witnessed bold new techniques and approaches to historiog-
raphy and the dramatic division in the Western Church durini the
sixteenth century offered challenging topics for contemporary
ob~servers. The project will survey assumptions about history
an. its patterns as well as judgments and evaluations of contemp-
orary assaults on established tradition and authority in the
Reformation, histories written by two men, J6rg V6geli, city
secretary of Constance (southern Germany) and Wolfgang Waldner,
former Catholic monk and later Protestant minister in Austria
ancl southern Germany.

This project will be based on earlier research involvinI
the History of tne Reformation by J6rg V6geli and on a newly-
encountered manuscript by Waldner in the state archive in
_Munich, Germany.

P'R&7DNAL AUTONOMY AND MORAL EDUCATION

.U<searchor: Associate Professor David E. Johnson

Moral education involves the assumption that virtue can
b taught. An absolutist in this area holds that there is one
best set of values to be inculcated and that he/she knows what
set that is. Absolutism is shared by some theorists of education
(lik( Lawrence Kohlberg) and by many school adminstrators. One
-ignificant valuo that is overlooked on this view is personal
autonom* (in the sense of beino able to make decisions on the
basis of standards devised by and/or adopted by oneself after
carful reflectinn). The researcher proposes to show that
absolutism in moral education is untenable, and that personal
autonomy must be enhanced by the schools (althouqh it may be that
moral education is not possible).
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CHANGING INTERPRETATIONS AND NEW SOURCES OF NAVAL HISTORY

Researcher: Assistant Professor Robert W. Love, Jr., Chief
Editor, et alia

The papers presented at the Third Naval History Symposium
(1977) sponsored by the History Department, USNA, have been
edited and prepared for publication. The book is scheduled to
appear in summer 1980. Twelve other department members partici-
pated in the project.

THE CHIEFS OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Researcher: Assistant Professor Robert W. Love, Jr.

This is a collection of biographical essays on each of the
first nineteen chiefs of naval operations, from Admiral William
S. Benson to Admiral Elmo Zumwalt. Each author has attempted
to explain why the admiral he is researching became CNO, what
his major policies were in office, and how he succeeded or
failed in implementing them. Since not all of the CNO's have
been equally important, greater attention has been paid to
those whose contributions have been most significant: Fleet
Admiral King, and Admirals Benson, Pratt, Stark, Sherman, and
Burke. Each essay closes with an evaluation of the CNO from
an historical perspective. In addition, the study includes an
introductory essay on the origins of the office and the major
changes in statutory and practical authority of the CNO's from
1915 to 1974.

FROM PEARL HARBOR TO TOKYO BAY: ERNEST J. KING AND THE

AMERICAN NAVY IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR

Researcher: Assistant Professor Robert W. Love, Jr.

This project is a major study of American naval policy and
strategy under the leadership of Fleet Admiral King during the
second World War. Research on the first portion of the study,
which concerns the period from the Japanese attack on Pearl I
Harbor to the victory on Guadalcanal, has been completed and
the manuscript is being readied for publication. The major
theme of the study is the significance of individual leadership
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in the formulation of national policies, as exemp Iif id hy/ the.
activities of Admiral King during the first year of the ilohal
war. Additionally, the study attempts to explain the close
connections between theater strategies, arms transfer., institu-
tional imperatives, military construction, and perce!)tions h%
leaders of national interests.I

1TH1E CHANGING FOCUS OF ANTI-IMPERIALISM: APRISMO AND THE
UNITED STATES DURING THE WORLD WAR

Researcher: Assistant Professor Daniel M. Masterson

During World War Two, the outlawed Apria Party attempted to
gain political legality in Peru through the intercession of
the U. S. State Department. In exchange for American assistance,
the narty promised to secretly provide intelligence of Axisg activities in the country.

POLITICS AND MILITARY PROFESSIONALISM IN PERU, 1939-1963

Researcher: Assistant Professor Daniel M. Masterson

The process of military professional development in Peru in
the mid-twentieth century is reviewed in the context of civil-
military relations, including political affairs, and of the
evolution of institutional ideology within the armed forces
themselves. Special attention is paid to the reformist orienta-
tion (structural, economic, and agrarian) of the Peruvian
military. Field research, including extensive personal inter-
views, has been conducted in Peru, as well as in relevant
American archives.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE PERUVIAN ARMED FORCES, 1895-

1940

Researcher: Assistant Professor Daniel M. Masterson

The purpose of this study, which is being conducted in con-
junction with the project described above, is to define and
assess the influence of French military theory upon the develop-
ment o' professional ideology in the Peruvian armed forces.
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AR'TIGIAN I, P. Robert, Assistant Professor, "Order and Openness,"
in Kishore Gandhi (ed.), Adventures in the Evolution of
Consciousness. London: Oxford University Press, 1979.

Defir- :. History epistemoloically by analogy to the theory
of evo] ,on, qame/srstems theory js applied to the dynamics of
(II uI-, . PBy, this device an opportunity is developed to recon-
cile t c , compet nLa theories of the evolution of consciousness.
(Altur,,:; ire .shown to i)e systems of negative entropy, as

I ntia]]l " stahle states. However, the incapacity of cultures,
i lk if,-sstes, to permanently resist change is emphasized.

culture necessarily evolves. By a detailed analysis of
the -ecod scientific revolution, however, it is maintained that
kvol]ut ion !,rocedus most effectively through the mechanisms of
th,, cstal-lished cultural system.

.,R'ICIIANI, P. Robert, Assistant Professor, "Education and
Culture Shock," in Proceedings of the Fifth International
Conference on Improving University Teaching. London: 1979.
I, 279-306.

Le(:arninq is conventionally understood to involve a process
of chane variously defined as growth, development, or improve-
.7.,Int. Educators rightly take pride in the extent to which
th ir efforts lead to these changes. What is usually forgotten,
io11(vCr, is that these chanoos often lead to a reshapina of
st uWent 1ifet'les. In the case of many contemporary college
students these chanoes are dramatic enough to be compared to
a 'cultural revolut ion." The trauma of cultural revolution, as
social scientLsts since Durkheim have been pointing out, can
li(', to an anomic state iopularized by Toffler as "future shock."
II this cond it on, man,, students feel threatened, so threatened
t 1mt ,t,-, may,, at least unconsciously, "turn off" intellectually--
o, ,r '-et, turn )ack towards various primitive patterns of
1ePh1a'ior and anti-int, I lectual oatterns of belief. Thus, to
imrovo university teachini, we must be sensitive to the
mb '],ct ive pro~l. s certain students experience as a result of

t ], mrninq process and develop teachinq strategies that
trans-c(nd the normal iprofess ional demand for effective class-
ro-omrforIanc.

I
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ART I GIANT , P. Roert, Ass ist ant Profes sCor, "Tech noln1o(1 anld
11uman11 Va I is , " in Prceed Lc~nes: Odyssey, '79, -1a ry ,landgConference on the Hluman iti o,-, 1979), 1-1 5.

S urvev i n q thI e I it erary responses, to tcnl01iclchanee(1
one establishes a lat tern of hostile, eritici sm iis %Th clutc14{l -

oqy is described as ''dehumanizi n . " Upo'n anl'~; the'se

criticisins are shown to IN~ faircly tn ical of human rpnsstro
eras of transi tion and net lee ,itinate, cri t (lu( , of tchnolsI
I t i s then a rqued that techrnlow:- rrm1u i red( cultu iral do(ve I o;-)I merints which seemn more like Iv. to ex pandl the con cel C offhm nis
aind' that writers like Sa int-Exupcry have clearb',. demonst .ate:'
the, potential benefits an idnq from appropriate responses.

PART[P"TT, Major Merrill L. ,USMC, "Mother of Mar Lses," Forti-
iil( iso 9 (Winiter 1979-80) , 3-9.

DurincG Worlc] War One, the- wife oF Major General Comman',iant
esSBa rnot t, , tok a keen. personal intere St in t!]e-

1 of enlisted Marines. Hunldreds of men wrote her rer-
i- the ir personal prolems. Every; letter was answered, anr:
t -r cords- of the- correspondence, dleiosited at the Wash i nct i

Y ard, reveal that at times Mrs. Barnett intervened with
e ffect.

P 'RTT TT, Major Me rrill L. , USMC , "Reflections on a Now,
Tr ai it io n ," 'ar inte Corps Gazette, 6E3 (J u ne 1979), 33-40 .

The Mess .i(Tt isan important- tradititon in the,( Marine
r! o r. Over time, th(, or ii;ins of this event have been 10 s t C)I-

di)stoirteCd hi stor ,cal I; worse, the refinements nces sary for
-I ucce ssfu 1 ' l u t 1 0 have(10tr oae ma rkedlyv. Both1 the)

''fo -' f th( o Jil-iht andI the mechanics; of cndulct in 110 5110
an)r oven C have, 0) I (nrourilht into perspectivye.

mWhTA., Iolo F. , Plrofessor, Povrm n Minr cCal ha: A I i I It isIo
Sal I-r . Wash iii(;trn , 1),C. : . Press 6f rler irsa, P)()

This- is tClv( Ii(or~rallly of a '(lit ro)Veis 11)( c'a le navxil
officer. 1 (Cyradla t ( o F t-h 1I C I a 1 s; o f 1 8r.4 , V,(-CalI I a ( I r I

sow th I ee o (( )f " Tr(o st i onl b)y iS ,1 c t, ion , t I( iier (InTlo of t he I s

oind egifercorns, and tip neeo of a naval at"nrl staff.
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ca-1:-1Ci t% he I I ( m d1 tiate t h( suf feCr a no nf tIosI c-A u(Ih t i n the C
SaIn Frarc isco earthqjuake a-nd fire of 1 906.

(9')LETTA, Paolo E. ,Professor, The American Naval I"eritaoe i n
13r i f . Second edlition. Washirqton, .C:University Press of
.17ri Ca , 19 79 .

This odition diffo rs from the first in that the naval
1 ) Ili o- ra th, has I oo-n creatly reduced. Added have heen. a section

title Ntabl-)e N aval Books, a1 bibliociraphy on) the, 1. S. 'Marine
I or , and(" 100 lpacies of maps, battle charts, and Navy Department

aria Dpartment of Defense orcqan izat ion charts. The coveracre has
I&n( xtcndeii t hrowilh Augus t 1979.

Y'%NTTAPado F. , Prf6sr m\ni ma] Fre nch En sor Chadwic k:
'Scholar Iv Par r Jor. -ash i InIr ton, 1) C. : U niv\e r si r tv Prss o f
Amrica-,- 1980.

radati ili the Na,-val Ac ldom' Class of 1 864, Chadwick
s-erve d on i1hips as a tin ior o~Iicer bfoebe inq seo ct ea to I-e

sotabroadl ais the firs;t U.S. tiivoi1 attach". His record of Six
'year-.inthonoon rema-ins unchal 1enc7ed] lli rep~orts h]edin the(
dces i qn aid( buil ii n of the- ships of the New Navy. In t ime he
se'rv-e a.s (Iii of of the- Bureau o-) (lipjment , head~ of theoffic
O)f Naal I n lt el] 1 -priC nd bo(th I commandI i nc; offi cer of t 7e(
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FIlBL ICATION4S HISTORY DrPART'If4N

G'OOD, Jane, Assistant Professn)r, co-author, "D)uma," Modern
Encyclopedia of Russianand _Soviet History, 10 (1979), 39-50.

This article is a detailed, narrative account of The Russian
Duma (1905-1917) and includes electoral process charts and a
full bih]iography of both Russian and English language sources.

HARROD, Frederick S., Assistant Professor, "Jim Crow in the
Navy (1799-1941) ," IT. S. Naval Institute Proceedinos, 105
(September 1979), 46-53.

The United States Navy has always included some black
enlisted men, but their numbers and the opportunities afforded
them have varied dramatically over the years. Policies towards
blacks in the service have ranged from the integration of work,
messing, and berthing assignments in the early nineteenth
century to segregation and even exclusion from the service in
the early twentieth. During World War Two, the Navy yielded to
outside pressure and ended official barriers to black service
throughout the Navy. Yet the elimination of segregation did not
b% itself increase black enlistment in the service, and in the
196(0's the Navy experimented with additional racial programs.

JOHNSON, David E., Associate Professor, co-author, "The Brain,
Evolution and the Purposes of Education," in the Proceedings
of the Fifth International Conference on Improving University
Teaching.

Interdisciplinary learning theory requires us to consider
the biological and social evolutionary endowments of the human
brain as they relate to the educational purpose of developino
personal autonomy. We begin with a review of the most probable
account of behaviors which led to the rapid growth of the human
cortex durinq ore-history. Next, the brain's functioning is
described by means of Alexandr Luria's model. The final body of
knowledge referred to is the developmental psychology of Jean
Pianet. A cybernetic learning theory is established in which
Luria's neurological model is integrated with Piaget's psycho-
logical model to obtain a single theory that shows the parallel
structure of the two views. The preceding theoretical structures
are used to examine existin7 educational practices, i.e., grading,
credits, majors, etc., so critically assailed by many recent
studies. These studies indicate the institutional constraints
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PUBLICATIONS HISTORY DEPARTMENT

olaced on the student which undermine those behaviors thought to
be responsible for the evolved potential of the human brain.
In particular it is argued that the development of those behav-
iors governed by the functions of the frontal lobes are inhibited
as a result of some present university teaching practices. The
philosophical conclusion is that the educational goal of personal
autonomy can be attained only if university teaching is based on
the processes of learning and not conversely, as is commonly the
case. If positive change is to occur, future action must be
grounded in common social values supported by recent interdisci-
plinary knowledge. This paper is a theoretical attempt to iden-
tify such values and knowledge in an integrated manner so as to
advance the quality of higher education for all concerned.

LOVE, Robert W., Jr., Assistant Professor, co-author, "Will im
Daniel Leahy," Dictionary of American Biography: 1950-59gsupplement. New York: Scribners, 1980.

SWEETMAN, Jack, Assistant Professor, The U. S. Naval Academy.
An Illustrated History. Annapolis, Maryland: Naval Institute
Press, 1979.

The work narrates the history of the U. S. Naval Academy
from its foundation to the present. It is the first such history
to be published since 1900. The text, of approximately 60,000
words, is complemented by some 200 illustrations and three maps.
The structure is basically chronological. Enough background
material is supplied to enable the reader to appreciate the
relationship between the Academy, the Navy it serves, and the
national policies both uphold. Recurrent themes include: the
Academy's contribution to the rise and maintenance of American
sea power; the development of Academy activities and traditions;
evolution of the curriculum; the balance between education and
training; buildinns and monuments; academy athletics; and pro-
files of outstanding superintendents, famous graduates, and
colorful characters.

1
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SWE FTINAN , Jaick, Ass istanltt Profes sc)r, "lord Jim to tI,)(,
Shii pmate , 42 (Septemhr 1 979) , 17-18.

The article conlsists,: of an excerpt From 'IV r. 11.
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SSYVPD': , Cr i I,., As i -;tant Prof.essor, "'ar, Pol it- ics, and
;rairp ( t rdit (.," in the Pacific, 1941-1945," Air U'niversity

Pev i ew 3 (.Novembr-Decemher 1979) , 93-97.

Phi s essay reviews the recent literature on the War in the
Paci'fic, focusinq on a compari son of Japanese, American, and
British historians whose views differ greatly from one another.
It concludes that the JaT)anese and British have been more intro-
spective about that war largely because it brought about the
demise of both their Pacific empires.

SYMONDS, Craig L., Assistant Professor. Navalists and Anti-
navalists: The Naval Policy Debate in the United States,
1735-1327. Newark, Delaware: University of Delaware Press,
1930.

A scholarly study based upon extensive archival research
reinterprets the naval policy debate, centering on Congress and
the Navy Department, concerning the construction of ships-of-
the-line, frigates, or gunboats with relevance to America's role
in world affairs in the early years of the republic. It concludes
that the opponents of naval expansion were rational, well-mean-
ing statesmen rather than philosophical ideoloques, as previously
presented.

WILLIAMS, Rowan A., Associate Professor, "The Czech Legion
Revisited," East Central Europe, 6 (December 1979), 20-39.

IDuring World War One, the many Czechoslovak settlers in
Pussia ormanized an all-volunteer Czech unit that was under the
operational control of the Russian high command. Following the
first Pus: an revolution, this unit was expanded to around
05,000 Tmen. Thy fouqTht brilliantly in the July (Kerensky)
offen(siv. Aftr th- Bolshevik revolution, Thomas G. Masaryk
.(I rsua(I( d t hn .b,%lit ('ovrnment to send them to France via
Viad I 'Iwe; t o . T,,r, fr 1llow(,d delays, misunderstandings, and
finaly rmd --;t riTfI( - with the Red Army. The Czechs seized most
of the, Tr i:-bilrir aIli]'. They were finally evacuated in
1920.

Vi : ,rt olel ,irs t,' ',th,,r most of the recent work on the

I
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ARTIGIANI, P. Robert, Assistant Professor, "Education and Culture
Shock," Fifth International Conference on Improving University
Teaching, London, England, 8 July 1979.

ARTIGIANI, P. Robert, Assistant Professor, "Metaphysics and
Poetry," International Seminar on Literature and the Evolution
of Consciousness, New Delhi, India, 12 February 1980.

ARTIGIANI, P. Robert, Assistant Professor, "On the Origins and
Function of Science in the West," Indian National Science
Conference, Calcutta, India, 5 February 1980.

ARTIGIANI, P. Robert, Assistant Professor, "The Two Cultures,"
United States Naval Reserve Research Group, Annapolis,
Maryland, 16 June 1979.

APTIGIANI, P. Robert, Assistant Professor, "Technology and Human
Values," Maryland Committee for Humanities, Baltimore, Maryland,
16 November 1979.

BRADFORD, James C., Assistant Professor, "Francis Nicholson and
the Early Chesapeake," Conference on Chesapeake IHistory and
Culture, St. John's College, Annapolis, Maryland, 20 November
1979.

**k***

DPEEDEN, George L., Lieutenant Commander. USN, "The Maryland
State Navy," Old Line Chapter, Daughters of the American
Revolution, Monckton, Maryland, 14 November 1979.

OLETTA, Paulo E., Professor, "Sea Power in the W7ar of 1312,"
Calvert Maritime Museum, Solomons, Maryland, 7 November 1979.
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0 COLETTA, Paolo E., Professor, "The Adjustment of the Navy to the
National Security Act of 1947: Secretaries of the Navy
Forrestal through Anderson," American Historical Society,

I New York, New York, 29 December 1979.

DARDEN, William M., Associate Professor, "The Civil War," College
Women's Club, Annaolis, Maryland, 10 April 1979.

JOHNSON, David F., Associate Professor, "Rethinking Moral Educa-
tion," American Philosophy of Education Society, San Francisco,
California, 28 April 1980.

LOVE, Robert U., Jr., Assistant Professor, "Two-Ocean War,"
Air N;ar College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, 6 September

I 1979.

LOVE, Robert V.., Jr., Assistant Professor, "The Adjustment of

the Navy', to the National Security Act of 1947: Chiefs of

Naval Operations Denfeld throuoh Carney," American Historical
Society, New York, New York, 29 December 1979.

LOVE, Roert W., Jr., Assistant Professor, "Strategy and the
Lessons oF Uorld War Two," Naval War College Extension Course,
Arlington, Virginia, March 1980.

MASTERSON, Daniel M., Assistant Professor, "Caudillismo and
Institutional Change: Manuel Odria and the Peruvian Armed
Forces, 1948-1956." Conference on Latin America, Western
Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois, 21 March 1980.

SWEETMAN, Jack, Assistant Professor, "National Socialism and

Monarchism: August Wilhelm of Prussia--The Nazi Prince,"
The Citadel Symposium on Hitler and the National Socialist Era,
Charleston, South Carolina, 24 April 1980.

I
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S1.I: I'M%1AN, Jack, Assi stant Professor, "The Nava] Aca(demy, sinc c

1935," USNA Class of 1935 Reunion, Annapolis, Maryl;nd,
10 May 1980.

TI)-PSON, Larry V. , Professor, "Eichmann in Jerusalem: A
Reconsideration," ISNA llis ory Club, Annapolis , Maryland,
January 1930.

WILT,,IA'S, Rowan A., Associate Professor, "The Czech Leqion ir
Italy," International Colloquium on War and Society in Pastern
Europe, Brookl?,n Colleq-c (University College of New York),
New York City, 3 December 1979.
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APPLIED SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

I

3 The research performed within the
I Applied Science Department reflects the

wide range of expertise present in the
Department's three disciplines:
Resources Management, Operations Analysis,
and Computer Science. The Operations
Analysis Study Group was supported by
an annual grant from the Chief of Naval
Operations (OP-95) . The funds provided
assisted the Study Group in conducting
joint faculty-midshipmen research in
areas of missile targeting, antisub-
marine warfare, minefield counter-
measures and clearing, air-to-air

missile data analysis, and Marine Corps aviator retention.

Another category of research by the Operations Analysis Study
Group is "in-house" analysis, in support of Naval Academy
operations or programs on an as-requested basis. The Graduate
Performance Evaluation System (GRAPES) is a continuous activity
in this category.

One memb(r of the faculty continued his independent research on
the human body by aiding a civilian employee of the Naval
Academy to reduce his dependency for drugs to control his
systolic blood pressure levels. Another member of the faculty
continues his research on the effect of recreational boating
on ajuatic vegetation and has developed a predictive model for
the transparency of estuarine waters.

In the area of Computer Science, a set of programs was developed
to predict the elemagnetic field strengths due to a submerp_,ed
horizontal electro-dipole (IED).

The large number of midshipmen projcctn r, f I cts the D)pirtment's
belief that student research under the s),,rv iSion of an
in te res 'd and ded i cated facu I ty I s a ) r()a I n1n an , LICat i I a 11
exper ience . The opportunity to utilizo t he knowlt1,edge and skill
gained during the prior three, intensiw, yars ot work g1 yves

First Class midshipmen an appreciation and un, hdistandin,; o the,
usefulness and importance of their education.
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, ric ,.ssistant P'roktessor Frederick A. Skove and
1,i 'oj f0,s:0 o' rome Will iams (Oceanonranhv)

Spo)ilso r . . Ar-my Corps of Enqiners

This reirt describes a project undertaken to study the
rule a rec eationia1 power boatinr in resuspension of bottom

,Id inc nts. Suspended sodi ments were measured at frequent
t iln intervals ait selected stations and these values were
compared with tidal currents, precipitation amounts, and boat
traffic. Small (no larg- r than 0.4) correlation coefficients
were i ound between each of the three possible causes of
increased turbidity and the suspended sediment level. Equiva-
Lent e ccIi Disc Readins wer ( calculatted for water which would
i I it Ii ch t )'Ino t rat ion t-o hal f that r1 qu ircd far maximum

ph)tosnth'11sis at i dep)th of oil2 m)ter, and these calculated
D)i a P'adinqls were found to be el ase to those measured in the

stady a This was int erft- ,i to mean that a small increase
irn tnirl) idi t y may be important in SAV survival. A mechanism
n', ) vi 1 wake~ s.l;f;oci rtd waves r ther t- in propeller induced

Di 1., ro , was a ii.;o stu,;'fe tel a; Irli in "-Amarily re<sponsible
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OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF' EFFORT AMONG SUBAREAS OF A MINEFIELD
IN A MINE COUNTER MEASUR ES OPERATION

Reser ,,s: Midshipmen I/C James V. Adams and Edward M.

Connol ly

Advise r: Associate Prof essor Thomas ID. Burnett

Sponsor: Chief of Naval Operations (OP-95)

An optimal allocation of mine-countermeasures effort to
the su),,reas ol a minefield yields the minimum expected loss
for the mine clearing operation. This study develops
algorithms in the form of computer programs which utilize the
data describing the minefield as input in order to produce an
optimal allocation situation. The relationship between mine-
countermeasures effort and expected loss is investigated, with
the result that the optimal solution to any question of counter-
measures effort/expected loss in a subarea of the minefield is
determined by the computer programs.

AN ANALYSIS OF SURVEY OPINIONS ON JOB SATISFACTION AND RETENTION
OF MARINE CORPS PILOTS AND FLIGHT OFFICERS

Researchers: Midshipmen i/C John C. Aguero and Jeffrey II.
Tu set

Advi.ser: Major R. L. Spooner, USMC

Sponsor: Chief of Naval Operations (OP-95)

The declining retention of aviators and flight officers
is presently one of the major concerns of IIQMC. This study
analyzes survey responses from approximately 4000 active and
recently separated Marine Corps pilots and flight officers
concerning retention and job satisfaction.
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SUBMARINE REACTION TO AN ASW TORPEDO IN A FREEPLAY ENVIRONMENT

Researchers: Midshipmen 1/C William S. Buchanan and Stephen D.
Matts

Adviser: Commander Phillip S. Marsden, USN

Sponsor: Chief of Naval Operations (OP-95)

This project utilized data from instrumented fleet anti-
submarine warfare exercises to find patterns in submarine
evasion from ASW torpedoes and to make recommendations for
reattack procedures.

DEVELOPMENT OF A SURFACE REPLENISHMENT SCIIE[DUL

Researchers: Midshipmen 1/C T. J. Donovan and E. A. Sternaman

Adviser: Lieutenant Commander Robert L. Peck, USN

Sponsor: Chief of Naval Operations (OP-95)

The Mobile Logistics Support Force is the major source
for surface replenishment in the U. S. Navy. This highly
efficient support fleet is crucial in maintaining the
superiority of our naval forces. Therefore, it would be
highly beneficial to have a systematic scheduling procedure
in order to minimize the time and cost necessary for underway
replenishments. At present, scheduling is accomplished by
manually examining available replenishment assets and reluire-
ments, and determining a schedule for replenishment. This
project reports the development of a computer assisted algorithm
which determines a highly efficient replenishment schedule,
which is extremely fast, and which takes into account a large
variety of interrelated variables.
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DITI'.NMININC; NAVI ;AT1NAL E RRORS IN M INE'I11INTING OPEIRAT[ONS

t,:;,,,ircht, rs Miishipmen 1/C David M. Harris and Charles ).

Ad vise r: I iu,,nint Commandor Robert L. flock, USN

.ponsor: Chief of Naval Operations (OP-95)

The first and one of the most critical steps in any mine
countermeasures-effort is minehunting. One primary asset
available in minehunting is the surface ship. In order to
achieve the desired level of minehunting effort, it is necessary
that the minehunting forces sweep the mine area by following a
prescribed series of tracks. Deviation from this prescribed
pattern could result in mines being undetected or improperly
located. This report describes an analysis of 152 trial
minehunting runs. In the analysis, the nature and magnitude
of navigational errors was established. As a result of this
report, it will be possible to more accurately assess current
minehunting tactics, and to modify existing minehunting doctrine
if necessary.

COST OF OWNING AND OPERATING AN AUTOMOBILE

Researcher: Midshipman I/C Arcelio If. Josiah

Adviser: Commander Phillip S. Marsden, USN

Sponsor: Brigade of Midshipmen

Automobile owners are often unaware of the magnitude of
the expenses they often incur as a result of owning and
operating an automobile. Because of the increase in the
costs of fuel, repairs and maintenance, insurance, and other
automobile-related costs, it becomes advantageous for a
prospective car owner to anticipate the future operational and
ownership costs, and decide if he can afford an automobile and
its accompanying costs. This report describes the development
of an interactive computer program for estimating the opera-
tional and ownership costs of eight 1980 automobiles. The
costs studied and estimated in this project were: Depreciation,
Insurance, Finance Charges, License Fees, Gasoline, Repairs
and Maintenance, and Replacement Tires.
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dat Liused by Flee0t Numeric Wea ther Centeor S to p~roduce propaj-
,;a tion- loss prof iles. When th is occu rn an accurate and

s imple on-stat ion es timat ion of convergent Zone range and
width is; a viable alternative for using the inrval id
p ropaja t ion -Io ss p rof iIes .

ESIMAT INC THLE 1RO3ABIL I TY 01F TAR(;LT ACUISI TION BY A SU RFACE;-
LAUNCHIED HARPOON IMISSILE

Re searche rs: midshipmen 1/cC (reg(o ry Mi sli k and Dayvidc 1). Foy

Adv iser: Commander Phillip S. Ma rsden , USN

S ponsor: Chieof of NavalI Ope rat ions (OP-95 I

A computer simulation of the HAPPOON targeting process is
oeito investigate the effect of missile, sensor, and 12nviron-

mentail errors on the probability of target acqluisition by the
miss;ile. The results are compared to probability estimates in
recent HIARPOON employment pul :-at ions.
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A MANUAL WARGAME DEVELOPED FOR USE IN A CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C John F. Hlerlocker

Adviser: Commander Phillip S. Marsden, USN

Although manual wargames exist which cover operationdl
situations, at present there are no noncomputerized simula-
tions covering antisubmarine warfare (ASW) for use in the
classroom. The game ASW was designed to provide a simulation
that could be learned by the average student and played within
one laboratory period. The game is flexible enough to allow
for the substitution of new or classified data.

THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF AUDITING, BUSINESS LAW, AND ACCOUNTING

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Jeffrey S. Reed

Adviser: Associate Professor Karel Montor

In addition to completing all required courses in the
Resources Management Major, Midshipman Reed completed the
following courses at the Anne Arundel Community College:
Intermediate Accounting I & II, Advanced Accounting, Business
Law I & I, Tax Accounting, and Auditing. For the work involved
in these seven courses, Midshipman Reed was given three hours
of SR496 credit. The total course completion at the Academy
and the Anne Arundel Community College qualifies Mr. Reed to
sit for the national CPA exam, the first midshipman ever so
certified. The research aspect of this course was the studying
by Mr. Reed, and the tying together of all aspects of admini-
stration, business, and management into a single framework of
understanding, which will allow him to sit for and pass the
CPA exam.
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ClII, Franklin L. K., Assistant Professor, co-author, "Solutions
to Higher-order Boundary Layer Equations for Flow over a
Semi-infinite Plate," The AIAA Journal, 17, (August 1979),
915-916.

The first, second, and third order solutions of the
boundary layer flow past a semi-infinite plate have been found.
The third order solution is new, and it predicts a larger
value for the coefficient of skin friction than that which was
previously calculated.
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11i3LLK1, Johni E. , Vi ';it in TAs V:; I ot lilit Irfooco-author,
'"A Ite-,, na t i ve Ar rIoaic Iiw; to( SChII(-,IUI I1( 0g Offi jal I ' -3 5t h
Annua'l Muutingj of t I I I Io~ it t u o f %1 ina'lome nt Scui n r)c
;o u thct I-In ChaIl pt i, Nt 1. P, I C.I I, SoouthI Ca rolI i n, 1-

Oc Lohbc.r 1 379

ii>-V\;' JohnI 1 ., Vi it in 1 .- ; i 1i Iii sur StochIi';t I
.. twoikI '111d AIM I I ()I I<NI) Progrlai m anajevr('nlt

I IT7 I- 1 FS o ol'1 il~ Con ferirncce, Wash ingvton,
C' . No '..' l 1 1 1/ I )

iilSil'iK'I , JoII V. V i ! i t i !)q Anns ut ant- Pro f, ssor , " Appl icatLions
() I- "5 i~u a, on iI in Pro j('i-t >aat t 19)79 Wi n ter 7 imu 1-it Jion,

Colln -iniin., Sai1 1 li Jo, Cal i foria, 3-5 I(ec-emijer 1979.

iiKi- 1,i Jahn L V I I; It L013I' Ass i stant- Pro fesso r, " A Iirlle'Cost;
'1'rad -o f I Prod. durin for Projects kMo(ic 1 lcd Onl S tochas tic
N( t wI)rk -, I Ith AnnualI Mc et ing oft the AniC r ican I not-i t t( for
f4oc s 31iIo Src o'1Ccs - So utheas torn Sect ion, Orlando-), 110 r ida,
203-22 IQr y1 980).

HIEBERT, John E., Visiting Assistant Professor, co-author,
"A Decomposi tion Approach to Project Scheduling, " Joint
National ORSA/TIMS Meeting, Washington, 1). C., 5-7 May 1980.

101UTOP, Karol, Associate Professor, "Instrumentation for Brain
lac Si oalProcossinq ," combi ned V Internat jonal Conference

on Ied i cal Ph's i cs andI XIT TInternational Conference on
'W icai and Pioloiical E~noineeri nq , Jerusalem, 20 Auqost 1979.
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'1RO'C)NAT1ION 1PliNOM1:N, P~OP 131,11)(;1:1) LIa1.JS IN 't'L 5 i

I-:5'D Naval Acalomy 1 es,rch k (anna I

In metal loc7Ce lmistr; th ilk, rt ' rl' t 11 1i.enltt,'
an Id Cx J dat i on st at- e I s f "1,1 j a - !;iIt F,,TC 1 )u t- , tI) sc(-1i,,-
oa: toent imes by the fact t hat t I' " 5' (tlv )! Lhr clopf;:a-a-
-1 I it, ; (ar; -arry the I TI;' 1C t to oI t -'F I Uot-t I rail the m-tzai
,ItoCm. Tlhe' use of alkyld br Il! ;.'; j'twe'n tip,' r i nIi of Qrs an
I 'O tun ity to diso.e h.' -,hC'r An jvS thast occur Wh~Zn

,I p ro t ()n is' accopited , l)'Cicus auI~r majriotic resonance

whasuremelknts Qv'4oy clear-cut arid r-i abl a indication of
conformat ional cllan';'s. I'lu these C r'njos , the site of
proton attaick can We datomintviI Daotoration of tHie startinq
mnatorils pr ov'idas further nt irmat-ion o1 the assi(Inments.

Proprai on of s''t'swith 2)-, 3-, 4- and 5-carbon bridg;es,
AS WC-l l as; tls e ()I ',)Mel muLIa' ridgjed materials, permit tad
s;tAidy of ;)r(tawa tnS~A, elnctrophi 1ic subst ituticon mechanlism,
IFMd Oxidation m cchanl cm on bothi r iny and metal. The- studies

at la edvariablw I mj'erature techn ijues for nmr, masssact,
it, thl LIIIIayor aIn,!C I55 ch roma tog raphy etc. for ho Lh

co~ao'ad idnt I I IC a 101 anid rce ss study.

LII~ ~ tx t.) IK( tv 1%1 11xM '1- 1- t'IY 'Q I: flE~

.IV.I~ (1 c; ac rph Labbra Ior'

I 2 'I,' the~t11 c ablt' to

1* it- "v0C ' 0 , C' 'tqa aluation

* . I I ' ' ' 'III'' ii' I,sfl wi ' I I 1' 1 1" to i

I 11 f1o1rC
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l k'[ 1 t I F : Ir t i fl AM k I l I -

ti li a ; I:u - ! , " i lI,, ] '1 1 it ,' ; V 1 .;t l tiac X ;li r '. ( i

t ti i I. ;) an ) 11 1( [ 19 t

t t i '. :" 1 l 'i 1 '. 1 I :1c;l 1 2).; w l 1h r .j I-I'S ta th

Till: i} i I,' Y" '", ; ' ,I I DINIT PRAT E ON SEVEIR\L
TlN I :> PT1' 1 It' )IlF(;l ! t NCTIfONS

I i nit, A. Pluskota, USNR andJ
.t1 111 ; Ild Tozzi , USA

A 1Y .._ ii te erch Council

', [,, . t nhnq ong Ig project was to use a chemical
-,.a1 , t i t. t Iw i t 1 e) re body- temperature of experimental

anisml; < tart t 'I fI tct of a sustained temperature drop
P : ,a I metabol ic rate, and glycogenotI vs is

TI, chopi l 1 1) ch ion was propylene glycol dinitrate (PGDN),
I 7l i e ,(_)mpon.,nt ' torpedo fuel as well as of other fuels
-I th N'{. 'i,;Iarchers at the Naval Medical Research
I at It ,t (NMRL ) , Bi,t hsda, Maryland, had previously determined
tht I''.)N wa:; ctpal I'e of depresSirig core body-tem,)erature in

Ti i rst seri (s of injections, using doSaqjs previously
test ed -it NMRI showe-d that PIGDN was much more lethal for rats
thanl for mice . Riats d,veIop cyanosls a short period of time
afte r injection of small amountsa of pure P(LIN. All but one
of 25 exp(,rim ntal animals lie(d fol lowing P(,DN injection.
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WTP i SOLVENT LNDUI)CLI) SH IFT'S IN THE I UV ABSORTIO'I N MAX IMUM
,AS A NODE: OFP QUNfIFY OiYIIHOCLN 130NDEW;O

1%c ;t I IcI k2 r: Proessr CI Ia rlIes F . PowelIl

osoe iv ISu face Weaponsi Cen ter, Wh ito Oak Labo r atory

Ill t-L hocon tinu inljser for re fidl) 1eway's to Rle-a sireI the
13 ,tWel( ri el ecu lo s , suchi as components o f a sol1.i 0

1 V I I Clllat system, so v-ral inorejanic comple(xes and a coupl(

H iurerio tof t he uv or visible spectrum of these
iilitt r iils tn a vai of'; of s;ol vents with a range of hydiraqen-
Ie n cnaracteis~tics permitted the solvent dependence to
IK pt a'-u 3 '[his information was then included in the basic

o tt u -0~ to k-s tab 1 ish the oluant itati ye equation for hydroqjen

r' i roe 1by Kamlet and Taft.

* L IfLbTIEST MATER I.ALS

-!sr rcor.Assocelito Professor John W . Schultz

;'~s':'.aioniSe cur ity A~jencv

Ft, resoarclhe pr-educed X-ray fluore-sce nce standards
(C I-I Il calihbratinq and cross-check inq laboreatory

a U V In t rue to )r Edward D . Wa I toi

* ''o i i AcaotnyResea ech C'ounci

1 pl~nlplosp tro) nthn id(iducts 5with the
iA re, a nw clI so; () cei ~inpos pho eu

i 11 Ii cow slomnyu 0111( choiim ci I prople t- i o, vid soerve
i jaIt loll of nkwclear ru icr eoac (NM R)
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T)a ott'l> 'I'h T ch 'mi st ry o1 those compounds i s of intorest
be ca u , some :-how a rather Iaci le cleavaq 0 of a carbon-
t)s!,'hO ras 1)05d to i s(diphnyl ph()spi no) methanes.

[(C, II ) i] [C. i ) P(S) 1 i 1 (a) [(C , I) '[ (cli) P(S) ][C. I ) P)(Se) ](-I

(h) [(C, I) P(S) ]f (C, I, ) P(Se) ]CI

(a) TrisSSe (b) BisSSe

Preliminary studies show that the percent breakdown of the
Tris compound is increased siqnificantly by a change in solvent
from benzene to toluene. This suggests that the availability
and ease of hydrogen abstruction from the solvent is important.
A study of this reaction in a deuterated solvent, C<D , for
example, can provide necessary verification of solvent
participation in this decomposition. The preparation of a
series of tris adducts with oxygen, sulfur, and selenium
(needed for NMR studies) requires the control of this cleavage.

Work towards the preparation of the TrisS is underway.
All the "Tris" compounds are somewhat difficult to prepare
being both air sensitive and prone to cleave. All starting
materials have been prepared at this point and some mass
spectral studies are undertaken prior to the kinetics.

COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OF FUELS IMPORTANT FOR COMPARISON
OF FUELS FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES

Researcher: Professor John G. Zimmerman

Sponsor: David W. T-ylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Center, Annapolis Laboratory

A critical literature search was conducted in order to
prepare a chapter for the Annual Technical Report for Fiscal
1979 for Synthetic Fuel Characterization and Crude Assay
Program, David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Ce nte r.

!
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0*1MlP'llK AAl . AL'I N 5 TO GENEMHL CHfEM ST HY

Sesarcp Profo ;Sor Doll Li. Sheets

111 an1 0nio i nq pros ramn to deo Lop tutor i alI , Labo rato)ry
iat a -red (IC t i enI, a iilkI ran ndom-(Iu i I (0 ot in f(I pi roiramls , a I a r~jc

nurmber ha've boon Written. Seventocn tult-orial rorasOf
which 15 have beenl validalted by midlshipmn use* and op1inion

serv 1,1hVe oo COMplte~-d. Si f teen 1aoao'd a outio
1roras t U or us in -id inq laboratory performance haive beon

vailidated ~ ia port ion o-f- the plo(bce class.

The (10 s-10ener-At IM j(1 f-o(1UdMS pe-rlt the( dove lOpmert of
shortL Iu izzs s, hour examls or)I cornput o r- tormi na I pli s sos.

Daita ,(,lle ct el f rum the mi dshi pmen s;upport tHie concept
of jroatst t(d 11(1 nd use amoniq the loss wol 1-preparled Students.
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Pi<[2PARAT ION O)F C) )3?I)C EN 12 AN 115' P ROTONAT I (N

Researlcher: Midshipman I/ C ffryAbel

Adv i soe r- Li cuternan t Thomai I-,. B i ttc(rwolft , U SN

Coba I toce Se i s I wel IT k ) O I I t V, INCS I i Ol me1 M-ta 1 (7m IT J I-X

thIia t i s e as i Iy ox idtIi.Y se JtLo thI( Coi)l L .i c i n jiu n i on1, wh1i c h i s
1500 lec t ron i Cw i th to lrroce fle. As fCmuc h of our- work hos fi
ill the area of ferrocene plotollat ionl, it was of into res"t t-(
-ie terli no if coba 1 toco no 1 50p l to 1oro ton at i n Ul n V-
Fl.01-ia r con di tions . P re va -rationl of thle compoun( Iwas h i ni-
by% its ext reme Sens iti vi ty to oxidation.

S OMEL SUBS~i TI ION REAC1TIONS 01' A PLANAR COBALT C II [) COMP! ILK

<Os~aich Cs F ~ d Spne 1/C Larry E. Arkicy and Dougjlas J. .- s

Av i Ser: Professor John G. Zimmerman

Cobalt(1II) normally forms strongjer bonds to ligands
contaiiu~ nitrogecn or oxygen rather than sulfur. It is known

thiat planar-f-orcing 1 igands such as dimethyiglyoxime reverse
this prefer-ence.

Syntheses of 11 [Co (D)1Cl], [Co (111) (11,0) (CU I and Co (DII) (11.0).
ion wore( performed and characterization completed. Three
substituted thioureas were scree..ned as ligarids. Thiourea ard
diethyltmhiourea we-re used to carry out kinetic runs at p115

and unif- ionic strengIth. Two discret-e rates were observed for
the2 substi tuted thiouren', indlicating differences in the 1st and
2nd substitution process.



P'REP1'ARATION 0OF ONTIIOII Ii-'XAPI II NY LENIE AND SUB1SEQOUENT' METAL [N 512PT ON

Resea("rche rs MidJshi pmen I/C Joseph Doyle and fames Br inkman

Ad v i So( r: Lieu tenanut TIhoma s E". B itLe rwolIf, USN

Or thohlexaplien1y lene is a uniq~ue compounld fi1rs t p repa red
h:Witti (J in 1971. I t features six benzene rings connected

.in a ring which assume a conf~ormiation in which three of the
rigs pucker upward while the, rema in i u three, pucker downward.

The cavities formed by these rings are seemingly ideal for
mroluct ion ot a transi~ti on metal atom such as Chromiurm.

I'rkpa ra't ion of the orthohexaphenylene is a seven-step procedure
ji cl 0ng 1onl small amounts of the desired products.

1111-i"EkOCYCL IC 'Il 10SEMI1CARBA ZONES AS POTENTIAL ANTIMALARIALS

1eso re(" ICh e rs Mi Us hipmen 1/C Joseph Doyle, James (',erdi ngj
Kurt Schmidt, Stephen Johnson

ise: Pot esu amuel P. Massie, Jr.

As partt-iof an ongjoingj program in connection with Walter
Pe Arm", Inc t i!tte a series of thiosemi carbazonies was
pre a)-- re(d

111ll 1-h r the2 series were derived fromi 2-acetylgjuino-
I ~,an in termed i aite which of fered some di ff icul ty in

* re;-i rat ion. [he vatr iation of the series was produced by/
s-ul, t 1 tuti on ol vari ious secondiary ami nes on a common xanthate2

. i / new compounds were made and character ized spectrally.
TIk wi 11 b? !;ibm itted for b-i ol ug 1 cal screen inrig. An early
mf mioo r of the ere has benfound to have unusuail anti -



IKl SI ARCH' COULIIKN PROJLCTS C__C 1tISI RV PL IOARTMI NT

KINETICS OF THE DECOMPOSITION OF TRIS(DIPIIENYLPIIOSPHINO)METIIANES

Researchers: Midshipmen 1/C James B. Ervin and Manuel R.

Rivera

Adviser: Instructor Edward D. Walton

It is known that compounds of the type [(C 1t,) ,P],CIP(X) (CrH,),;
X = 0, S, Se, easily break down to form compound (Cl ) P-CH P(X)
(C II ). The mechanism of this decomposition of tris(diphenyl-
phosphino) compounds to their "bis" analogs is of interest in
order to avoid this breakdown in the preparation of "tris"
compounds. The purpose of this study is to determine what
factor affects the decomposition reaction and how it can be
prevented. One tris compound in particular, tris S, was found
to break down to varying extents in different solvents, when
it was allowed to react with Se to produce Tris SSe and Bis
SSe. The study of this reaction in a deuterated solvent CD(,
could yield information concerning the need for having
hydrogen atoms available for abstraction from the solvent.

PREPARATION OF BRIDGED FERROCENES

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C James Fenton

Ad.'iser: Lieutenant Thomas E. Bitterwolf, USN

Bridged ferrocenes in which two ferrocenyl moieties are j
held side by side have been prepared by several groups in
very low yields, typically 1-5%. Observations of hydrogen
evolution from acid solutions of these compounds by Bitterwolf
have recently been confirmed and these compounds are actively I
studies as possible electrode-coating for solar generation of
hydrogen. This work is severely limited by the difficulty of
obtaining practical quantities of the required compounds.

Midshipman Fenton's research was directed toward improve-
ment of existing procedures and development of new synthetic
routes for the preparation of bridged compounds. His work
clarified ambiguities existent in the literature dealing with
the preparation of ferrocenyl carboxylic acid chlorides and
provided initial evidence for the feasibility of a synthetic
route via dilithioferrocene and pressure. This work is
continuing as an integral part of Lieutenant Bitterwolf's NARC
project.
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I 551'RU MNIAL STU DY OF FW fI 13 lA FOR A DI)Y MO I i:1!, !:ii T(

P ROBE~i I) RO(;FN BONDI1NG;

R ,s'a rcIit r : M AL(s I pman I /C Roqe r F . I :;h i

Ad\v iser: Prol-l0f ((133 rles I'. IPom I

One Ic () t the dye(-; t "I)atl u pl -Opored to to I ~
h di~ irl ph)IeflOfll(11T, \tail F,) i ))1 l ot to proskc In t i 11 '11 wa .

,- hi f ts w i Cli va r i at I (m1 ot r ty h u11 1 1),tra lne(t- I . [''' 1, 1C) I
t~ s 'ItS :"I found thait tho iii-it( r- il woi-, two i!e ir in~l IT i t,

wi th eaich othlr. Tho colot sift u hyervi 1, not 1)0 i

51111)1u 5( 1 TI) I ec.! iI oil 1,1-1e 11)1 e cO 1: P bu r)7) CU- 1 C
" u ii o lit)

TIi si-e o t i ns ruren t Ii techn i (ics perml t t1C
us nit of p rob~aly s t-uc to me to thon spce A3C10 1 solo cnn

SYNTHEIS ES OF, MODEL COMPOUN OS FOR% STUDY O)F I I OEMI O0S IT 'I'I
OI TRAM1NLXE EXP~LOS IVES

kI)sea r C-Ik- r M i dIshi pman 1 C Roger F. ISh i i

M1'isur: Professor Charles F. Rfowel.1

in al ~ work in this laboratory, it has oVC'1 estbLlishoiO
t- Ilt ni tlI 11111M0 eXploi(S UC nderq o deConipe )!it lol 011 Li'ne I he

ornF L otu (- fI tr a-"i olet lig ht . A cent ii l ccmqAiliJ in tht,

PT opo e' 1 111(,cia11 i sml 0 such CdeComjosl 1Q3 I i U ,Irox - 112I2I

i Wi - r mnd i late.

Iwo) separate- ir),tes to synthes-i 3 C to i om>:at wir

u110,rt ir -i- with~ i)1701051flq rpsults but r 0j <1te 0)2

le" tCo decomposi C ion
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SCIIULTZ, Warren W. , Lieutenant Commander, co-author, "Demonstra-
tion of specific antibodies to a coxsack ie-like virus in
patients of a hepatitis outbreak," American Journal of
Ejpidemiology, 110 (July 1979) , 124-131.

!,ynchburq fecal virus (LFV) , originally isolated from the
stool of an infectious hepatitis patient, was passaced I ' times
it, Wl-38 cells and partially characterized. Its properties are
as follows: RNA virus; 27 nm in diameter, picornavirus-like
iorj hloqy; inactivated at 56 C for 00 min; resistart to treat-
mLnt with hydrochloric acid (1)11 3 .0), chloroform (33') , an(

ciethvl ether (20',) . :vJutraI i zat ion studies i ndicatd that 1".,
is s,,io-rolated to Coxsackievirus A-24 but not to prototy)(
heo;atitis A virus (11AV). An epidem iologica] re lati onship betwer-n
I,FV anO HAV, however, was found when examining by enzyme 'mmuno-

assav (ILIA) the sera of infectious hepatitis patients of the
,rchburq outbreak. Absence of anti-LPV in patient sera was

a ccomp anii e d by an absence of anti-HAV and, conversely, an
increased titer in anti-LFV was accompanied by an increased titer
in anti-lW:,V. Each antibody type was shown to be elicited indepen-
dently indicating simultaneous infections wi -h 1,7V and H{AV. The
contribution, if any, of LFV to disease in the outbreak remains
unknown.

SNYDER, Stephen L., Lieutenant Commander, co-author, "Release of
-qlucuronidase from Peritoneal Macrophaces of Normal and Endo-
toxin-tolerant mice," Canadian Journal of Microbiology, 25(1979),
1245-1251.

Lysosomal enzyme release from cells involved in inflammatory
response could play a central role in the pathogenesis of endo-
toxin shock. Therefore we have studied the release of the
lysosomal enzyme, P-glucuronidase, from peritoneal macrophages !
obtained from normal and endotoxin-tolerant B6CBF1 mice both
before and after challenge with lethal doses of endotoxin.
Unstimulated cells from tolerant mice spontaneously released a !
smaller percentage of their total F-glucuronidase content in
culture than cells from normal mice during a 5-h incubation
period. In support of the lysosomal-enzyme release hypothesis,
it was found that the in vitro release of fk-glucuronidase was
accelerated when cells were collected from the mouse peritoneum
3 h after i.v. challenge with a lethal dose (1.0 mg) of endotoxin.
The increased in vitro "leakiness" of peritoneal macrophages
following endotoxin challenge was less marked when tolerance was
induced in mice by prior repeated injections of endotoxin.
Furthermore, measurements of the total enzyme activities of
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I peritoneal cells revealed a significant reduction in the B-glucu-
ronidase content of cells from normal mice 3 h after endotoxin
challenge but no such decrease for cells from tolerant mice.
These results suggest that macrophages in endotoxin-sensitive
mice release their lysosomal enzymes in vivo during endotoxemia,
whereas cells found in tolerant mice do not.

I In related experiments, the phagocytosis of latex particles
and inhibition of bacterial growth by macrophages from normal
and tolerant mice were compared. These studies suggest that
cells from tolerant mice may also release a smaller percentage
of their lysosomal enzymes during phagocytosis.

SOPER, John W., Instructor, co-author, "Mitochondrial ATPase
Complex, A dispersed, cytochrome-deficient, ol-igomycin-
sensitive preparation from rat liver containing molecules with
a tripartite structural arrangement," Journal of Biological

i Chemistry, 254 (1979), 11170-11176.

A stable, oligomycin-sensitive, ATPase preparation can be
isolated from rat liver mitochondria by refinement of the deoxy-
cholate-solubilization procedure (Soper, J.W., and Pederson, P.L.
(1976) Biochemistry 15, 2682). NADH dehydrogenase, succinic
dehydrogenase, and cytochrome oxidase activities cannot be
detected by enzymatic assay. Spectral measurements reveal that
the content of individual cytochromes is less than 0.05 nmol x
mg - protein. ATPase activity of the preparation (-13 pmol ATP
hydrolized/min/mg) is inhibited more than 80% by oligomycin.
Electron microscopy of the freshly isolated preparation reveals
it to be highly dispersed and membrane-free, and to contain

i molecules exhibiting a tripartite structural arrangement consis-
ting of the F1-ATPase headpiece, a basepiece, and a stalk
connecting these two units. The thickness of the basepiece
(--60 A) is sufficient to span the hydrophobic phase of the inner
mitochondrial membrane. Two types of Fl-headpieces are present,
one of which exhibits the typical spherical structure of membrane-
bound F1 , and a second of which is more compact and elliptical in
appearance. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in sodium dodecyl
sulfate reveals the presence of all sub-units of FI-ATPase, the
oligomycin sensitivity-conferring protein, and several additional
polypeptides which are candidates for the basepiece. When bound
to soy bean phospholipid vesicles, the preparation catalyzes an
oligomycin-sensitive ATP-P i exchange reaction in the absence of
other protein-coupling factors. This report summarizes the
first description of the properties of an oligomycin-sensitive

I
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ATPase preparation from rat liver, and the first description of
an energy-transducing ATPase preparation in which individual
molecules in dispersed form are seen to exhibit clearly a tri-
partite headpiece-stalk-basepiece arrangement.

ZIMERMAN, John, Professor, "Composition and Properties of Fuels
Important for Comparison of Fuels from Different Sources,"
Annual Technical Report for Fiscal 1979 for Synthetic Fuel
Characterization and Crude Assay Program, David W. Taylor
Naval Ship Research and Development Center, October 1979.

In examining new or alternate fuels, tests must be per-
formed to assure compatibility with use. Those considerations
of importance are: elemental composition, especially sulfur,
nitrogen and metals; aromaticity! and, physical properties such
as boiling range, storage stability, thermal stability, luminos-
ity, and qeneral burning characteristics.

SCHULTZ, W. W., Lieutenant Commander, co-author, "An Enzyme-
Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) for Pseudomonas aeruginosa
exotoxin A.," Journal of Clinical Microbiology, 9 (July 1979),
705-708.

An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is described
for Pseudomonas aeruginosa exotoxin A. A double antibody-sand-
wich method was used employing polyvinyl microtiter plates as
the solid phase, a primary coat of monospecific rabbit antitoxin
serum, an outer layer composed of a horse radish peroxidase-sheep
antitoxin IgG conjugate, and an ortho-phenylene-diamine substrate.
Absorbance of hydrolyzed endproduct was read spectrophotometri-
cally at OD 4 9 2 . ELISA detected as little as 30 pg (0.3 ng/ml)
of purified toxin and absorbance was linear over a 20-fold or
greater concentration range. Toxin was demonstrated in culture
filtrates from 42 of 48 (88%) consecutive clinical P. aeruginosa
isolates compared with 37 of 48 (77%) positive by hemagglutina-
tion inhibition. Results of the two assays correlated closely
(r=0.82, r-0.001). Specificity was confirmed by neutralizability
of ELISA activity with monospecific antitoxin. ELISA was thus a
sensitive, specific, and quantifiable technique for the assay of
P. aeruginosa exotoxin A in both purified and crude culture
materials.
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I MASSIE, Samuel P., Professor, "Heterocyclic Thiosemicarbazones
as Antimalarial and Antibacterial Agents," Northeastern
Regional Meeting, American Chemical Society, Syracuse,
New York, October 1979.

WALTON, Edward D., Instructor, "The Nature of the Phosphoryl
Bond: NMR Studies of Phosphine Calogcogens," Howard
University Colloqium Series, Washington, D.C., October 1979.

WALTON, Edward D., Instructor, "The Properties and Uses of
Polymers," 7th Annual Meeting of the National Organization of
Black Chemists and Chemical Engineers, Washington, D.C.,
May 1980.
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I MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT

I

Profeor' Theodore J. Benac, Chairman

Research is an integral part of the
professional activities of the membersAof the Mathematics Department. Areas
of research reflect a wide range of
interest. Present activity includesUresearch in algebra, group theory,
algebraic geometry, topology, shape
theory, non-standard analysis, partial
differential equations, analytic
functions theory, combinatorics,
graph theory, probability and statistics,
and lattice theory.

The research acti.ity of the staff has produced a considerable
number of scholarly papers and presentations. Sources of
funding have included the Naval Academy Research Council, the
National Science Foundation, and the David Taylor Naval Ship
Research and Development Center.

i
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INHOMOGENEOUS CAUCHY-RIEMANN EQUATIONS OF SEVERAL COMPLEX
VARIABLES

Researcher: Assistant Professor James Buchanan

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

Certain systems of first-order elliptic partial differen-
tial equations can be written as inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann
equations. The case of one complex variable has been studied
at length. Concerning the case of several complex variables,
whichis distinguished from the one-variable case by the
presence of consistency conditions on the inhomogeneous
terms, much less is known. W. Tutschke has developed an
existence-theory when underlying domain is a polydisk. Also
A. Koohora has proved a similarity principle when the inhomo-
geneous term is real-linear in the unknown functions.

The investigator is seeking to extend results such as
these. For instance, an existence-theory may be possible for
domains other than polydisks for which there are analogues of
the Cauchy integral formula. Also, the real-linear case should
be studied in greater detail when the coefficient functions
are analytic functions of their real arguments by employing the
complex Volterra equation methods introduced by I. N. Vekna
for the one-variable case.

DEFORMATION OF ALGEBRAS

Researcher: Assistant Professor Jane P. Coffee

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The goal of this project is the determination of analogues
of results obtained by Nijenhuis and Richardson in the analytic
deformation theory by using the tools of algebraic deformation-
theory. In their joint paper, Corwin, Neeman and Sternberg
describe a construction which associated a graded Lie algebra
structure to a filtered associative algebra satisfying certain
conditions. When this construction is applied to the ring of
differential operators on a manifold, the algebra of Poisson
brackets is obtained. The following result has been established:
under the Corwin-Neeman-Sternberg construction the rigidity of
the graded Lie algebra is equivalent to the rigidity of the
filtered associative algebra.
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NIPOTENT PRODUCTS OF CYCLIC GROUPS

Researcher: Assistant Professor Anthony M. Gaglione

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

Let G be a free product, G = G(1)* G(2)* * G(s) where
G(i), I< i < s, is a cyclic group and for at least one i G(i)
is finite (s is finite). Let GnI denote the nth subgroup of
the lower central series of G. The main objective of this
investigation is to study the groups of the form Gn = G/Gri+l
(r=l,2,3,...), called the nth nilpotent product of the groups
G(i). In collaboration with H. V. Waldinger, the investigator
has found presentations for the Groups Gn where 1< n < 2p -1
(p being the smallest prime which divides the orders of any
of the generators of G). This was done by reexamining a
previous joint-paper from the point of view of commutator
calculus. The continuation of this work will be geared towards
refining these proofs and extending them to a larger class of

r groups.

A STUDY OF COVERING PROPERTIES OF SCATTERED TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

Researcher: Assistant Professor Marlene E. Gewand

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The objecL of this project is to characterize scattered
spaces which are compact, Lindelbf or paracompact and to
determine properties of these spaces. From these characteriza-
tions, the covering properties of the cartesian product of a
factors will be investigated, where a is finite, countable or
a limit cardinal and where [ of the factors ( less than or
equal to (-) are scattered spaces with a given property.

On the question of product-spaces, preliminary research has
yielded results for finite products with different and simpler
methods than previously published results by others. It can
be shown, for example, that a product of a Lindel8f-scattered
space with any other Lindel~f space is Lindel6f. However, to
date these methods have not been extendable to countable
products. Rather, it has been necessary to use a more involved
technique, by means of the Cantor-Bendixon decomposition and a
modification of Kunen's tree-type method, to investigate
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countable products. So, for example, by this technique it has
been shown that the G6 - topology on a countable product of
compact scattered spaces is Lindel8f. It appears that these
techniques will again have to be modified and expanded to
consider uncountable products as well as countable products of
Lindel~f scattered spaces.

GRADED MODULES AND PROJECTIVE ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY

Researcher: Assistant Professor Charles C. Hanna

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

This project is a continuation of an earlier Naval Academy
Research Council project "Basic Elements in Graded Rings."
That project resulted in a generalization to graded modules of
the Eisenbud-Evans theorem on basic elements.

The primary objective of this research is to extend that
result and investigate its consequences, particularly as
applied to projective and quasi-projective schemes. A paper,
prepared by the researcher, contains the theorem mentioned
and an application to locally-free sheaves on quasi-projective
schemes. Further generalizations are being sought, especially
along the lines of Plumstead's recent solution of the Eisenbud-
Evans conjectures.

A second objective of this research is to investigate a
number of related questions which arose during the earlier
research. Among these is a possible generalization to graded
rings of standard local ring results on systems of parameters,
superficial elements, and R-sequences.

COMPUTER MODELING OF ALKALI METAL AND RARE-EARTH DOPED ALKALINE

EARTH FLUORIDES

Researcher: Captain Robert J. Kimble, Jr., USMC

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The objective of this project is to develop a computer
program capable of determining activation energies for doped- I
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alkaline earth-fluorides, as well as computing the relative
energies associated with various defect configurations.

A computer program capable of calculating the energies
associated with a finite portion of a RF2 crystal lattice has
been produced (R= Ca, Sr, or Ba). Using multidimensional
Newton-Raphson techniques, the lattice ions are moved about in
order to find a position of least energy. By varying the
parameters associated with the rare-earth dopant, experimental
results in Sr F, have been duplicated. Work is now in progress
in CaF

pk
C* - ALGEBRA COMPACTIFICATIONS OF SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS OF

SEMIGROUPS

Researcher: Assistant Professor Bao Ting Lerner

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The purpose of this research is to determine the structure
of semigroup compactifications of semidirect products of
semitopological semigroups.

The proposer has analyzed the semigroup F- compactification
of the semidirect product W of S and T, where S, T are semitopo-
loqical semigroups, and F is an admissible sub- C* - algebra
of bounded, complex- valued functions on (W). The main result
gives necessary and sufficient conditions to insure that P-
compactification of (W) could be decomposed (up to isomorphisin)
into a semidirect product of the corresponding compactifica-
tions of S and T. As corollaries, applications of the
decompositions were made to the almost periodic, strongly
almost periodic and left - uniformly continuous cases under the
hypotheses that T contain a dense subgroup and S be a compact

topological group.

The proposer is investigating which of the above mentioned
conditions on S, T may be weakened. An analogous result for
the weakly almost periodic case is also under study.

1
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INTERPLAY BETWEEN TOPOLOGY AND GEOMETRY

Researcher: Assistant Professor Mark D. Meyerson

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The objective is to study, unify, and solve several
problems which are of special interest because they are
simultaneously topological and geometrical, and to consider
geometric approaches to topological problems. Examples of
results in these areas include a geometric proof of the i
Borsuk-Ulam Theorem, an example showing that some tame knots
cannot be linked by a straight line, Roger Fenn's Table
Theorem, and results on dilations.

It is hoped that the methods used by the investigator in
a paper with Richard Jerrard and a paper with Alden Wright can
be combined to attack several of these problems.

SOME CLASSES OF FUNCTIONS RELATED TO THE ROBERTSON FUNCTIONS

Researcher: Assistant Professor Edward J. Moulis, Jr.

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The objective of this project is to study certain
analytic and geometric properties of some large classes of
functions regular in the unit disc. Since the early part of
this century, useful information such as distortion and
rotation bounds, coefficient bounds and bounds on the modulus
of the schwarzian derivative have been obtained for the class
of functions mapping the unit disk onto a convex domain. By
a suitable selection of real parameters, it is possible to
define larger classes of functions involving these parameters,
with each parameter referring to a specific geometric property.
The researcher has been investigating how and in what natural
setting the information mentioned above can be extended to these
larger classes of functions.
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WAR-AT-SEA TACTICAL EVALUATOR

Researcher: Lieutenant Commander Robert E. Rinker, USN and
Lieutenant Commander Roger G. Lerseth, USN
(Applied Science)

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The objective is the development of a comprehensive,
computer-based decision-aid to be used in evaluating attack
tactics by Naval aircraft against surface combatants. The
model will be transportable, easy to use, and as flexible as
possible with regard to ship types and numbers and aircraft
types and numbers. Weapons-system parameters will be easily
modified by parameterizing as many hardware characteristics as
possible so that the model will not necessarily become obsolete
with introduction of a new weapon. The basic model should
remain unclassified once parameters are set. The model will
use Monte-Carlo simulation techniques to return to the user the
effectiveness of the particular tactic as measured both by the
probability of a target kill and probability estimates of the
loss to the attacking force. At present, literature searches
are about 60' complete, and contact has been made with Navy
operational commands. Preliminary work on the model has
started, and two unpromising lines of approach have been
discarded.

THE CONSTRUCTION AND STUDY OF COSPECTRAL GRAPHS

Researcher: Assistant Professor Allen J. Schwenk

Sponsor: National Science Foundation

Several researchers have been studying the spectrum of a
graph, particularly, graphs with cospectral adjacency matrices.
This theory is of interest both for its graphical consequences
as well as its chemical implications. The concept of a removal
cospectral set was recently introduced by the researcher in an
attempt to unify several diverse results about cospectral graphs.
It is proposrd to continue the study of this concept. One
problem of interest is to find an eigenvector characterization
of removal-cospectral sets. Another problem is to determine
when sets are removal-cospectral both in a pair of graphs and
in their complements.
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Recently, several authors have used the spectrum to
obtain results on reconstruction. This area may be ripe for
extension by studying the spectral properties of nonrecon-
structable tournaments and digraphs. It is becoming increasingly
clear that some pair of cospectral graphs may be found to be
nonreconstructable.

The attempt to develop the properties of removal cospectral
sets continues. Particular attention is given to try to extend
known results on cospectral points. Opportunities to digress
into related problems are seized.

COMPOSITION OF QUADRATIC FORMS

Researcher: Assistant Professor JoAnn S. Turisco

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The object of this research is the study of a generalized
version of the problem of composition of quadratic forms. This
problem is that of determining the conditions which guarantee
the existence of a bilinear map which maps two quadratic
spaces into a third quadratic space and "preserves" the corre-
sponding quadratic forms. That is, the quadratic form applied
to the image of this map is equal to the product of the
corresponding quadratic forms on each variable. Of particular
interest is the case in which the dimension of the image space
is not equal to the dimension of either of the other spaces. I
The investigator is currently studying this problem using
Pierce-decompositions of Jordan-pairs. The investigator is
also studying a "Hasse Principle" for these maps; i.e. whether
or not it is true that such a bilinear map exists over a global
field K if and only if it exists over the completion K , for
each place v. Some results of this kind have been obtainod
in cases wnrre Clifford algebra represntations are applicable.
The general case is now under study. A further area of interest
is the study of the role of these maps in the theory of stable
homotopy groups of spheres.

I
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REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SSBN PRESSURE MODEL DATA

Researcher: Assistant Professor John C. Turner with Professors

John Geromia and Chih Wu (both, Mechanical

Engi neerinq)

Sponsor: Da-id W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Center, Annapolis Laboratory

This project, essentially completed, involved the analysis
of data from submarine model tests. It involved the creation
of an interactive multiple-linear regression program and its
applicationto the data. It also involved interpretation of the
results in light of the physics of the situation and statement
of suitability to goals of the project. This work is classified.

THE COORDINATIZATION OF ORTIIOMODULAP GEOMETRIES

Researcher: Assistant Professor Karen E. Zak

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The primary objective of this research is to determine
conditions on an orthomodular geometry which guarantee the
existence of a coordinatizing dimension *-semigroup. Several
secondary questions will also be considered, e.g., if 1 is
finite, can the geometry be coordinatized by a semigroup of
this type in which all elements are partially unitary?

All similar coordinatization theorems have been
established by constructing the coordinatizing object from

suitable endomophisms of the object to be coordinatized. It
is, therefore, reasonable to consider the dimension-reducing
maps in S(L). Moreover, in this case, it is known that an
orthomodular geometry can be coordinatized by a Baer *-semigroup

if and only if whenever e and f are dimension equivalent, the
intervals (o,e) and (o,f) are isomorphic orthomodular
geometries.
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To d-ate, it has been established that an orthomodular
qteometry in which 1 is finite and which satisfies the criteria
aboVe can be coordinatized by a *-reqular weak dimension
*.semic;roup. This object is universal in the sense that any
other coordinatizing weak dimension *-semigroup maps homo-
morphically into it. Work on this project continues.
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AXISYMMETRIC GREEN's FUNCTIONS

Researcher: Assistant Professor Allen J. Fryant

The properties of Green's function for axially-symmetric
solutions of Laplace's equation in three dimensions were investi-
gated. New representations for such Green's functions for axicon-
vex regions were obtained, and these were used to obtain integral
representations for solutions of the correspondino Dirichlet
problems. It was found that axially-symmetric Green's functions
can be expressed as Bergman B3 transforms of symmetric analytic
functions of two complex variables. Application was made to
solving the Dirichlet problem by interpolation to boundary values
using symmetric potential functions whose definition was suggested
by the symmetric Green's function. This development led to an
explicit, constructive solution of the Dirichlet problem on an
ellipsoid. Several possible definitions of a symmetric Green's
function in three dimensions with pole at infinity were considered,
and their relation to transfinite diameter of the region involved
were investigated. The objective of this latter investigation was
the development of potential theoretical results which are clas-
sical in two dimensions, and a corresponding theory of polynomial
approximation analogous to that which has been obtained for ana-
lytic functions of a single complex variable.

CONVERGENCE SPACES

Researcher: Assistant Professor Robert A. Herrmann

This project continues the investigation of the uses of non-
standard analysis and its application to converqence spaces. In
particular, the main thrust of this project is mapping theory.

ON SOME CYCLIC CONFIGURATIONS

Researcher: Assistant Professor Donald E. Keenan

The objective of this project is to study configurations
similar to finite projective planes. Let Si, ... , Sn be n
subsets of an n-set S with the properties ISii=K£3, each element
of S belongs to exactly K subsets, and ISiolSj1K . Suppose
further that each subset has non-empty intersection with exactly
n-3 of the remaining subsets.
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If A is the incidence matrix of such a confiquration, the
rows and columns of A may be partitioned into cycles in a natural
way. The investiqator has shown that A then has a cycl ic sub-
structure and the length of ar,, cycle divides the length of the
longest cycle; also, after the rows and columns have been suit-
able permuted, AAT = ATA. Those confiqurations in which all the
cycles are of equal lenqth are related to interdependent difference
sets, and a non-existence condition for these confiijurations has
been established.

SHAPE SPECTRAL SEQUENCES

Researcher: Associate Professor Thomas J. Sanders

The objective of this project is to develop the spectral
sequence which arose in the investirgator's research in shape-
theory and to show that the spectral sequence ()r its home o oa is
an invariant of the shape classification of a topel oeoical s ac.
The present plan is to base the investigation en a clssifie
paper on spectral seriuences by W. S. Massey. 'The sp ectra1 s(1t110
arose naturally in the invcstiqator's research on a Whiteheac
Theorem in CG-shape and should prove useful in shape theor-'.

A VIDEO EXTENSION FOR STRONG TUBE (IAPEiCS TERMINA1,

Researcher: Assistant Professor John C. Turner and Steen C.
Satterfield (Computer /ided Desiq n and Interact ive
Graphics Group)

A microprocessor-based araphics device is describc.d that
emulates the display of the Tektronix 4000 series terminals. It
is implemented as a data-line mcnitor rather thaa i terminal. it
is not intended to re;lace the terminal but instead to eneritt,
a composite video signal in addition to the storable-tube disl,ii'.

This approach has numerous advantages. Graphics nutvut ca(n
be shown to larger groups than is possible with storaoe tube,
displays. The device does not hamper the inexporinced user
because it behaves just like the familiar Tektronix terminal.
All existinq software desioned for use on Tektranix terrinals
may be used without modification. The qraphics emulator is
built from commercially available inexpensive hardware and thus !
is within the budget of many potential users.
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I MICROPRO('ESSOR INTERI'ACE TO XYNETICS FLATBED PLOTTER

Researcher: Assistant Professor John C. Turner

The purpose of this project is to allow data generated in
NATS or any other computer system to be transferred to the Xynetics
flatbed-plotter via telephone lines rather than magnetic tape. A
terminal is atta-hed to a microproressor which is connected to NITS
via telel hone lines. Provision is made for connection to as many
as four other systems as well. T microprocersor is connected
to the ra mr-tape interface of the Xynetics plotter. During
tnrma] I rat ion, the terminal appears to be connected directly
to, NATS, illwini ,rocirams to he run, etc. Upon command, the

I micr ir(r- wss(r r h,,ins relayinq data from NATS to the paper-tape
i rntu fc, which result s in the data binq plotted. Software had
t- W, ,,e , ),q on NATS to send the data in the correct format.

i I dd ti n, modificat ion of the local software of the Xy'netics
t ''1 wi' r j ir' ,i .

'~d. :r~Ik ted project is now operat ino as a turnkuy' system
i : r Ha I I , onV 1 17.

M . , ) 1 't) l V',1.rPr,,Y I\PACED DATA

yin nt i: ?. . (,it Pr-,ft -( r ,ohn '. Turn 'r, "(>-iniV'rstiol ator

i : r J t pr. l eFO 1 ct i s t" (e vel p me lhod]s fr *r
, ! In a i, , tx ivIl(vic. seasonal trends from t Lrim -sel ier-; data

, 1"' ra(' miSsing valucs. 'The method rhe'elo,'ed
wa:; a i, fi ,,.t r ,f t Bu's-Ba I lot fi ltet cnm ined with an
A 7PAlii j, t- .icr:,unt fn:r missin values. This was

w. t, W ,ffnct :.' ,ind to have nrind i lterin, characterist cs.
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF TREND REMOVAL

Researcher: Assistant Professor John C. Turner, co-researcher

This work is a follow-up of the work on trend-removal with
missing data. Confidence intervals and other statistical
pruoertiep rf he trend-removal process are obtained for a number
of cases (.f seasonal trend, underlyinq spectrum and data-deletion
process.

n-ASSOCIATIVE AI,CF BRAS

Researcher: Assistant Professor William P. Wardlaw

An alqeibra A ()vr a field 1K is n-associative if the product
of any n elements of A is independent of the way in which the
factors ire associatt-d. An algebra is finitely associative if
it is n-associati'e for some positive integer n.

This works parallels a previous study of n-associativity in
Iroupoids, and is motivated 1y the fact that for n greater than
2, n-associativity implies (n + 1) - associativity. Modification
of the methods used for finite groupoids to treat finite dimen-
sional algebras yields the following theorem: If A is a finitely
associative algebra of dimension n, then A is (2n-i + 1) -

associative.

Examples have been found of n dimensional algebras which are
(2n-l + 1)- associative but not 2n-l-associative, showing that
the above bound is as good as possible.

The investigator is continuing the study of the structure
and cardinality of strictly n-asseciative qroupoids.
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APPLICATIONS OF SYMMETRIC PRODUCT SPECTRA

Researcher: Assistant Professor Peter J. Welcher

One of the basic problems in Algebraic Topology is that it
is almost impossible to calculate the generalized homology of a
topological space or its generalization, a spectrum. Yet the
homology is supposed to provide an invariant of the space, for
use in comparing it with other spaces.

The objective of this project is to compute the Brown-
Peterson homology of the symmetric-product spectra. Good evidence
for the answer is available, and the investigator is currently
seeking a tidier method of proving his answer correct. There
should be further applications to computations with the Adams
spectral-sequence for several examples of interest to the

i investigator in connection with his thesis.

The ultimate objective ic full or partial explanation of a
hard result, the Kahn-Priddy theorem, by means of an alternative,
conceptual (as opposed to calculation-based) proof.

COMPUTER MODELLING OF RARE EARTH DOPED ALKALINE EARTH FLUORIDES

Researcher: Assistant Professor Peter J. Welcher

The goal is to provide computer support for the work of
Professors Fontanella, Wintersgill, and Treacy when Captain R. J.
Kimble, USMC, leaves for his next duty assignment. To date the
investigator has written a number of computer programs which take
Kimble's output data and turn it into various kinds of pictures
on the Tektronix terminals. The output of the latest version
is readily understood as representing deformations of the crys-
talline lattice by deformations visible in a perspective drawing
of a cubical lattice. This greatly enhances understanding of
both the results of Kimble's program and of the underlying
molecular mechanisms due to the ease with which they may be
"viewed." The picture, once set up, may be easily transferred
to the Evans and Sutherland Picture System for simulated 3-D
viewing and/or may be plotted on the Xynetics plotter. The
details of programming the PDP-11 computer in FORTRAN (the
language Kimble's model is in) are now being learned, with a
goal of programming "moving pictures", i.e. by twisting a dial
the viewer will see the deformation resulting from a change in
dopant size. Movies may result from this work.
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CHAMBERLAIN, Michael W., Assistant Professor, "Coin - Tossing
Problem Revisited," The Two-Year College Mathematics Journal,
10 (1979), 349-350.

Most probability textbooks investigate the waiting time
until the first success occurs in an unending sequence of inde-
pendent Bernoulli trials (the geometric distribution). Many
consider the waiting time until the kth success (the negative
binomial). The purpo!:e of this article was to show that using
only standard undergraduate mathematics, satisfactory answers to
the following questions could be derived: What is the waiting
time distribution until k consecutive successes occur? How long
would one expect to wait for this first "success run"?

COFFEE, Jane P., Assistant Professor, "On the Rigidity of Graded
Algebras," Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society,
76 (1979), 219-222.

In deformation theory -- whether algebraic or analytic --
it is critical to determine when a non-isomorphic object is
obtained. The following has been proved: If G is a qraded
algebra (separated and complete) over a field k of characteristic
zero and G is rigid in the category of algebras, then G is rigid
in the category of filtered algebras and hence isomorphic, as a
filtered algebra, to any F whose (complete) associated graded
algebra is G. Thus if a graded algebra is rigid in its operational
stracture, then it must also be rigid in its filtration structure.

GAGLIONE, Anthony N., Assistant Professor, "A Commutator Identity
Proved by Means of the Magnus Algiebra," Houston Journal of
Mathematics, 5 (1979), 199-207.

Let F be the free group generated by a and b. Let F(n) be
the nth subgroup of the lower central series of F. Let p be a
fixed prime. Let C(l), C(2), ... , C(q) be the basic commutators
in F of dimension -p. in their respective order. Let P(l) -
(a,b) and P (n) = (P (n-l),b) for n 1. Then (abP") i-  C(i)i

mod F (p +1), where - 1. Moreover, it is shown that the
exponents of the basic commutators of dimension p + 1 are
divisible by pxcept for the exponent of P(p) which is
congruent to - module p.
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HERRMANN, Robert A., Assistant Professor, "A Non-standard
Approach to S-closed Spaces," Topology Proceedings, 3 (1978),
123-138.

I The major purpose of this paper is to introduce a new monad,
the S-monad, which is nuclear but not filter-base determined and
which is capable of characterizing Thompson's concept of the
S-closed space, as well as improving many of his results. In
particular, it is shown that (X,T) is extremally disconnected if
and only if for each p c X either p., (p) C oS(p) or Po(p) or

[(p) = wS(p) or p(p) C iiS(p). Moreover, X is S-closed if and
only if *X = U(uS(x) JxcX. Using these results yields some
improvement in various theorems of Thompson.!

HERRMANN, Robert A., Assistant Professor, "Convergence Spaces and
Extensions of Maps," Mathematical Reports of the Academy of
Sciences of Canada, 1 (1979), 265-268.

This is the third paper in a series of investigations
answering various unsolved problems relative to convergence spaces.
The major goal of this present research is to investigate the
extendibility of maps defined on "preconvergence spaces."

HERRMANN, Robert A., Assistant Professor, "Convergence Spaces and
Nonstandard Compactifications," Mathematical Reports of the
Academy of Science of Canada, 1 (1979), 187-190.

One of the major problems in the theory of convergence
spaces has been to determine a meaningful characterization for
the concept of the projective maximum or projective minimum
object in various classes of convergence space compactification.
The goal of this present research is to obtain, from the non-
standard viewpoint, such characterizations for pseudotopological
and pretopological spaces as defined by Kent.
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HERRMANN, Robert A., Assistant Professor, "Maximum One Point Near-

Compactifications," Bollettino U.M.I. 5 (1979), 284-290.

The major purpose for this paper is to show that the one-
point near-compactifications (Y,c) and (Y, r*) for a non-nearly-
compact locally nearly-compact Hausdorff space ( ,T) are
isomorphic to Obreanu's one point H-closure (Y,T ) and that
Obreanu's projective maximum (Y,T') in the class of all point
H-closures of (X,T) is also the projective maximum in the class
of all one point near-compactifications of X. Consequently,
many of the results in Obreanu's and Porter's papers may now be
applied to non-nearly-compact locally nearly-compact Hausdorff

spaces. On investigating unique one-point near-compactifications,
it is shown that (Y,T') for the real numbers is a natural and

easily obtained non-semiregular near-compactification (i.e. I
H-closed Urysohn) space which is t us not minimal Hausdorff.
Moreover, the identity map 1: (Y,T ) - (Y,T') is a non-trivial
almost-continuous non-continuous map.

HERRMANN, Robert A., Assistant Professor, "Nonstandard Implication
Algebras," Matematicki Vesnik, 2 (1978/79), 351-358.

In this paper, meet (join) semi-lattices, implication
algebras, generalized Boolean algebras, Boolean algebras are
embedded into an enlargement. The nonstandard algebras obtained
tend to contain bounding elements, among others, which are not
present in the basic generating algebra which has now become a
subalgebra of its enlargement. The relations between these
generating sub-algebras and their enlargements is investigated.
After investigating the nonstandard properties of ideals in
these structures, a major result shows that each disjunctive
algebra is isomorphic to a set-theoretic algebra composed of
subsets of the nonstandard extension of the carrier. For
implication algebras, and hence generalized Boolean algebras
or Boolean algebras, the isomorphism between the operations
is shown to be unique. The Stone representation theorem, among
others, follows from this result and in particular yields a
new uniqueness property for Boolean algebra representations.
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HERRMANN, Robert A., Assistant Professor, "Perfect Maps on
Convergence Spaces," Bulletin Australian Mathematical Society,
20 (1979), 447-466.

The concept of the perfect map on a convergence space (X,q)

were q is a convergence function, is introduced and investigated.
Such maps are not assumed to be either continuous or surjective.
Some nontrivial examples of well-known mappings between topological
spaces, nontopological pretopological spaces and nonpseudotoplogical
convergence spaces are shown to be perfect in this new sense.
Among the numerous results obtained is a covering property for
perfectness and the result that such maps are closed, compact,
and for surjections almost-compact. Sufficient conditions are
given for a compact (respectively almost-compact) map to be

perfect. In the final section, a major result shows that if
pI: (X,q) - (V,p) is perfect and g: (X,q) - (Z,s) is weakly-

continuous into Hausdorff Z, then (6,g) (X,q) (VxZ, pxS) is

perfect. This result ;s given numerous applications.

HERRMANN, Robert A., Assistant Professor, "RC-Convergence,"
Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society, 75 (1979),

311-317.

The rc-convergence structure is introduced and used to
characterize S-closed spaces in terms of regular-closed (rc)
or regular-open sets. S-closed spaces are compared with nearly-
compact, quasi-H-closed spaces and compact semiregularizations.
Weakly-T 2 extremally disconnected spaces are embedded into the
Fomin S-closed extension. For any discrete space, 6 (X) is

shown to be S-closed and the category of nearly-compact Hausdorff
spaces and i)-continuous mappings has the S-closed spaces as its
projective objects. An explicit example of noncompact Hausdorff
S-closed space is constructed. Finally, various mappings which
preserve S-closedness are investigated.
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KEENAN, Donald E., Assistant Professor, "A Fisher Type Inequality,"
Discrete Mathematics, 29 (1980), 205-208.

Subsets of a finite set are studied that intersect each other
in at most one element. Each subset intersects most of the other
subsets in exactly one element. The following theorem is one of
our main conclusions:

Leit ... Sm be m subsets of a n- set S with jSi>2 (i=l,
m) and S A. -1 (i j ; ij = 1, ...,m). Suppose further

that for some fixed positive integer c each S has non-empty
intersection with at least m - c of the remaining subsets. Then
there is a least positive integer M(c) depending only on c such
that either m n or m - M (c)

LEE, Rebecca, Assistant Professor, "Covers and Associated Primes
in Noetherian Lattice Modules," Houston Journal of Mathematics,
5 (1979), 219-239.

Covers have previously proved to be a useful tool in
establishing results for L-modules. In particular, they
naturally arise whenever lattices of finite dimension are con-
sidered. The main purpose of this research is to study the
covering relationship itself and to prove a number of interest-
ing and useful properties of this relationship. Then, due to
the very close connection between covers and associated primes,
a number or new results concerning associated primes are proved
for L-modules.

LERNER, Bao Ting, Assistant Professor, "Trimis Radiology Systems
Test and Certification Requirements," The Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory Reports, 30 July 1979.

This report provides information relating to the test and
certification of the Radiology Trimis System. Presented in
Section A are descriptions and definitions pertaining to the test
and certification process as well as to development and change
processes. Also included in Section A is a detailed listing of
Vendor/Government responsibilities as they relate to the various
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stages of the test-certification Process. Section B presents
the Radiology Functional Requirements. Section C describes the
methods and criteria by which vendor-supplied test information
will be evaluated. Section D presents a description of the
total test database.

McCOY, Peter A., Associate Professor, "Approximation and Harmonic
Continuation of Axially Symmetric Potentials in El'," Pacific
Journal of Mathematics, 81 (1979), 481-491.

A complex-valued axially symmetric potential that is regular
on the closed unit sphere is approximated by Newtonian potentials
whose singular circles are located in the complement of the
sphere. The rate of convergence of optimal approximates on thesphere is used to locate and classify the singularities of the
harmonic continuation of the potential from the sphere.

McCOY, Peter A., Associate Professor, "Mean Boundary Value
Problems for a Class of Elliptic Equations in E ," Proceedings
of American Mathematical Society, 76 (1979), 123-128.

An interior Dirichlet problem for generalized axisymmetric
potentials is solved constructively by means of a Riemann series
expansion determined from the arithmetic means of the boundary
values. The problem is generalized to a class of axisymmetric
elliptic partial differential equations in E3 The Bergman
and Gilbert integral operator method is used along with the
method of ascent.

McCoy, Peter A., Associate Professor, "Polynomial Approximation
of Generalized Biasisymmetric Potentials," Journal of Approxi-
mation Theory, 25 (1979), 153-168.

Let the real-valued generalized biaxisymmetric potential Fbe regular in the open unit hypersphere and continuous on the

closure. The minimum errors in the Chebyshev approximation of
F on the closed hypersphere are taken over classes of real-valued
generalized biaxisymmetric harmonic polynomials. The growth of
the error sequence determines those F that harmonically continue
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MOULIS, Edward J. Jr., Assistant P~rofessor, "Generalizations of
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(1979j), JAo7 174.
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SCiWENK, Allen J., Assistant Professor, co-author, "Integral Starlike

Trees," Journal Australian Mathematical Society, A, 28 (1979),
120-128.

in this note, the trees homeomorphic to a star are deter-
mined which have a spectrum consisting entirely of integers.
The intedira] double, stars are also specified and the problem of
tres with more comp l icated structure is considered.

SC! IWEN , A Ilen I . , Ass i stan t Profes so r, co-author, "On the
Number -F Trees in a Random Forest," Journal Combinatorial

r, , B., 27 (1979) , 109-121.

F ih, analytic methods of Polya are used to determine the
asymptotic behavior of the expected number of (unlabeled) trees

in a random forest of order p. Our results can be expressed in
term11s of ,, .3,38321856899208..., the radius of convergence of
t (x) , which is the ordinary generating function for trees. We
have found that the expe~ted number of trees in a random forest
approaches 1 + k t() 1.755510... and the form of this
risult is the sarmu or other species of trees.

SCHWENV, Allen J., Assistant Professor, "Removal-Cospectral Sets
of Vertices in a Graph," Proceedings Tenth South-East Conference
Combinatorics, Graph Theory, and Computing, Utilitas Mathematica,
Winnipeg, 1979, 849-860.

The concept of cospectrally-rooted graphs (also called
graphs with cospectral points) was introduced by the author in
an earlier work. This concept is now extended to allow subsets
oF vertices containing more than one vertex. In this new view,
cospectrally-rooted graphs arc graphs containing removal-
cospectral sets of vertices whLch happen to be singletons -
namely, the roots of the respective graphs.

This extension yields numerous constructions of cospectral
gjraphs, including one discovered by Godsil and McKay. It also
provijd s an explanation of the phenomenon of unrestricted sub-

t tit ion vertices discovered by Herndon and Ellzey. Finally,
t h r, are some interesting examples using graphs first studied
iTi (;on,,-ct ion with the reconstruction conjecture.
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SCHWENK, Allen J., Assistant Professor, co-author, "The
Construction of Cospectral Composite Graphs," Annals of New
York Academy of Science, (1979), 460-496.

An operation loosely described as a type of composition of
graphs is studied. Under rather flexible conditions, the re-
sulting composite graphs must be cospectral. This operation is
sufficiently powerful to generate 81 cospectral pairs with at
most nine vertices. These pairs ii.clude the unique smallest
cospectral pair, the smallest cospecral connected pair, and
one pair of trees with nine vertices. It is felt that this
operation provides a unified explanation of cospectrality in
several cases that were previously viewed as coincidental.

SCHWENK, Allen J., Assistant Professor, co-author, "The Spectral
Approach to Determining the Number of Walks in a Graph,"
Pacific Journal of Mathematics, 80 (1979), 443-449.

It is well-known that the number of closed walks of length
n is simply the n'th moment of the adjacency matrix. Similar
spectral expressions are found for unrestricted (either open or
closed) walks, and also for walks from any specified starting
set of points to another set of terminal points. Knowledge of
the number of walks in G may be applied to find the spectrum of
the complement of G. In conclusion, cyclic and dihedral equi-
valence relations are defined for closed walks, and Burnside's
Lemma is used to enumerate the number of equivalence classes of
both types.

TURNER, John C., Assistant Professor, "Pattern Recognition
Using Nonparametric Density Estimation," with C. P. Tsokos,
Metron, 35 (1979), 89-104.

Pattern recognition is the process o7 issigning random
samples to one of several populations fro, iich it might have
come. Regardless of the loss structure used and whether or not
a Bayesian approach is taken, it is necessary to know the
probability density function (p.d.f.) of the sample. A para-
metric approach assumes a form for the p.d.f. and then estimates
associated parameters. The approach used here is to estimate
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I the p.d.f. itself using a maximum-likelihood method developed by
David W. Scott. This method is shown to perform nearly as well
as th parametric method. It has the advantage of being simpleIto use, since it does not require the validation of any one
parametric form.

TURNER, John C., Assistant Professor, "Sensitivity Analysis of
An Inventory Management Scheme," Decision Information, Academic
Press, 1979.

A two-echelon inventory management scheme developed by

probabilistic assumptions. A submarine supply ship services

several submarines. Their demands for some item are random
with soma associated probability function. The supply ship
must reorder items in advance of the demand. Zacks derived
the optimal reordering procedure under certain assumptions for
the demand function. In this paper, other demand functions
weie consider:Dd, and the behaviors of the resupply algorithm
were examined. The algorithm is found to be fairly robust but
some oscillatory problems are noted.

I4
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1'RYANTP, AllIan J., Assistant Profes sor, " Rotations and the ierJIT1,1ri
1) 3 1 nte~jral Operator," Req ionia Meeti ng of Americean Ma theina t ica 1
Society, Philadelphia, 18 April 19,1O.

CAG lOEAnthony M. , Ass i stant 'r(t ess-or , "A '~heenon Nilpjot(-nt
Produc tS Of CyC IiC ;o~ ROej0-1 i i eti'Of Ame (r ican

Mathematical Society, Philadelphia, 18 Apr il 11, 8G.

CL IlONE, Anthony M 1. , Assistant Professor, "Ni Ipotent Products
invest ijate'd by the Maqnius Aebaand (;,ene rali zed 1Bracket in;i
Annual Summe-r Meet iii(; of) Amer can Mathemlatiea 1 Soc-ity,, Du lu t ,
Minnlesota, 23 AUgJUSt 1979.

GEWNDMarlene E'. , Assistant Professor, "Equivalence Rlations
on Linearly Orde-red( Topoloq ica 1 Spaces, " sprinq Topoloqy
Conference, Birnninqhamn, Alabama, 21 March 1980.

IIEILMANN, Robert A., Assistant Plrofcs:sa-r, "Perfect Maps on
Conv rjence Spaces, " Annual Sufmmer Meet inq of Am~r icain
Mthe matical Society, Duluth, Minnesota, 23 August 1980.

FF-1BMLE, Robert J . Jr.*, Captain, i%'MC , "Almost Every Eclqe of- a
;riph Can Be Ps eudo Similar, " fnterma ional Graph 'i'hleory

Confte rence , Ka Iama zoo, Mi ch iqan , 7 May 1 980.

LEICL41ER, Bac TI nq , Assist-ant Pro fe ssor, 'CompAct if icat ions oft
.m 1ire c t P'rod1uc ts of S miqus,"Req i ona 1 Meet inq of

'umrican Mathematical Society, lmvis, Cail ifornia, 25 April
1 980 .
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SANDERS, Thomas J., Associate Pirolessor, "A Characterization of
Approximate n-connectedness," Spring Topology Conference,
Birmingham, Alabama, 21 Ma-ch 1980.

SCHWENK, Allen J., Assistant Professor, "Pseudosimilar Vertices
in a Graph," British Combinatorial Conference, Cambridge,
England, 15 August 1979.

S(I[WENK, Allen J., Assistant Professor, "An Introduction to Co-
spectral Graphs," Research Summer School in Problems on
Applicable Graph Theory, University of Essex, Colchester,
England, 21 August 1979.

SCHWENK, Allen J., Assistant Professor, "fntegral Starlike
Trees," Regional Meeting of American Mathematical Society,

Kent, Ohio, 3 November 1979.

SCHWENK, Allen J., Assistant Professor, "On Universdl Caterpillars,"
International Graph Theory Conference, Kalamazoo, Michigan,
7 May 1980.

TURISCO, JoAnn S., Assistant Professor, "Composition of
Quadratic Forms and Jordan Triple Systems," Pegional Meeting
of American Mathematical Society, Philadelphia, 17 April 1980.

TURNER, John C., Assistant Professor, "Seasonal Trends in
Unequally-Spaced Data," National Meeting of American Gtatistical
Association, Washington., D.C., Aligust 1978.
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e WAR)I,AW, William P., Assistant Professor, "n-Associative (;roupoids

and Algebras," Regional Meeting of Mathematical Association ofg America, Richmond, Virginia, 12 April 1980.

I WELCIIER, Peter J., Assistant Professor, "Symmnctric Fibre Spectra
and K(n)-Homology Acyclicity," Regional Meeting of AmericanIMathematical Society, Kent, Ohio, 2 November 1979.

ZAK, Karen L., Assistant Professor, "Compact and Fredholm Objects
in Polar Dimension *-Semigroups," Regional Meet-.ng of American
Mathematical Society, Philadelphis, 17 April 1980.

ZAK, Karen E., Assistant Professor, "Dimension *-Semigroups,"
Colloquium, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas,
8 May 1980.

-2I
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I MEYERSON, Mark t)., Assistant Professor, "Local Dilations."

SAND)ERS, Thomas J., Associate Professor, "A Whitehead Theorem

A;IIWENF, Al\ Uvn J1., Assi stant Professor, "Pseudosimilar Vertices

1.n A ;r.

IWAP:)LAW, Will iam 1P., Assistant Professor, "on-Associative Algebras."

'.rKaron I., A ssistaint Professor, "Semigroups Coordinatizing
kOrttlivnlul11 if (ametries.
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OCEANOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT

I
CcmmQamle,, Rchaqd A. A~iZatv't, USN, Chaima~l

( 1) During the 1979-1980 academic year,
faculty research (in a broad range of
atmospheric and oceanographic areas)

was regularly undertaken by both civiliang and military members of the Oceanography
Department. Not only does this research
provide the opportunity for the faculty
co keep abreast of current technology
and theory, but it also serves as a
basis for qualified midshipmen to under-
take related research projects, particu-
larly those dealing with the Chesapeake
Bay, where their work can be supported
by the Departmental research vessel.

Funding for these research activities has been available from
a number of sources, including grants from or contracts with
the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Defense Mapping Agency, Naval Air Systems Command, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of Commerce,
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, National Ocean Survey,
Office of Naval Research, the Environmental Protection Agency,
and the Naval Acadeumy Research Council.

Specific areas of research activity with the Department include
but were not limited to sedimentation processes and properties,
submarine geology, oceanic eddy processes, estuarine pollution
and circulation, estuarine ecology, marine biofouling, dredging,
environmental planning for Naval operations, climatology,
geomagnetic, and electric and electromagnetic fields in the
ocean.

I
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STUDIES OF WIALES IN ICELANDIC WATERS

Researcher: Assistant Professor John W. I'our ter

Sponsor: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration -

National Environmental Satellite Service

In reviewing data from the Denmark Straits, factors such
as wind stress and sea surface temperatures are clues to
hydrographic conditions in the whale feeding grounds. It is
conjectured that as an arctic frontal system passes, winds from
the north drive cold arctic water into the warmer Irmiger
Current creating a mixing zone. During the early arctic summcr,
these arctic waters are fertilizing the slightly warmer more
saline, less fertile Atlantic waters. However, it is hypothe-
sized that the barriers to mixing created by density differen-
tials are insignificant at this time and the wind force
significant. Since day length is increasing in combination
with this, fertilization production begins. As the front
passes, the winds cycle to the south pushing more warm water
into the area so that mixing continues from these two gross
compass locations.

PHYTOPLANKTON PRODUCTION IN THE SARGASSO SEA

Researcher: Assistant Professor John W. Foerster

Sponsor: Sea Education Association

The Sargasso Sea is reputed to be an area of low biological
activity. Presumably isolated from surrounding waters because
of physical characteristics, the area has been defined by
oceanographers as a biological desert. However, deserts have
active areas of production.

In an effort to determine if the Sargasso Sea has active
biological regions, a study was performed to test the hypothesis
that spatial heterogeneity existed. Data developed from
sampling two parallel cruise tracks running northwest to
southeast across the persion for phytoplankton have been
analyzed. From these data six patches of activity were
delineated. The algal relationships are emphasized at this
time, though zooplankton and physical oceanographic forces are
under study.
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AT1'ENUAT ION COEFI It'N LN' M TURID F WATE N

Resea rche r: Ass istant roesrJohn W, Foe rster

Sponsor: Defense Mappiroj AIqency

Arelationship betweern the b1eam-attenuation coe f ficient
~and the dliffus-e-licjht-atteniua3tion coefficient (k) has bee- Cn

.:,.termined for relatively clear oceanic water (Shannon, l')77)
liowver, very little if any, work has been done to extend thris;
I10 tat i osh ip into more turbid inshore Waters.

Thlis is of some interest since a laru portion of the ast L-

c Ejlated laserI-b!athymetry load Will be experienced ill thuS( ar
turbIIid waters. Th ie e x iste-nce- of such a relationship will
alIlow the, use; of additional data sets for thie predic tion o-

ase-bah~w tr;o3eratinq characteristics and limitat-lons, ji

THL; INFLUENCE 01' STAND1 N(; WAVES VS. PPOGRESSIVE WAVES ON THE
TIALCURFRENT VELOC ITIES I N THlE SEVERN RI VER

Researcher: Commander Joseph J. Spicjai , USN

Sponsor: Naval Acade miy Research Council

1 1(10 currents are the her izon tal1me n au by
chanqes inl elevation ofT th'.' wat( uris ti-l charqes.
Tlh diurnal tides whie-h mTove Ut, i ". H', 1: Pr i1 n'o'

4. d ours produce a inode rate ar, i 1- fee t,
au Co0rre-Sjponddn&jly moder-ate- lmml ',1 r-ilts

e'.'ram inj (0.5 knots or less at f11 k I I '- ()I
flor(' Ill the( uppoml reaches" 0! tnl' I;A t IJ-1l

r nt y Cle i L i on mady vary' Wimm.' , :1. m oI
to. -,itmon, (ojth and local weaither .M su-

f-kd r ma("r thec sul fir(-( , t .,t.,.i. I o Io CC MOre- t he
vr rullufI vkeloc t y than th, i. 11I ,1d mc t I de.

n hid Lol Iiom aIrms U- t Ic rocd, andI( that

ii ( fin Iit l must h- ' n , ''(: Ill 'o to fulty
r n t ' s i i t m,- r~ t-i r , o f tit,, I id i l i' i I ,i t .' t fli t 1(, f i d e o mo es

lie t I m, ,"" I it fliovO aj a p ,i i 1~ %'0 ' WIV . wen the t idt'

e'ricoun t-t-J t l K- not u ral (, hoi arm ; 1 tm a"', I stand inqi t Ja]1
'gm'' is s;et up, 111(2 natulre. of wlmh i 1 (( iniso ( I the naturallIy
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reea I o rctr L i cs o f he bay T he refore, the tidal
h i qh ts, and t he Li Iii currFe nts, are re suits" of the proi re-siv 1
an Id L;CanIId i ro(I t i dai I waive s;uperi mposed on orne anothe2r.

The- separaite cont ribution of the progressivye waIve versius
the 'tandinq wav c co' - the tiddl Current veloci Ly must he fully
iders tood he f'ore more aidvanced analyses can be made of turbu-
-11ce and ditf ur ion in the, bay, or the separate 'f fect of topo-

JIraphy on the tide co-n be studies. Finally, when the contribution
of each of the sevoralI factors can be isolated aind unde rstood,
a miore accurat', estimate, of flushini4 time can be obtained. if
the separation between progressive and standing wave contributions
and other fa-.ctors can he done in the Severn River, it may be
possible to extra-polate to other rivers within Ch- 3aoeako Bay.

.4
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,,.,1.,1i 1~ ).IA)s anl aCalculation or

11.,i oUs 1; anal yzid 0we ve r , he
0 1 ii'. 11i1"s noJt benanalyzed. Thereflore,

J c "enl u e I re i)- t the i irst invest i(jation of this
i ;aticul Iir ocean .The-se computer-derived deterrina-

ti Ial S re\'iia detailed analysis of the oceanic
Li 1. 1i i n iit terns. 'he re:-sults of this p-roject Would be

a lilIa1) 1, o Ir combination with Indian Ocean' atmospheric heat

'X( SIt lltI' ime
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VALUE ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL FORECASTS BY WARFARE AREAS

Researcher: Midshipmen 1/C Eric J. Bayler and Michael Whiting

Adviser: Commander Richard A. Anawalt, USN

Sponsor: Naval Air Systems Command (AIR-370)

The main purpose of this project is to attempt the quanti fy
the benefits which accrue to various warfare areas as a result
of environmental forecasts which are prepared and disseminated
by the Naval Oceanography Command. The areas investigated to
date include surface warfare, with emphasis on Optimum Track
Ship Routing, and Naval Aviation, with an emphasis on a statis-
tical evaluation of aircraft damage reports. Th, principal goal
of the project is to develop a comprehensive report. which can
be easily supplemented in future years. The main purpose of the
report would be in the prioritization process of the Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting System.

DYNAMIC TOPOGRAPHY OF EASTERN PACIFIC COASTAL WATERS

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Catherine-Mary Carlin

Adviser: Professor Jeroi-me Williams

Sponsor: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Using data supplied by National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Midshipman Carlin plotted the dynamic topography
of waters off the western U. S. coast. Using the 500-decibar
level as a reference, both vertical sections and surface
contours were plotted. The plots showed reasonably regular
contours for the major portion of the area with some eddies
present in the region around San Francisco Bay. Due to data
limitation, only spring conditions were represented.
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AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF MANGANESE NODULE MINING ON THE DEEP
OCEAN FLOOR

Researcher: Midshipman I/C Peter A. Pyles

Adviser: Associate Professor D~ouglas W. Ldsall

It is clearly evident that thce marine manganese-nodule
deposits represent a vast reserve of such elements as cobalt,

nicelmangjanese, and copper. If pol itical and legal debates
ciii be resolved, the technology for mining and processing is
read';. Minring will initially requiro a large capital investment,

a large drawback . Hfowever, soon after full-scale mining
comlenices there_ will be a large potential for profit.

A COMP1AiRAT lyE ANALYSKIS OF LABORATORY METHODS FO__R DETERMIN lNCK
VIABILITY 01' SELECTED BACTE RI A

Researher: idshipmnan 1/C Melissa L. B1arringjton

.v o r: Commna n der Jose ph J . Spigjai , USN

The, cool inig , t f iciency of submarine piping systems is

f ai , ,-rdcd the g row th o)f- bac te. a I slIime and macroscopic
o ; ini smi3 wh ichi -i f Ijx to the metalI su r faces . Both the

hi 0 1 ~ tor i t ii Ca the leo systems are studies arnd their
tO J11 i~~t it onat(e compared. Titanium and Copper

cir m CMi,1 d as to toiii eros ive/corrosixce resistances.
i i I I iI i t i ,, app rox~ia t i on s hiave dote rm .i ned that thle

fli) v in itol n''nt'm used wi tdt Titanium appewars to be( the best
tl~ 00 oeltli bi ;terial slnn.Three iuantitative

Iet'orl er-mininl 1bacteria IVIalill i,' 011 oSUbma1-ine
I;_ ~ imn t 1i_ o tovaluott' wh o(h i, 11os-'t aIccurate witthin

;l~(:)S nothl tli .if; not o;n: .; t iveio, l to Jet',t cIanqos
inuin tte bdri nI )fn;ro ns tically concentrateod

lv; s o 1 pt inms I-'lsed All' iho1(torne tor is I high I1',
L11 t L V( I n: ; t. rli 'tt t Ito pt I C .1 1!1(n ) a r t y bh to n co.Cen tl ca-

v b II
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RESLARCH COURSE PROJECTS OCEANOGRAP(Y DLfPARIT'.THI

THE MECHANISM BY WHICH SWAMPS PRODUCE CARBON MONOXIDE - A
LITERATURE SEARCH

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Michael A. Matson

Adviser: Professor John F. Hoffman

A search ot the current literature indicated there are
many studies dealing with the production of methane and th',
sources and sinks of carbon monoxide. Little is known however
concerning the relationship between methane (CI[,) and carbon
monoxide (CO). The mechanism by which CO is produced may be
the oxidation of C11,, by hydroxyl radicals, or by a reaction
between C 1 , and metastable oxygen below eighty kilometers.Above eighty kilometers, there is some indication that CO is
produced from the photolysis of CI,, by direct solar radiation.
Considerable research is still required to determine the
interrelationship between Cif,, and CO, especially in swam)
waters that produce methane and the atmospheric layer immediately
above the swamp area.

WATER QUALITY IN THE CIESAPEAKE BAY

Researcher: Midshipman I/C William W. Metzgar

Adviser: Associate Professor Douglas W. Edsall

Existing physical, chemical, biological, and environmental
conditions in the Chesapeake Bay were analyzed. At present,
the water quality in the Bay may go either way. It is impera-
tive that proper planning and implementation of advanced
wastewater policies and procedures be enacted, that waste
treatment capabilities are expanded, and strict enforcement
of present laws and regulations is maintained.
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THE US 01' THE 11 \l'PIJIKL MW' HYDRbAUL IC MODE L IN N ol''IL>' 1'
T11 A I1'lS1 (WI I '1I>lNI AND) HYDOIDS WITHIlN IIA\ 1PT1ON ROA[)S

ie siarone r: Mtidshi pmafl I/C Pu rry T. 1 uey

At %,i St 1: Profes:sor John 1F. Hof1 fman

Hylydroid.; .inii shoail ini~ in pier bo rths has be'ia problem it
tho1 k- N avaI', Stt-,iL1ki ,o i~ iior()i olIk , V i njIIiia for tmTIan1y yea-Ir S. T'Ike
hydrownd Sirtul at ii ly !ijtea, is caus inq a scV1ous toul inj
p rob Il , at th 1av j r ara al1 IS i S the so(2Wt t I emn t of sil1t

ot s For- ma n tnaree del;)j are escal at mn~j Any ;ol ut ioi to
tO (':;-' 1 )rOIAlU im u - knowi edje of- the source and bottom
(1rcul at ion p. at-torn- () h oth t In' sodi muon t and the h' 1 'dro ad.

I nitLially, a la rlo scaleo study ot the HamptLon Rloadn area
to d~termine 1,it tomt (71rcul at-imiit ptterns is niot necessari ly thei(
most ocono i calI As- a pirelIim inary step, flow patterns int the
I amp ito Road r (ioIr Ia haveI boon s t La d esU-1 andC te2sts carried Out in1
a sea I P mo(ko I o)f thesape(ake Bay (owned and supervi Sell by the
Armuiy, Co rps of En j ho rs , BalIt imo)re District) .This report
(Jonco-rns the pro I mi inary resulIts of the program.
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ANAWX1,T, Pi chad A., ('ommand(r USN, "A Survey of Uni v(rs i ty
W'the, r (Is, " HU I I (tin ( f the Am r jcan M t(o rologi cal

I-_ ,t I (198o) , 197 -- 201.

A .i' vy was perform0,d to gathe'r data 01 all w, atht, r fo() e-
cast i i t am Is that ,x i st jn th it tlld(-q 1duaLt ( - and (3 raduate'
1 n; t L t ions 1 t h 1 ted States. Of 5{ ) sch(oo I; surv.U 34
hai weate1r' r f oreclst LI] gdM(IS a s a1 part 0 tn Te' teoro Io(y
pI0o ram , and 10 did( not part ic i pate in any q fi ,, at all. A
talilat ion oI each i nstitutio i s for,:ast ing-,jame hi;iI ight s
Some 0 t tile ull ique aspects ot the var ious games and shows the
var i ous scoring methods that arie be i ng used. I t is hoped the
survey and listribut ion of the results W1 l1 aid other institu-
t 10ns in developing a forecast Ln(j game or he,]1 to improve
oxist i nI forecasting games across the country.

HOIMAN, John F., Professor, Investigation Into Deep-Iraft
Vessel Berthing Problems at Selected U. S. Naval Facilities.
Report prepared for the Naval Facilit ics Engineerinq -Command
and the Office of Naval Research, 1980.

An investigation of serious problems of shoaling of pier
berths and turning basins and biofouling of aircraft carriers
is described in this report. Seven harbors where U. S. Navy
deep-draft vessels are berthed were examined. These, -re
Alameda Naval Air Station; Charleston Naval Station; May;)ort
Naval Air Station; Norfold Naval Station; Pensacola Naval Air
Training Station; North Island Naval Air Station, Coronado,
California; and King's Bay, Georgia.

Included were investigations of current velocities,
shoaling patterns, submarine sediments, ship movement, dredging,
spoil disposal, and berthing problems. Recommendations were
made for specific installations as well as for the overall Navy

dredging program.

I
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PHYSIF "-PARTMENT

t ,*

11: The research effort in the Physics
Department reflects the wide range ofexpertise in the Department's faculty.

Present activities include research in
Acoustics, Computer-Assisted Education,
Electric and Magnetic Properties of
Materials, Fiber Optics, Laser Optics
and Technology, Magnetic Signatures of

jShips, Radiation Effects in Solids,
Solar-Energy Studies, Solar System
Astronomy, and Solid-State Physics, with

I J the Solid-State Physics group being
especially active.

This year, the Department's research efforts were supported by
the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
the Department of Energy, tne National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the National Bureau of Standards, the Naval
Research Laboratory, and the Naval Academy Research Council.

Midshipmen majoring in physics are encouraged to participate in
the Department's research program, either through the 490-series
or through the Trident Scholar Program. It should be noted that
four of the six Trident Scholars for the year were Physics Majors.
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-1 ~1 . a.0ad o t ii) " oi 1 - m I-10o arrm i t ide for t he
t f 1., I i iuaces r t urnled b. a fl11 i (d- f i Ii I c3 spher i cia

*>'tv nit- i:tt 1( od .Thu modull I of thuresnac port ios
* ~ -~F (t'il z; 1n -tis rexii t e(i i n thc form of a tw ie. or2 -I

-l: cl t it a dhr - iMen 5i-nn1 CIr I Iph , vWherC t he two(-
V1 1' i ' i 1' -ire F mncs nd mode order. A n expIa na

)fI t; Ii, i. inus t inc t ive features of the resrnoris(
s l (,I) the, lcc Of the zernos; (h) the series of

th), ilv( ris, fr r-oda rei ona-nces and to the Re-,cte riol
c(0 (ciut_ 41 )1 ,:IV( 'Ind ((:) th- s-eries of spikes alone :a

ir, !-ioi\ ! tie corres.-pon', to resonances in the ci rcuur-
*tIt i v~ e'e . L-5;; i nfnrm a-t ive- features, rhilldsla d

1 n.th Io o f te response function, arc, qui to use-
S t ;1 i Tt ,rp r( Jt ionn o)f !I( sCat.t(rin(I v rces ta in

let 11 CIe caite tn ho (-, i (I e drtijf ica t iorsT
iY I ll(;t ict oilf thui civit cn tents, i f th!e f i -r s
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T 11 !'0 v( to Oj '- if ustainedc icou:;t ic osci Ilcitions
V. ' t rIVio- ex! osedi t o (-tr,I, tiny: i re(Icu rreCn t

1 1 -1-t Under oarl ibr- c(,nit uact, methods were
'. 11,7 :''' -'iC it i IJ free,- ; Ia-l-I y(-r o-nsc ill t ions i n a

ItA Tor) It I I T14 i tI ri as( I understandim-, of the,( phecnomenon
(' y, )11 1" tori t (-F '''( sIllu h eenl doc)(umtedU in] a series of

iM ~ ~ ~ (,I !1at 1 , t( i ponsor5;hip. The most siqnificant
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mod(el is able to account (iua i tit i vely for many of the observed
characteristics of cavity tones such a- threshold flow-speed,
spectral cutoff, and frc-quency lock- in (for resonator situa-
t ions). When suppl eminted by an empirical formula for shear-
layer nonlinearity, a rough estimate of the radiated sound
amplitude is possibles. Current work involves experimental
investigat ions b(eina conducted in the USNA Tow Tank Facility,
using an instrumented towed model. A proposal to extend the
present contract until September of 1981 has been submitted.

ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC MODEL TEST DATA

! esearcher: Associate Professor William E. Fasnacht

Sponsor: David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Conter, Annapolis Laboratory

The magnetic field of a ship may be characterized by the
magnetic scalar potential, which in turn may be expanded in a
series of prolate> spherical harmonics. D. A. Nixon of David
W. Talor Naval Ship Research and Development Center has shown
that such an expansion is appropriate, has done extensive cal-
jil]ations dete rmining the coefficients of such an expansion

from measured Wallues of the magnetic field, and has developed
some preliminary (,xplanations of the physical significance of
various terms.

The probl(r und]or study is the selection of the optimum
sample of data from the magnetic field of a model, and through
ina l'sis of tl)- se..]ected data to characterize the magnetic
statel of th, mode l. Work is continuing.
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DIELECTRIC PROPERTTFS OF POLAR FLUIDS IN THE SUPERPRFSSED
STATE

Researchers: Associate Professor John J. Fontanella and
Assistant Professor Mary C. Wlintersqill

Sponsor: National Bureau of Standards (NBS)

A three-terminal cylindrical cell has been constructed
for makinq complex impedance measurements in liquids and
plastic crystals at audio frequencies. Pressures up to 15
kbar can be obtained over the temperature ranqe 200-400K. In
addition, the cell contains a thermocouple for differential
thermal analysis studies.

some, t)roliminarv measurements have been performed on
(-cirbon tetrachioride. The cell is obviously capable of pro-
d(ucing excellont data on liquids. Consequently, one of the
ooeals ef the project can now be achi-_ved since a careful study
of liqjuids in the sup-erpressed state can be made. The prelim-
iniarv results do not indicate any dramatic dielectric anomalies
in the superpressed state. However, there appears to be a
dicr,,ase in the curvature in that reqion. More careful studies
ar. now beinq carri,,d out.

The r,,sult. i tnh i solid reqion are also very interestinq
in that a shrp r nsir ion is not observed. The most obvious
,:ol inat ion. i hi, t lliiP is- due to the cell design. One check
is currently lein, mid,, bvuSinq an alternative cell with a
differ,,nt Teom,+r'%. Thi cel-] is the one constructed at NBS,
and it will also b, used to study phase transition in other
fluids.

Finally, the c-'indrical cell appears to qive very good
data for tho dielectrir properties of the plastic phase far
above the phase transitions and will be used to study other
materials.
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I RADIATION EFFECTS IN FIBER OPTIC MATERIALS

i Researcher: Associate Professor John J. Fontanella

Sponsor: Naval Research Laboratory

The primary purpose is to perform optical and dielectric
absorption and electron spin resonance measurements on various
samples of fused silica in order to further characterize and
properly identify the radiation-sensitive defect center found
dielectrically during the past year. Specifically, it is felt
that the observed relaxation is due to an aluminum-alkali center,
and an attempt will be made to correlate the dielectric signal to

*I the well-known aluminum-associated electron spin resonance
spectrum. The correlation will be attempted by varying radiation
dose and carrying out isochronal annealing studies. In addition,
studies of the effect of radiation on the low temperature hydroxyl
associated relaxation may be carried out. Finally, a wide selection
of silicate glasses may be studied dielectrically.

TRANSMISSION LOSS IN OPTICAL FIBERS DUE TO NEUTRON IRRADIATION

Researcher: Associate Professor Richard L. Johnston

Sponsor: Naval Research Laboratory

This is a continuation of a project investigating the trans-
mission properties of optical fibers, provided by NRL, when
irradiated with 14.7MeV neutrons. About 20 meters of fiber are
coiled and placed as close to the source as possible and the light
output is monitored during irradiation at 820 mn. A pre- and
post-irradiation wavelength spectrum is also taken to determine
effects at other wavelengths.

A germanium detector has been constructed so that data can
be extended into the 1100- to 1500-nm wavelength region.
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COMPUTER TUTORIALS IN BASIC MECHANICS

Researcher: Associate Professor Bruce 11. Morgan

Sponsor: United States Naval Academy, Office of the Academic Dean

The purpose of this project was to generate, physic!t, tutorials
in basic mechanics using interactive computer (iraphics, with the
objective of helping students to learn to translate, real world
problems into the conceptual terms of physics wit-h emph-;is on

the value of the free-body diaqr, m.

The plan was to develop learning hierirchns n(l f low charts
as guides to logical devc lopment of a sequence of f rans and
switching points for each tutorial lesson.

Three tutorial programs were completed, two on operation,;
with vectors and one on static equilibrium.

STRESS-NDUCED MAGNETIZATIOq BEYOND THE RAYLEIGH REGION

Researcher: Associate Professor Carl S. Schneider

Sponsor: David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Center, Annapolis Laboratory (Project Linear Chair)

Lord Rayleigh's semi-empirical description of the changes in
magnetization with changes in applied magnetic field was extended
to stress-induced changes by Brown in 1949. In the present work
we have experimentally verified a theoretical extrapolation of the
Rayleigh-Brown model using the differential susceptibility curve
as a response-function and maintaining the assumed thermodynamic
equivalence of field and stress. Moreover, the development of
stress-induced parabolic hysteresis loops is further derived as
associated with the reversible stress coefficient of susceptibility,
d /d , and is experimentally confirmed.

Present efforts are to complete the final measurements on
sample rods of IIY80 and HYI00, common Navy ship steels, of length
to diameter ratio sufficiently large to make demagnetization
eff.*cts negligible. The theory developed and confirmed in this
work is constrained to the Rayleigh region of magnetic field,
as exists for ships in the Earth's field, and up to the coercive
stress, which our ships experience in their natural operations.
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RADIATION INDUCED DEFECTS IN Ill-V SEMICONDUCTORS

Researcher: Professor Robert N. Shelby

Sponsor: Naval Research Laboratory

The purpose of this research is to identify and characterize
defects in l11-V semiconductors. The emphasis is on defects that
have been created by radiation damage due to external snurces or
by radiation damage suffered during ion implantation.

This project uses Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)
to determin, the energy, capture cross-section, and concentrationjof the defect states. In addition, DLTS allows one to identify
the defect or trapping states as majority or minority carrier-
traps.

Results on electron-irradiated GaP have been reported and
current work is concentrated on ion-implanted GaAiAs.

GENERATION OF COHERENT TUNABLE VACUUM ULTRA-VIOLET RADIATION

Researcher: Assistant Professor Lawrence L. Tankersley

Sponsor: Naval Research Laboratory

The purpose of the project is to develop a widely tunable
coherent radiation source in the VUV. Rare gas-halide eximer
lasers are being utilized as primary radiation sources. The pri-
mary radiation will be used to pump a dye laser producing a tunable
secondary beam. Finally, the primary and secondary beams will be
mixed, using non-linear techniques to produce coherenL VUV
radiation. A source of the type described would have wide-ranging
spectroscopic applications.

At present, we have tunable output around the Lyman-i-
trarn:;ition. We are studying the use of this radiation as a probe
of neutral hydrogen densities. A good probe of neutral hydrogen
densities would aid the fusion-plasma research programs.
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PHOTOSTRUCTURAL CHANGES IN CIIALCOGENIDE GLASSES

Researcher: Assoria:e Professor Donald J. Treacy

Sponsor: Naval Researchi Laboratory

The nuclear qAurupole resonance (NQR) spectra of 7 rs in
AsSe and As 0. were examined. In the As2 Se), melt, quenched glass
and films der:osited on high and low temperature substrates were
examined. Thc Purpose of this investigation was to determine if
there were any differences in structure of the bulk glass and
films. The bulk qlass was found to be similar to the crystal,
but in the films deposited on low temperature substrates, sub-
stantial evidence for As Sei, structural units was found.

The films Ceposited on low temperature substrates were then
irradiated with laser light in the electronic absorption edge
(t -200 to 3000 cm-). This irradiation changed the structure
of the film as determined by NQR, Raman scattering, and IR
absorption.

In the As,0 two crystalline modifications exist, each with a
different NQR spectrum. A lineshape of the NQR as a function of
frequency showed evidence for some traces of a arsenolite-based
glass, but the predominant glass form seems to resemble claudetite.
This glass is unstable at room temperature and devitrifies to the
arsenolite crystal. The relaxation of two samples stored at
liquid nitrogen temperature was followed as the glass divitrified.

THE EFFECTS OF VOYAGING ON THE MAGNETIZATION OF SHIP MODELS

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Elizabeth A. Belzer

Adviser: Associate Professor Carl S. Schneider

Sponsors: Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Annapolis
Laboratory and Trident Scholar Program

The effects of cyclic stress on induced and remanent mag-
netization in rods of HYl00 and HY130 ship steel were measured
using a newly designed and fabricated apparatus to simultaneously
apply variable magnetic field and cyclic stress. Circuits were
built to monitor the strain levels in the samples (roughly fifty
and one hundred microstrains) using a resistance strain-gage
bridge, and to measure changes in magnetic induction using an
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induction coil and a magnetometer probe. Results showed a
uniform increase in susceptibility with cyclic stress for both
rods. The HY130 sample's susceptibility was higher than that of
the HY100 in all cases. The slope of the normal susceptibility
with field, or Rayleigh coefficient, was measured for each steel,
and these were compared with the slope of the normal initial
susceptibility with strain amplitude to determine the fraction of
domains responsive to stress. The calculated value of this
fraction was 0.55.

In addition, long-term effects of cyclic stress on magnetiza-
tion were studied. An increase in magnetization in the presence
of a field, related to the log of the number of cycles, was
observed. The change of the magnetization with the first cycle
of stress was found to be large in comparison to changes which
occurred through subsequent cycles. Continuation of vibration
for several months is now seen as adequate to produce comparable
first-cycle and long-term effects. Thus, a model for changes in
magnetization of Navy ships with time has been established.

BASIC STUDIES OF A FLUORINE ANION SUPERIONIC CONDUCTOR

Researcher: Midshipman I/C John R. Igel

Advisers: Associate Professor John J. Fontanella and Associate
Professor Donald J. Treacy

Sponsor: Trident Scholar Program

Audio frequency conductivity and capacitance measurements in
the temperature range of 5.4-310K have been used to study the
conductivity and dipolar relaxation phenomena in calcium-doped
lanthanum trifluoride. Measurements have been taken at five
frequencies from 100Hz to 10kHz on samples varying in concentration
from 0.01% to 0.3%. One strong dipolar dielectric relaxation
and several weaker relaxations have been observed both parallel
and perpendicular to the c-axis. The strong dipolar relaxation
has been attributed to the realignment of a charge-compensating
fluorine ion vacancy about a substitutional alkaline-earth ion.
The weaker relaxations have been attributed to trace impurities
because of the lack of any regular progression in either concen-
tration or direction of applied field. Measurements indicate
that, for samples of similar concentrations, the strength of the
dipolar dielectric relaxation perpendicular to the c-axis is
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trum 1.5-1.9 times the strength parallel to the c-axis. 'I'll
has been attributed to a dipole moment perpendi cular to Lhf,
c-axis which is significantly greater than that p ,r,l 111 to, th ,
c-axis. An activation enthalpy in the dipolar rgij(n of
.31 .03 eV has been observed. At higher temperaturs, t
thermally-activated or association region has bee r, ob;e rv ,d.
An activation enthalpy for this region of .49 .0 3-V i,] an
issociation e)nergy ol .38- .03 (V is reporte d.

RAI)[ATION EI''TS IN FIBER OPTICS I
Researcher: I iIshipman 1/C Mark J. Marshfield

Advisers: Associate Professor Richard L. Johnston and Ass istant
Professor Mar, C. W intersqill

Sponsor: Trident Schol ar Pro; ram

The damage produced in opt ical f ibers by fast neutrons has
been studied with reference to the recovery of the f ibe, rs tes ted.
The fibers were sub jectid to varying doses of neutrons. Individual
wavelengths were monitored during the i rradiation and post
irradiation recovery processes. Recovery rates for each particular
wavelength were studied to mecasure the bleachirgo ef fect of the'
monitoring light at that waeicngth. The wavelength was varied
over the lower operating range of the fibers, 700 to 950 nm in
increments of 50 nm.

Further measurements were taken to determine the bleaching
effect of ultraviolet light. Theory suggest that damage caused
b ' high energy neutrons, known to create absorption bands in the

uiltraviolet range, should show bleaching effects when high inten-
:;If"" ultraviolet light is transmitted through the fiber. Neutral

ersity' filters were utilized to determine the dependence of
rcrver'y on the inte'ns ity of ult rayv0i1e t light used.
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.A[DIATION INI)UCFiD TRAPPING STATES IN SEMICONDUCTORS

Researcher : . dshipman 1/C Stephen L. Spehn

Adviser: Professor Robert N. Shelby

Sponsor: Trident Scholar Program

All semiconductor devices contain impurities and defects of
the crystalline structure which produce energy levels in the mid-
band gap range. These energy-states provide the mechanisms for
the generation and recombination of conduction electrons and ho]f-.
In addition, these states act as "trapping states" for le],ctrons
and holes observable in the transient response of the device.
One of the most effective techniques for investigating the presenc ,

and properties of these trapping states is called Deep-Level
Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS). Midshipman Spehn's research con-
sisted of a careful mathematical modeling of the DLTS system and
an application of the modeiing results to measurements on Silicon
and GaAtAs samples.

The results of the modeling stu<ly yielded the most complete
response functions currently available for DLTS systems using
lock-in amplifiers. Calculations based on this response-function
allow one to calculate more accurate values for trapping state
parameters for a much wider range of DLTS system parameters than
was previously available. Graphical displays of the response-
function were generated to guide experimenters in DLTS set-up
procedures.

In addition, DLTS measurements were made on Silicon and
GaAtAs samples, and the response function developed was proved
by comparing results with known results.
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THE IDIVI:LOPMENT OF TiE DOUBLE PARABOLIC-CONCENTRATOR

Rhso(archer: Midshipman 1/C Dean J. Cottle

.',ti, i ser: Profossor- Billi J. Graham

Tilt OfficiOncy at solar collectors can be improved by
cl loot jib more of the incident radiation and by decrcasinq the
1at losses from the absorbo r element. The double parabolic
con't rator utilizes the geometric properties of the reflector
tk, iiscroase the acceptance angle of the incident radiation. In 
*,c)it r ist to conventional focusing collectors which accept only
i.t1 lot radiation parallel to the optic axes, these - onimaging

incntrators (a) eliminate the need for continual tracking,
l,_JL~r iiai only an occasional tilt adjustment; (b) accept diffuse

imitation as well as direct radiation; (c) collect more radiation
with a wider acceptance angle; and (d) return by reflection some
-,,tadiation by the absorber.

A computer program was written to analyze by ray-tracing the
:,ith of radiation reflected from the double parabolic-concentrator
to the absorber region. A prototype concentrator was constructed
and tested for efficiency.

AN INVESTIGATION OF STABILITY MODELS FOR DRIVEN PLANE LAMINAR JET

kesearcher: Midshipman I/C Edward J. Fischer

AdvIser: Professor Samuel A. Elder

Biy means of hot-wire technique, the growth of driven insta-
bility waves along a plane laminar jet was investigated. The plan
was to i2easure both ac and dc velocity-profiles at a number of
stations downstream of the jet orifice, as a function of driving
tr(,egu(,nc'. From these data, average values of instability-gain
were computed. Whcn the results were displayed in the form of a
plot of nondimensional imaginary propagation constant versus
Strouhal number, they were found to support some of the theoretical
predictions of Drazin and Howard, which are based on a temporally-
growing Bickley-type jet. It appears, however, that better agree-
ment could be obtained with a model based on spatial rather than
temporal growth.
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Ot [,I,, Do II( W. , As.or' Ito Pl(rf0,.5F)F, Co-a ut hor, Posonance
'I'h'ory 0t .: t ic Shear-WaV Sca Ltrinj t n ,o phriueal Fluidg) .stacle, in Solid.s, " Journll -  of tin, Acoustical1 ( oci(,ty of'
\me rica, t - (1980) , 414.

'['hc vc(t r I) ot'nt i a rOF an arb it raril.y 1)] r i Z( 1- shear-
iwa in in , iastC ( Losslss) medi fI i ni Int onI, and( scatt red

by, A f luid occlusion is exIpanded in v ,'tor .;pIh(,ric-]
ha rmon ic' ['he I ounda ry cond i tior,; are d ealt w i th for thI
In i i klent "t,Ctor- potentiaI in te rms of two (scalar) Debyc shear
p)tnt, il s 'ndn , gJ ving rise, to what we have termed "s and t
wa:,, '. ,, 'spec t. i vy y. The s wave scatters into both a nothe r s
wa\vt, an(; also mode-converts into a compressional ) wave. The, t
waV, scatto Is only into another t wave with no mode conversion.
Scattering amplitudes are cast in a series of resonance terms.
The scatterd p and s waves exhibit resonances; however, the t
wave does not. We exhibit monostatic and bistatic plots of the
first few partial-wave amplitudes (n = 1,2,3,...) for the sp,
ss, and tt scattering modes. When the background amplitude
corresponding to scattering from an (ccacuactid( spherical cavity
is removed from each partial-wave contribution, the remaining
portion of the amplitudes is a clear series of liquid sphere
resonances. We display these resonances as functions of the
acoustic size kda of the cavity, and of the order n of each mode.
This work completes the determination of the scattering matrix
elements for a fluid sphere in an elastic medium which was
commenced earlier with the study of resonance effects in pp and
ps scattering.

ELDER, Samuel A., Professor, "Some Physical Mechanisms Underlying
the Pipe Voicing Art," Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, 66 (1979), S67.

This paper examines underlying mechanisms for changes in the
flue pipe spectra caused by selective changes in mouth cutup,
)ipe length, languid position, etc. The physics of the problem
involves the mechanics of jet waves, and the subtleties of their
interaction with sound waves. Special interest centers at lower
lip, wh(ore jet waves originate, and at upper lip, where sound is
produced by colli sion of jet and pipe fluid. The necessities of
fe,,dhack amplification require jet and sound motions to act in a
rciprocal way so that, For example, delay in impulse transmission
along the jot is exactly matched by acoustic transmission delay in
pipe. Actually, jet waves and their associated sound waves behave
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i:N(IL*:, I rant) M. ,As~s 1 s;ant Pr tsr o-aut [lot-, Ideal i Zed (
Jovian Mainatospliarc Shaipe andiii Id' loHl ml of iewopLhys ical
Rasea rch , 85 ( 1980), 579-592 .

An oejuator jal siloe -curront deduced f rom P'ionf-er 10 Inajn(t(1
La ILd obsarvat ions has bean added to a fplanetary dipolI f LeVI to)

cons truct a mloda'l of maqnot i c f io(l doe to sources ins iel t'hu
iaijneopauso . 'Ph s Lilterl tild hasIL- then been u:-;ed( tot cal [cula
to magLno topa usa sourface i n a cyclIi c ) r() cos too a fit ateIn

cy cias , at whicoh Lh,? calcLulat~ion conve r es. 'MHo re ul tinq mavine tt0
ausne Ls 0onsiderabi)ly fl1 tt r i n shape than rione result1 Li fr~I om

a primarcily dIpla internil fi eld-source. Mhe filid inernal and
ox to coal to tihe ma'jnotopu;,e nor face doe, to the currents on the
sur face has beon com1po to 1, by' L 1tel ratLi ns over the entire maijne to-
pause . A modal for tiP total1 masntospheric field of the inflated_
matjnetosple cc has boon cons LIrcel by adldingj this litter con-
tribution to twia nternal s ource- fields to obtain a sjlobal model

oi an inflated Tovivanli1k ma~inoLospheric field.

KONTA,'NELLA, John J ., Associa te Professor , and Michael K. SE1THl
Ens isn , 1-iEN, 'K ia-lctrc o b poio Relaxation of Mixed ciousters ir1
IDouble Dopod CaP " liyical Review, B19 (1979) , r3293-5298.

Audio fca: ,oonC t U ielectri c relaxation measurements from
150-400K and io11ic thermocurront measurements from 90-290K, have
iro(an o s ed t o s tud i-( :tha ccr laxa i o n o f d ip oIa r dIeo fec ts i n s evo(cralI
cailci m Floor ides amples doped w itLb two ci ce-ear ti Spac i 05 . I n
pa rticuolarc, the tcdliol COnl a inn 0j tilt P1 V i'ela aittLen for- the
corra soondi nq s1 1(3 1doped samples ilas been in 'astLi ;i tad. T1he
PV. [Vclaxa Lion is distincjoi shed by an act i \'it)Il one cJjy ta t a
a stronq funlctioni of t-ie ionlic cadiuos of the care-car Lb dojant,

var 1(1fromi- about 0 .5eV ( for Cal,' :I'm) to abou t 0.9 ?V (tfor
Cal1. 1- . In a ach doobl Y-do)ped Sample, Icc laxatLioiS ace09 ( c o
simiar to those observed in tile si nqly-doped stnls.II
ad1d it i(,n, a new relaxation is found whaich f all1s 5a L weon~ t he_ P, I
rtLaxa Lion peak s of tile two constLi tuentLs. 'Pis I S11 lijes L that
the P V relaxa Lion is as sociad witLh a cluste Ac(L d int; two
tare-ceart-is (a Jimer) and thiatLthe new peak is i ;ociLed wit LI
clutiter incIluding; two d ffent rarz-eartils (a mixad dintoc)
S;ince the exisfenci of ill electrical relaxati on 1 egoiso that
the diner Wa dipol ia r, tho resulIt s cannotL i' explined by theI usoal dimer iltoels. "I addition, the data indicat's thtat the,
rare-carth itons dio not share etiwal11y in the re01 I tatim jltwoess.
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PONTANELLA , John J. , As sociote P'ro tensor , ani Pi'c ard L.
JOHNSTON, As soc iate Prof esso)r , "'The 1)i a I iet ri c P rope r i a s of
As - Rce ived a nd Gammua I r r ad i a t Id Fu (Id S i I ica ," Auti Ia 1A o f
Non-Crystalline Solid-s, 31 (19079) , 401-414.

Aud jo-f reluency capacitance andI conO uctLinc nio ma'a mm-*o1s
have been carried out on 15 kinds of ! fui-d !-;iI i 'a ov 1h'
toam.parature ranqe 5.5- 380K. The result r s art m(dt- ar i: i t
correspond inq val1ue s for the complex i a1'trICConls a n -.i t
is shown that th re lative s trc'njths of Liii Lure' rte ix-at-i en-
observed in as-r ce ived fused silica ar a chiaracte r:;ti co thb.
Type ot f used sili ca. VN add it ion, it is Foundl that mw: tW
relaxations can be destroyed by qamma rays a ni that tli Ws-t ru t ion

is accompanlied b~y the creation o.' a lower acti vat ion 0nCX ''-
relaxation. A% cort7i'nid in nj ro7wth oF optical a~op o ad
in the vi s ible port ion of the spect rum is obse~rvefd. The 9 nmraL-
ra -, sens it ive rel1a xaIt ion i. S att r ibhuted( to a n alIUM inumI T-J k a I ai
can te r, .ind Lheu ;amfla ra3' induced rel1axa V io is at t ribu ted e ithe r
to an a u-x a oecun tar or to a "nonlocal a lk alii ion.
FinalIly, accurate values for th elpr Fthe? (i(2 lctr i c
constant at various tempo ra tore are p re sull V

PQ)K''Ai~L,\ JhnJ ,AssociateP Professor, Pobert. J. K IMBLE , jr.
y~~~jtan inC51,~rt'i,1. W INTEIKSdtLL, Assistant P'rofessor,

'1 tric~ ' eti' 0 o i n ()ouble I)oped Calcium Fluoride arid
Ativatiton tit R! i ii N eaxation," Junl eP2siu

41) (197'))

0- r 't'ct ic rlaxation measuirements are
1 ?' 'lit it- rmnn 150-250 1K Foi- various samples

1t 1- 1) - i wit Li two dii e rent rare'-ear ths.
I ' I 'IX) ts Li on mo ion has been s tud ied. f t is

rp hat!bt :s' 1 -1 Imo'it. ioni r'j ion in the double-doped samples
i~ I, -PI re ('I 'I'x)t i ons found in1 t he s inl- pa

n:. i t enl t w I t 11 tht ' usual Iassoc l at i1 oi o! the)
1 x I )l I pi o i lit d-1cc'et cons i 'Sf 11)0 o a sub-

K:ii ii 'iiI i 1 iai't i'iihkior inlt(' rsti t ialI



Ln addi t ioil, the complex die Ioct i C ('()II; tant to I Il j ift
t Ilu rii, dO) d With (i ther erhium or terhiurn h . h*'rlIi s r'(l
at, p't VessUeI' kip to 0 .4 (,Pa at 1 95K. TIhe act vat i')n I u'm01' or

i t1O i t-, I() t on Is ! ound to b e 2 . 9 0 . cm /mo I . 1'or compai r n I ,

theoretical value of 2.3 cm '/mol is calculatd, us ug I'I'jIn'!;
J'vnami cal di f fusion model . In addi ti on, the result s a r, cor-
)ared wit]] recent activation volume data for Typ(o I and T/p . II

i poles In strontium fluoride and impurity-vacancy d ipol, s in

calcium fluoride.

I

FONTANELLA, John J., Associate Professor, and Donald J. TREACY,
Associate Professor, "The Effect of Quenching on the Defect
Structure of Calcium Fluoride Doped with Erbium," Journal ofa Chemical Physics, 72 (1980), 2235-2245.

Audio-frequency dielectric relaxation measurements over the
temperature range 5.5-390K and optical absorption studies at 8K
have been performed on various samples of rare-earth doped
calcium fluoride. Erbium was the principal dopant and the studies
were carried out for a series of concentrations before and after
vacuum anneal at 1125K followed by a quick quench. Strong effects
were observed on all spectra. A similar anneal followed by a slow
cool returned the samples to their initial state. it is shown that
RI and RII correlate with optical signals associated with the A
and B sites of Tallant and Wright. TI'he annealing results are
consistent with the identification of these sites as monomer
(single rare-earth) sites of C4V and C3V symmetry, respectively.
It is pointed out that while the assignment of the former site to
a Tq(fi) complex is justified, the assignment of the latter to a
Tr(Fj) complex is not supported by current ESR or ENDOR data.

RIV, which has recently been shown to be associated with a
dimer (two rare-earths), correlates with optical signals associated
with the C site of Tallant and Wright. This suggests that at
least one of the rar,-earths in the dimer exhibits approximately
trigonal symmetry. In addition, ill is found to be associated
with optical signals which correlate with the D-sites of Tallant
and Wright. The annealing results suggest that RIII may be due
to a higher-order cluster. Finally, the annealing results suggest
that PV is associated with a monomer site. This result is signif-
icant in that this is the first observation of a non-cluster-
associated relaxation for which the activation energy depends
strongly upon the nature of the rare-earth.
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.'uNTANELLA, John J . , Associate Professor, and Mary C. WINTHPS(;I LL,
As.ssistant Professor, "Activation Volume for Vacancy Motion in
Calcium Fluoride," Physica Status Solidi, B97 (1980), 303-309.

The audio-fre(lu('ncy complex dielectric constant for
sod ium-doped calcium fluoride has been measured at pressure-s u!,

to 0.4 (1Pa over the tenL[erature, range 240-270K and at zero
pressure over the temperature range 5.5-400K. Consequently, the
reorientation of a nearest-neighbor vacancy around a substitutioritl
sodium ion has been studied. The activation volume for the; motion
is found to be 1.73-0.05 cm /mol. It is argued that this valuI
should be similar to the migration volume for "free" vacancies.
'[he compressibility of the activation volume is found to be
torty times the compressibility of tio host lattice. Finally,
a large negative thermal expansion coefficient is found for theactivation volume for vacancy motion.

FONTANELLA, John J., Associate Professor, and L. Michael HAYDEN,
Ensign, USN, "Activation Volume for Interstitial Motion in
Strontium Fluoride," Physical Review, B21 (1980), 794-798.

The complex dielectric constant for erbium-doped strontium
fluoride has been measured at pressures up to 0.4 GPa over the
temperature range 300-360K. Consequently, the reorientation of
a TyL, II dipole (substitutional rare-earth and next-nearest
neighbor interstitial fluorine charge compensator) has been
studied. The activation volume for the motion is found to be
4.73-0.1 cm /mol. It is argued that this value should be similar
to the migration volume for "free" interstitials. Excellent
agreement is found between a value for the migration-volume
calculated from Flynn's dynamical diffusion model and the
experimental value for bound interstitials. Finally, the
compressibility of the activation volume is found to be more
than an order of magnitude greater than the compressibility of
the host-lattice, and the thermal-expansion coefficient for
the activation volume is found to be negative.
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(-. t' '~ I, I t I POI L Ior I)0F C'o It r It 'No

;e1),~~t tt' 1t , ie l it a- Ii 1 ft tI tp o f ob tr

* 1 i11S I )I .1 1' (t 1tttry de velIopmen 1t. Whe re thfi
I :i t ri jt I' I i ill, tin ('0 I'tr arte compa),red in1

I 1 it-I tlaIte k coC)IIto r A i s t o-)f thte; ste's

()m el , Ii cti 1I t o shIow t he var iet y an (
' ~ ~ ~ ) ut 't';oeViuti c c)l1.ec to rs.

1;1, i it.1, t' cot 1t'cto rs 'were described i n the re po rt n
*~ 3u1pi I I o th (' i ntfo rmat ion ava ilablec and the

s t 'Ip1>i i cn developments in evacuate 3-callee'tors
1 nc Is '''( II I I t. i ), f r(, rfl ectors , bioth externallIy and
Ii I 'I wI t ;'''I ' t to the tube, use of air as a heat-transfer

Mti~A ai, in t h o it-oduct ion of the heat pipe -is a heat-trans fer

<P-AIIAM, BillIie_ J.. Professor, "Evacuated Tlube Collectors,'" Sol Ir
.VjeMatazi no, 4 (1979) , 12.

Evacuated tube-collectors reduce heat losses by conduction
andi conve-ction by placing an insulating vacuum-jacket about the
absorber, arid they reduce radiation losses by using selective
coatings on the absorber surface. As a consequence of the
reduced heat losses, the minimum solar energy reqluired for
useful collection of energy for an evaluated tube-collector at
50'C about ambient temiperature will be on the order of 0.14 kw' in-.
For a typical flat-plate collector this minimum incident solar
L'nerqjy is 0.25 to 0.30 kW in- . This improvement in perfJormance
mecans that, compared with flat-plate collectors, evacuated
coll''ctors (a) start collecting energy earlier in the morning
and extend this collection until later in the day; (b) collect
energy under less favorable operating conditions; (c) collect
energjy more days p)cr year; and (d) show substantial improvement
in average daily collector efficiencies in regions of marginal
availability of insolation.
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I 1.1,, ,t >h: 1., Mli~i:lshi h tiC, PSN, John J. FONTANFLI,A, Aeso-
, Pat, rof,:;s , I)onal J. TREACY, Associate Profe:sor, and]
lai-v C'. WINIL I{S4 11,1,, Assistant Professor, "Defect Structur(.

of Cat:ciuni Doped l-anthanum Fluoride," Bulletin of Lh('
A merican Iiys ical Societyi, 25 (1980), 414.

m l:'x i mpe dance -me as u reme rts have been iprform 'I on
A ::1m1: ot lanw banlum fluoride doped with calcium at .' ( i ,:
So:c, sttios OV er the ran(le 0.01 - 1.0 reol-,'. t'ho:aiit

,, 'e, m .al betl parallel and perpendicular to th,, o t-I"

,1;,:l Inl OVeI the temperature range 5.5 - 310K at aud io
r t Itlc iesf. The eff(ct of the impur ties on the, D- :1n t,!) : 'i

,icinity of -oom tomperature is reported. In i i ,
A - t r-o le,' 1'ct-Ic r'laxation is observed at lower tomek: i-t 1!

tt r ibute, to reoriontat ion of a substiftution.il Ill ;-
n Ca:I:c: pair. Activation IparametI e rs for hc)t , ,

S eSe ar, reported.

,Sli;LP.Y, Lobort N., Professor, and John J. FONTANELLA, As soc i ate,
'ref-,,ssor , "The Low Temperature, El(,ctrical Properties of

-orm,, Anisotropic Crystals," Journal of Physics and Chemistrl
o solids, 41 (1980), 69-74.

i'he principal complex dielectric constants have been
studied at audio frequencies over the temperature range 5.5-380K
'or -,juartz, sapphire, magnesium fluoride, and calcite. For
some samples, the imaginary part of the dielectric constant
reve aled the presence of dipolar or thermally-activated loss
mecenanisms which are attributed to trace impurities. The
effects of these impurities are considered in arriving at values
of the real part of the dielectric constants for each of the
materials.

TANKERSLEY, Lawrence L., Assistant Professor, "Can the lie-A
Texture Be Electrically Oriented?", Journal of Low Temperature
Physics, 37 (1)79), 141-147.

The polarization-contribution to the 'ie-lle inte iction
affects the dielectric anisotropy in superfluid 1iie-A. An
improved molecular model of the polarization-contribution
verifies the results of previous atomic models. Design
criteria are discussed for a feasible tIe-A electrical
orientation experiment.
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TREACY, Donald J., Associate Professor, co-author, "Photo
darkeninq and Photostructural Effects in Glassy As Se ,"
Solid State Cornunications, 32 (1979), 423.

A systematic study of one-phono Raman, two-phonon infrared
and As nuclear quadrupole-resonance measurements on bulk and
thin film samples of As So has separated the photodarkening
and photostructural effects. Photodarkening occurs in all
sailles but photostructural effects are not observed in bulk

or well-annealed 
films of As ,Se,.

TELACY, Donald J., Associate Professor, co-author, "Photo-
structural Effects in Glassy AeSeq and AszS- ," Journal of
Non-Crystalline Solids, 35 and 36 (1980), 1035.

Photostructural effects are investigated in 300K substrate
.vaporated films of As S, and As Ses using nuclear quadrupole-
resonance (NQR) techniques. NQR results confirm the existence
o: As.S., (or As ,Se,) molecular units in the films and suggest
th, presence of AsS. (or AsSes,) pyramidal units which lack the
Longer rane (two-dimensional) correlations present in the
bulk. Structural differences between films and bulk are
gireater (and photostructural changes are easier to induce) in
As S than in As Se

WiNTES(;ILL, Mary C., Assistant Professor, co-aut .,
Explanation of the Anomalously High Activation 'e gie of
TL in Li:(TLDlOO)," Radiation Effects, 41 (1979), 11.

Previous analyses of the high temperature glow-peaks in
LiF(TLDIOO) have suggested that the peaks may be described by
classical "first order" kinetics for the thermoluminescence.
However, the pre-exponential factor S and the activation energy
E are anomalously high (e.g., for peak 5, E = 2.06 eV and S
x 10 s-1 ). A reappraisal of the paths of the charge

movements between the complex defect-aggregates which exist
within the LiF:Mg:Ti suggests that the simple classical
analysis may be inappropriate, and while one predicts the same
curve shapes, the measured parameters are Sx and xE where
1 x < 2. Hfence, thie energy required for the primary step of
charge-release is quite normal for the temperature range at

203I2(3
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which the glow peaks are observed (e.g., S 10 , L I el,
1T 200 C). TIh2 apparen t di ffe rence between glow-cu i-re

values of E and S and those from J sochional anneals arc
satisfactorily explained, and the two methods are. se(n to be
in ajreement.

W1XT1JiKStILL, Mary C., Assistant Professor, co-author, "The
itlcct of Radiation on the Oil Infrared Absorption of Quartz
Crystals,'" Journal of Applied Physics, 50 (1979), 5449.

The effect of 1.6 MeV electron irradiation on the infrar(ecI
properties of high-purity quartz crystals has been studied. The
uifrared bands associated with Oil impurities in SiO crystals

are strongly temperature dependent and must be studied at 77K[
or below. Prolonged electron irradiation at low temperature
suppresses all of the oil bands, but these bands recover when
the crystals are annealed to approximately 740K. If "as-grown"
crystals are irradiated at 300K, the intensity of the O11 bands
d.creascs, and two new bands appear at 3367cm and 3306cm i
T'ie relative abso-)tion intensity of these two bands depends
on radiation temperature and dose.

W [NTELSG ILL, Mary C., Assistant Professor, and John J. FONTANELLA,
Associate Professor, "The Temperature Variation of the
1iel(ctric Cornstant of 'Pure' CaF, , SrF. , Ba.'. , and MgO," I
tJournal of Applied Physics, hO (1979), 8259-8261.

Improved values of the real part of the low-frequency
dielectric constant are presented for "pure" CaF,', BaF., SiFi
and] MgO over the temperature range 5.5-400K. Accurate measurements
of both the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant
were made so that corrections could be made to allow for dipolar
impurities. The final results are thought to be accurate to
better than 0.il' over the full range of temperatures.
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TI U -u lie 1 out not c-:omplIex d ice uct i i- co ns tain t (31r-i

y it S doptd cali urn filuor ide has been me1(asu _red -it :r s u 's a

1'l ).4 (',Ia ever the temperatLure range 250- <O .tns0;o t'
LIno icticvat ion volume f-or REV has been do-ter-minhtid P (I V I,

rue nrt lv beOen associated with1 a defect-si to centall rinq t-wo
tat-ertis 'ho, characteristic features of RIV are( that the

ic t iva,'tion enertly depends strongjly upon the si ze of the rar-e
earth and is larger than for most other dipolar complexes.

Howeerthe activation volume is found to be smaller than
let- bound- or free-vacancy or interstitial motion in calcium
!:Luoride. various models for the dimer are discussed. The
stability of the various models is evaluated using a HADES-like
computer calculation.



11N IlL, Dona Ild J .,As so c iate PWo ssr ,co- au tI o r, Z1 r1
' , i - ,'and lol1(e ; in1 thel( Sca ttek'r inw; Amp I i t ub1 o () I:1A

IV~ 1S E oin; I f 5(an ILt l im; P IUh.I SpI i I n ' Io i; aInI
LiI(' pil 1It)(~tij of thI e Acoust i ca I Soc i-t y ol t r 1(1 ,

,;, I t I -' , C it v, C tab I, 30 No >Jv(fibh(- r 1 979.

j :A0 q, S mu I A., hio s so r, W'l m' o B ia -,,-; C(, i i t iA iL f I
It~n sated1 Sh Iea Ir La,-yerI," 991)11 ~L j T Ii ti. Ioit

C.it:' of t Amer ica , AtIan ti WLo r ia, :1- 2 Ani 1 1 9 8

.. V\L q:7 I, John 1J. As socia te P rofusor, MW it K K~L! Jr.,
,i~ P1CIC, Mary C. ASALBSI 1 ,s, , itin 'I -, Sor,

11i 1V)LI:LE, an]I Michael K. SMMTH "Elu tical K axt ion a
1 rIcd Cal ciurn Flunor ide anuC Au'Li vat-on em!oIr tl-

1iiin, " Third Europhlysics fropica 1 totl Irunc( o11

L, t efeects 1 n Ionic: Crystals, Catru-, Lnqland,
7-21 on zmber19 79.

0.1 ANl. l, john 2.,Associate Profess~or, Mary C. WI NTERS(IfLLU
ss is tant- Professor, Robert J . K IMBLL, Jr.* , Captain, USMC,

Lot ) L. MVLTMidshipman 21C, and Carl (,. ANIDEFEN,
"Iw ;it Ion Voluile" for Burner Reorientation in Pare E'ar.th

Wq, Cac iurn Fluoride," 1980 March- Meetinhj of the American
111 :icai l Society, New York City, 24-28 March 1980.

IO ~ I ,Johin JI., Assoc iate Pro fesso r, johln R. I (El,
Mr -,,' mflar n /C, Dorial1d J . TREACY , Associate Professor , Mary C.
WINT.ERO( ILL, Assistant- Pro fessor, and Carl (. ANDE, "Doefect
St rucu~ ro of Calcium Doped Lant-hanum I'luori do,," 1980 March

LriII o f the American Physical Society , New Yeork Ci ty,
24-28 March 1980.
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I()MWh ,(11 i.Usv, ch-wima(,
I Research programs conducted by the

Luadership and Law Department are
typically applied to and directly
support institutional objectives.

WCurrently members of this Department
conduct research to support, through
program development or program
validation, the integration of the
women program, officer career develop-
ment and midshipmen professional
development. Associate Professor
Harrison acts as Division Research
Coord i ator.
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EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION OF BEHIAVIORAL RESEARCH PROBLEMS

Researcher: Associate Professor Patrick R. Harrison

Sponsor: Academic Dean - Instructional Development Program

This project develops a large-scale interactive computer
simulation of behavioral research problems that span the topic
areas of the Military Psychology Course including motivation,
perception, learning, memory, personality, and physiology. The
students conduct experiments in simulation mode developing
research strategies, formulating meaningful results and conclu-
sions. The simulator also provides a 'build' simulator which
teaches staff members how to program their own simulations into
the system.

A DEVELOPMENT MODEL FOR EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF SEPVICE

ACADEMY GRADUATES

Researcher: Associate Professor Patrick R. Harrison

Sponsor: Division of Professional Development

Owen's developmental-integrative model is used to bring
together diverse sources of data to provide for the ongoing
evaluation of the performance of Naval Academy graduates.
Based on biographical data that summarizes experience prior to
entry at the Naval Academy, midshipmen are classified into
homogeneous subsets. The subsets are then evaluated relative
to independent performance measures during the midshipmcn's
four yeais at the Academy and at three points in their active I
duty career. The model provides a bosis for defining career
patterns and feedinq information back for program validation
and career analysis at different points.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Researcher: Associate Professor Patrick R. Harrison

Sponsor: Division of Protessional Development

This research de!scrib(es a model for the analysis of
behavior in organizations. The model provides convergence
between developmental and organizational theory. We restrict
our focus to systems or subsystems whose product is people,
though the model is intended to be of value as a general
scheme for organizational research. The model is tailored to
orgainizations that have a definable set of objectives and a
control and evaluation system to measure system process. This
does not imply that we neglect other ecological units but only
that they are ireferenced according to their impacts and inter-
actions with the orqanization. The model in cast into the
language set of general-systems theory. Both organism (usually

a defined collective for system development) and environment
are viewed as hierarchically organized systems with inclusive
levels. The unit of analysis which represents interaction
between organism and environment is the operation. Operation
is defined as the rules, procedures, and eguipment used to
measure behavior and generate behavioral concepts. Operations
describe structure in the reciprocial interactions of organism
and environment. The classes of operations considered in this
model are, selection, setting, maintenance, process, probe,
and measurement. Review of the career development literature
is used to introduce the model.

()IiTCOMES AND PROCESS IN DEVELOPING MEN AND WOMEN NAVAL AND
APINE CORPS OF'FICERS AT THE U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY

Psearcher: Associate Professor Patrick R. Harrison

Sponsor: Divi si on of Professional Development

Naturally occuring probes that represent traditional
unobtrusive measures provide the basis for describing outcomes
and jrocess. Areas of analysis include policy, admissions and
attrition, academic and military performance, physical standards,
conduct and authority, leadership performance, and dating and
fraterrn zation.
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POINTEP, 1H. S., Lieutenant Commander, JAGC, USN, "Status of

Forces Agreement, Due Process and Fair Trial: The Japanese
Experience," University of Maryland School of Law
Contemporary Asian Studies Series, No. 7 (1979), 31-47.

This is an exhaustive study, with special attention to
the experience in Japan, of the history, legal precedents, and
legal implications of the question as to who has the primary
right to exercise criminal jurisdiction over offenses committed
by American military personnel in a foreign receiving state.
It traces the administrative agreements that preceded acceptance
by Japan of the NATO Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) and
discusses the deliberations on this issue by the United States
Senate, the Department of Defense, and the Supreme Court of the
United States. The practical experience in Japan with all
aspects of the C'OFA agreement is analyzed in detail, and two
applicable cases, one in the experience of the author, are
cited. One section of the article considers the development
of a new court system after the Constitution of 1946 created
a constitutional democracy and made drastic changes in the
political and legal structure of Japan. In recent years, the
author observes, "waivers of jurisdiction by Japanese authori-
ties have far exceeded the number of trials of American service
members in Japanese courts..." It is concluded that "the
Japanese SOFA seems to have reached an acceptable balance of
Japanese sovereignty and American concerns for discipline
within the bounds of due process of law."
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IIARI SON, Patrick R., As sociate Professor, and R. C. USTICK,
Capta n, USN, "The First Three Years of Integration: A
Developmental IPerspective," Tnvite( Symposium at American
Psychological Association Convention, Now York City,
September 1979.

HARRISON, Patrick R., Associate Professor, "A Developmental
Model for Evaluating the Performance of Service Academy
Graduates," Seventh Psychology in the Department of Defense
Symposium, United States Air Force Academy, April 1980.

HARRISON, Patrick R. and Patricia C. Garvin, Lieutenant, MSC,
USNR, "Navy Men and Women in the Workplace," Seminar under
joint sponsorship of Commander of Naval Military Personnel
Command and Director of Human Resources Management Division
(OP-15) of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations,

October 1979.
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SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTER STICS OF THE ALL-VOLUNTEEi FORCE:
EV [lENCE FROM THE NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY, 1979

Researche Fs: Associate Professors J. Eric Frudland and
Roger D. Little

Sponsor: Office of Naval Research

The objectives of this project. involve using the 1979
National Longitudinal Survey young male cohort (1) to investi-
gate socioeconomic characteristics of young men in the
military in comparison with young men in the civilian labor
market; (2) to examine transferability of military training
to subsequent civilian occupations; (3) to use results to
forecast the propensity to volunteer by those presently too
young to serve and subsequently to test those predictions;
and (4) to assess changes in (1) and (2) between the 1960's
and the 1980's.

Only the first phase of the project has been outlined in
detail. Methodology includes (1) discriminant and/or logit
analysis of socioeconomic characteristics of the civilian and
military samples; (2) specification of earnings regressions
for these two groups using variables identified in (1) for
purposes of measuring differences in magnitudes of coefficients,
estimating earnings potential of military personnel in civilian
labor markets, establishing earnings paths of those entering
the military, those entering civilian labor markets directly,
and those entering civilian training programs.

Analytical framework has been developed. A-]iysis of data
will begin as soon as data are available, which is imminent.
The project is on-going.
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INVEPENDENT RESEARCH ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

BRANCHING AND COMPETITION IN THE SAVINGS AND LOAN INDUSTRY

Researcher: Assistant Professor Kristine L. Chase

The purpose of this study is to construct a model explaining
branching activity in the savings and loan industry, concen-
trating on the impact of deposit rate regulation on the amount
of branching that has occurred. The main premise is that the
average savings and loan has increased branching activity as
a form of non-price competition, i.e., as a response to its
inability to compete for deposits through deposit rate
variations. Using time-series data from the 1950's through the
present for selected states and SMSA's, the factors influencing
the establishment of branches will be regressed upon the actual
amount of branches established, and the coefficients thus
obtained will be used to forecast the amount of branching
that would otherwise have occurred without government regulation
of competition.

From this approach it may be possible to see the impact
that deposit rate regulation has had on the degree of concentra-
tion and competition in the savings and loan industry, as well
as on the costs of operation, based on the premise that branching
is a more costly method of competing. Work continues on the
project.

RESERVED-BASED TAX SYSTEM: FEDERAL INSURANCE RESERVE AND AN

ASSET COMPOSITION RESERVE

Researcher: Assistant Professor Rae Jean B. Goodman

This project is to investigate the implications of two i
alternative reserve-based tax systems--the Federal Insurance
Reserve (FIR) and an Asset Composition Reserve. Various tax
burden measures are being used to compare the current tax
system with the two proposed systems. The impact on savings
and loan associations by asset size, by income size, by type,
and by location will also be included in the analysis which is
continuing.

I
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I INDEPNENNT RESEARCH ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

I FURTHER ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION TAXATION

Researcher: Assistant Professor Rae Jean B. Goodman

This study analyzes four tax policies: The current tax
system, the mortgage interest tax credit (MITC), the mortgage
investment tax credit (TCMI), and a reserve-based tax system.
The tax policies are examiend at a level such that the total
tax revenue effects are constant.

i Six major issues are addressed with respect to the four
tax policies: (1) Family Financial Centers vs. Mortgage
Originators; (2) "Warehousing" vs. Secondary Market Usage;
(3) Types of Mortgages Affected; (4) Cyclical Impact;
(5) Reserve Impact; and (6) Administrative Issues. Several
minor issues are raised where appropriate. The study is

I virtually completed.

ANALYSIS OF THE 1977 NATIONWIDE OUTDOOR RECREATION SURVEY

Researcher: Assistant Professor F. Reed Johnson

Current evaluation of recreation benefits for federal-
water-project planning relies primarily oa arbitrary visitor
daily-use values. Because available activities and access costs
vary widely, actual social value of facilities may diverge
strongly from these assumed averages. Using the 1977 Nationwide
Outdoor Recreation Survey, the determinants of participation in
various outdoor recreation activities are being analyzed. Using
data on time and travel costs, demand-functions for various
activities are beinc derived using linear regression and
probit techniques. It is expected that the results of this
study will be useful for evaluating recreation benefits for
relatively small projects where a site-specific demand-study
would not be cost effective. Preliminary econometric results
have been obtained and are currently being analyzed.

2
I
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RESEARCH'COURSE PROJECTS ECONOMICS VEPARTMENT

PERSONAL INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE SMALL INVESTOR

Researcher: Midshipman I/C Eric P. Grubman

Adviser: Lieutenant Commander Jimmie D. Emerson, USN

An economic analysis of potential financial investments
is beneficial to the small investor as well as to large I
institutional investors. With the numerous investment possibi-
lities available, the objective of this study was to systemati-
cally evaluate the expected rate of return and risk of each l
category of investment opportunity. Since all alternatives
are not suitable to meeting the goals of every investor, careful
research of investments permits selection of those best-suited 1
for the individual concerned. Research requires some knowledge
in the areas of economic forecasting and economic policy, in
addition to familiarity with various types of financial investment.

This examination was limited to study of the desirability
of the following alternatives given the current economic
situation: (1) Bonds; (2) Common stocks; (3) Commodities; and
(4) Real estate, including home ownership.

OPTIMIZATION OF POLLUTION ABATEMENT COSTS AND BENEFITS

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Bradley D. Taylor

Advisers: Associate Professor J. Eric Fredland and
Associate Professor Olaf N. Rask (Weapons and
Systems Engineering Department)

The purpose of this project was to model impacts of
federal pollution control policy on the U. S. economy and to
describe optimum policy in light of certain benefit-cost criteria.
The approach used was to develop a pollution control model which
was in turn interfaced with a small macroeconometric model.
The macro model was adopted from Pindyck and Rubinfeld, Econo-
metric Models and Economic Forecasts and reestimated. The
pollution control model, developed by the researcher, is
disaggregated by incustry.
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THE THIRD WORLD ARMS MARKET IN THE 1980s

Researcher: Midshipman 2/C Eugene B. Rex

Adviser: Assistant Professor Arthur Gibb, Jr.

The purpose of this research is to investigate the
magnitude and characteristics of the Third World nations as
an arms market and consider the questions which changes in
this market may raise from the United States.

Initially the central element of the research will be an
analysis of the composition of the Free World arms market to
date. Subsequent analysis will make projections for the 1980s
by varying the projected size of defense establishments in
Third World nations. Further analysis will investigate the
implications of assuming, first, major co-production schemes
in the Third World and, second, the evolution of an integrated
European arms industry competitive with that of the United
States.

The project will conclude with an analysis of the policy
options facing the U. S. in the following areas: the magnitude
of U. S. arias credits; the terms of such credits; implicitsubsidies to the arms industry; and the present policy opposing
co-production in Third World nations.

Work undertaken during this reporting period has been limited
to preparation of the project proposal. Midshipman Rex intends
to begin research work in Washington, D.C. during June 1980.

ENTRY LEVEL PAY OF VETERANS

MILITARY VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN THE CIVILIAN WORK PLACE

Pesearchers: Mark Hess and Phil Bolin

Adviser: Associate Professor Roger D. Little (Visiting at
Naval Postgraduate School, 1979-1980)

These two masters theses use the National Longitudinal
Survey Young Men Sample to assess (1) the entry level wages
of new veterans and (2) the return to using skills acquired
in the military in one's civilian occupation. Several recent
studies suggest that veterans may earn more than non-veterans.

I
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These studies are attempts to identify particular advantages that
young veterans may have over a comparison group who has not served.

Both studies use a sample of veterans who served in the late
1960's and rely heavily on comparinq the labor force characteris-
tics of veterans and non-veterans within five years of the
veteran's leaving the military. This research is incomplete at
this time.

I
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I FREDLAND, J. Eric, Associate Professor, and Associate Professor
Roger D. LITTLE, "Human Capital Returns to Self-Employed
Workers," Papers and Proceedinas cf the Southwestern Society
of Economists, Lamar University, Beaumont, Texas, 1980,
Ili K. Kim (ed.), pp. 48-53.

This paper reports on an empirical investigation of long-
term capital returns, particularly returns from post-secondary
vocational tiaining to self-employed men. The research compares
returns to employees with those to self-employed and is a comple-
ment to studies of vocational training which focus on earnings

shortly after labor force entry or reentry. Several regression
equations are presented and the results are compared with those
which would be expected if education and training benefited
self-e:- loyed workers aE the "screening" hypothesis would predict.

FREDLAND, J. Eric, Associate Professor, and Associate Professor
Rocer D. LITTLE, 'Long-Term Returns to Vocational Training:
Evidence from Military Sources," Journal of Human Resources,
13 (Winter 1980), 49-66.

J Although several studies have examined the effects of
vocational training on earnings, little empirical attention has
been devoted to long-run returns. This paper reports on an
investigation of returns to a sample, drawn from the National
Longitudinal Survey data, of mid-career white male workers
wbo received military vocational training in World War II and
immediately thereafter. In contrast to the largely ambiguous
regressions from short-run studies, the cross-section earnings
regressions reported here strongly suggest that those who use
their vocational training r,'ceive long-term premiums. Those who
took training but report not using it appear to earn no premiums,
indicating that the training effects are job-specific.
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GnODMAN, Rae Jean B., Assistant Professor, "Savings and Loan I
Association Taxation: History, Issues and Options," Invited
Working Paper No. 32, Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Washington,
D. C., Ft)ruary 1930.

This paper reviews the history of the taxation of savings
and loan associations, mutual savings banks and commercial banks
for the period 1950-1979. Discussions of the methods of loss
reserve calculations, the minimum tax, the tax implications of
conversions, commercial bank leasing operations, andl the impact
of tax-exempt securities are included. The relative average tax
rates for different industries are used as a comparative for
financial institutions with other industries. Various S&L
issues--impact on housinq, capital adequacy, etc.--are discussed
in relation to the deqree of taxation. The last section of the
paper presents an analysis of various tax proposals--mortgage
interest tax credit, mortgaoe investment tax credit, reserve-
based tax system, tax incentives for savings and mortgage I
revenue bonds. For each tax proinosal, the advantages and dis-
advantaoes are discussed and estimates of the tax expenditures
are presented. The impact of the tax systems on S&Ls by asset
size are also presented for the mortgage interest tax credit,
mortaoe investment tax credit, and the reserve based tax system.

JOHNSON, F. Reed, Assistant Professor, "Recreation Benefit
Estimation in Theory and Practice: A Comment on Imperfect
Methods," Journal of Forestry, 78, (January 1980), 24-25.

While some of the criticism of the travel-cost method of A
estimating benefits of outdoor recreation is without basis,
serious problems of utility or disutility of travel, joint
visitation, and data deficiencies do limit accuracy of the
estimates. This method is nevertheless a considerable improve-
ment over the current practice of using arbitrary unit-day
values as approximations of users' average willingness to pay.
Replacement of unit-day values with travel-cost and survey- I
valuation techniques will yield more accurate estimates and
encourage needed refinements in data and methodoloqy. -

2
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JOHNSON, F. Reed, Assistant Professor, "Congruence Between
Economic and Biological Objectives: The Case of Tellico," in
Proceedings of the Multiple Objectives Planning Workshop,
Russell L. Gum and William E. Martin (eds.), Tucson, Arizona:
U.S.D.A. Report #7, College of Agriculture, University of
Arizona, 1979, pp. 147-159.

This paper examines some important valuation issues in the
recent case of the Tellico Dam in eastern Tennessee. A procedure
is outlined for estimating recreation benefits when substitutes
are present generalizing on a procedure used for Hells Canyon as
a uniaue resource. Two alternatives are examined for the Little
Tennessee Valley: completion of the dam as planned, and devel-
opment of the river for agriculture and recreation. An important
difference between the two alternatives is the relative abundance

of similar reservoir facilities compared to the relative paucity
of riverine recreation in the region. This difference, together
with relatively high demand growth rates and high quality adjusted
capacity for the river implies that expected recreation benefits
for that option will be greater than those for the reservoir.
The difference is probably not large enough to make the river
clearly superior to the reservoir on the basis of quantifiable
measures alone.

JOHNSON, F. Reed, Assistant Professor, "Measuring Recreation
Values: A Status Report," in Proceedings of the Multiple
Objectives Planning Workshop, Russell L. Gum and William F.
Martin (eds.), Tucson, Arizona: U.S.D.A. Report #7, College of
Agriculture, University of Arizona, 1979, pp. 80-93.

Recreation-valuation procedures are designed to provide
objective and useful information on project benefits to decision--
makers responsible for allocating limited public investment funds
among alternative projects. Net benefits of a project in the
National Economic Development (NED) account are the increases
in foregone opportunities. In order to provide objective and
comparable measures of these values, procedures must relate as
accurately and directly as possible to observed consumer demand
for the specific goods and services produced, used, and displaced
by the project.

This paper surveys current rethods available for recreation-
valuation, existing agency practices in this area, and the
prospects for change stimulated by the renewed interest in this
subject.
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LITTLE, Roger D., Associate Professor, "Technology and Warship
Design: Comment, Overview, and Bibliography of the Economics
of Transience," Naval War College Review, 32, (September-
October 1979), 85-92.

This piece is a response to an article which won the
Admiral Richard G. Colbert Memorial Prize at the Naval i-ar
College in 1978. The purpose is to provide a brief introduction
to the economics of technological change and apply the material
to the narrower question of the effect of technological change
on capital/labor trade-offs in future weapons system development.
A bibliography of nearly sixty references is included in the
hopes of interesting more officers to pursue this area of
dynamic interaction between society and change.

LITTLE, Roger D., Associate Professor, co-author, "Analysis of
Changing Employment Opportunity by Occupational Group,"
Growth and Change, 1 (January 1980), 2-10.

This paper assesses the capabilities and limitation of three
techniques used to identify labor force convergence among racial
groups. Emphasis is also placed on the interpretation of empiri-
cal results for policy making with respect to a particular
employment situation. Algebraic formulations of each technique
are presented and their applicability for making regional compari-
sons are discussed. The characteristics of the alternative
techniques--proportionality, exogeneous base and shift-share--
are analyzed by study of a particular labor force situation,
black school teachers in the South before and after integration.
The third technique, above, is specifically formulated to
accomplish this comparison.

MORRIS, Clair E., Associate Professor, "The Economics of First-
Class Mail," (Comment), Atlantic Economic Journal, 8 (March
1980) 63-64.

This comment represents an assessment of a paper of the
same title by Professor Babu Nahata and William A. Donnelly.
The paper is criticized for needing a review of the literature
in order to be able to put this study in proper perspective.
Other considerations needing attention include: (l) the hiqgh
probability that elasticity of demand for first class mail is
likely to change rapidly and dramatically over time because of
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I the technolonical advances in communications and the changing
costs of alternatives; (2) telephone rates to be included as a
variable in the demand function (it might be that increases in
per capita real income lead to a much greater demand for
telephone service as a substitute for first class postal service);
(3) changes in the occupational composition of the population on
the demand for mail service.

I6
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PRESENTATIONS ECONOflICS DEPARTMENT

BOWMAN, William R., Assistant Professor, "How Manpower Training
Programs Affect Enrollee Earnings," Eastern Economic Associa-
tion, Montreal, Canada, 8-10 May 1980.

FREDLAND, J. Eric, Associate Professor and Roaer D. LITTLE,
Associate Professor, "Characteristics of Mature Men Who Enter
and Leave Self-Employment," 58th Annual Meetinq of the South-
western Social Science Association, Houston, Texas, 2-5 April
1930.

GOODMAN, Rae Jean B., Assistant Professor, "Tax Incentives for
Savings Deposits," Western Economic Association, San Diego,
California, 17 June 1980.

JOHNSON, F. Reed, Assistant Professor, "The Economics of Church
Activity: Money and Time Donations of Mormon Households,"
Seminar on Economics and Mormon Culture, Brigham Young Univer-
sity, Provo, Utah, 4 April 1980.

JOHNSON, F. Reed, Assistart Professor, "Federal Project Evalua-
tion and Intangible Resources: The Case of Tellico," Western
Economic Association, San Diego, California, 15 June 1980.

LITTLE, Roger D., Associate Professor, and J. Eric FREDLAND,
Associate Professor, "Income Determinants of Self-Employed
Workers," 49th Annual Southern Economic Association Meetings,
Atlanta, Georgia, 7-9 November 1979.

LITTLE, Roger D., Associate Professor, and J. Eric FREDLAND,
Associate Professor, "World War II Veterans: Pecuniary and
Non-Pecuniary Returns to Service," 54th Annual Western
Economic Association Conference, San Diego, California, 15-19
June 1930.
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LANGUAGE STUDIES DEPARTMENT

Pl',C .Jc-1w 0. Ycnbco, Chac au

During the past year, those Department

ITALIA faculty members engaged in research have

J mainly developed new phases of projectsbegun earlier. Their interests include
PC) Rur .V cRussian lexicography, military leader-Iship in the People's Republic of China,

religious-political events in Russia,
17th century German literature, and
computer analysis of Navy military-
personnel occupational standards.

E Funding has come from the Defense
Intelligence Agency, the Naval Intelli-

gence Support Center, the Naval Military Personnel Command, and
the Naval Academy.

In their projects, faculty members have relied heavily on the
facilities and services of the Academic Computer Center, which
has become an invaluable asset for research and analysis.
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SPONSORED RESEARCH LANGUAGE STUDIES DEPARTMENT

FAVOROV ENGLISH-RUSSIAN SHIPBUILDING DICTIONARY

Researchers: Associate Professor Michael C. Halbig, project
director; Professor Claude P. Lemieux (Retired)

Sponsor: Naval Intelligence Support Center and U. S. Naval
Academy

The purpose of this project is to produce a useful Russian-
English dictionary of Russian shipbuilding terminology through
computer reversal of an existing English-Russian shipbuilding
dictionary (Favorov). Work has continued during the past aca-
demic year, and the original Favorov material has now been
edited dnd stored in the USNA computer. After proofreading by
NISC-62 personnel, the reversed Russian-English entries will be !
alphabetized to complete the new version of the dictionary.

AN AUTOMATIED BIOGRAPHICAL FILE ON CHINESE MILITARY LEADERSHIP

Researcher: Associate Professor Daniel T. Y. Lee

Sponsor: Defense Intelligence Agency

During the past year, Associate Professor Lee carried out
another phase of this project, which was supported originally
by the Navai Academy Research Council and later by the Defense
Intelligence Agency. Its purpose has been to develop auto-
mated analytical biographies of military leaders in the People's
Republic of China.

Following a three-week period of research in Hong Kong and
Beijing during the summer of 1979, the researcher was able to
collect, update, translate, and input some 70 additional
individual histories. This brings to some 300 the total number
of biographies now on file.
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SPONSOREV RESEARCH LAN(;(IAGE STUVI[S VEPARTMLNT

ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS OF USN ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Researcher: Professor John A. Hutchins

I Consultant: Associate Professor Mahlon F. Stilwell (Retired)

Sponsor: Naval Military Personnel Command

The purpose of this continuing project has been to review,
analyze, and standardize the job descriptions and requirements
for advancement of all USN enlisted ratings, by means of the
USNA computer facilities. The method has involved inputting
present job-description elements and then using the computerg to compare and analyze them.

An important related benefit has been the application of
programming developed for this project to other research and
studies conducted by Professor Hutchins and other Department
faculty members.
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CHURCH AND STATE IN STALIN SOVIET UNION

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C R. Stefanu%,ic

Adviser: Assistant Professor V. S. Tolstoy

For summary, see entries for the Political Science
Department. This was an interdisciplinary project, directed
by Assistant Professor Tolstoy.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

PtesofA G. Pope Atkn bs, Chaiumapi

The Political Science Department con-
0 tinued to maintain a research environ-

ment that encouraged professional growth
of the faculty, allowed outstanding mid-
shipmen to pursue specialized investi-
gations, and supported teaching excel-
lence. Research conducted in this
Department reflected a wide range of
faculty expertise covering the entire
discipline of Political Science.
Projects were pursued in various aspects
of the fields of American politics
(including foreign policy), comparative

politics (including geographic regions and individual states),
international politics, and political theory and methodology.
Research related to student conferences and classroom instruc-
tion also was conducted. Projects were supported by funds from
four different sources. Including all levels of research,
twelve faculty members and eight midshipmen pursued thirty-two
different projects. Among the published results were a book,
a set of edited lectures, three monographs, and four articles.
Two extensive reports were submitted, and four papers were
presented at scholarly conferences. Another book was accepted
for publication. In addition, numerous faculty members lectured
at war colleges, other academic institutions, and civic assoc-
iations, served as panelists at professional meetings, and
participated in scholarly seminars. In sum, Academic Year 1979-
80 was a productive period for political science research at
the Naval Academy.
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SPONSORED R[SIARCH POLITICAL SCILNCC L[PARTMNT

NAFAC: TWO DECADES LATER

Researcher: Assistant Professor Stephen E. Frantzich

Sponsor: Exxon Educational Foundation

Over the last twenty years, over two thousand students
have been delegates to the annual Naval Academy Foreign
Affairs Conference. In this project, an attempt was made to

contact all former participants to assess their accomplish-

ments and attitudes, and their evaluation of NAFAC. Results
based on almost 1300 respondents (over 60% of delegates for
whom addresses were available) indicated that former delegates

gave the conference high marks and that they had gone on to

impressive levels of personal accomplishment. NAFAC delegates I
are very active in politics and tend to hold internationalist
attitudes. The research reports general trends as well as
differences between sub-groups of participants. The results

of this research will contribute to the improvement of NAFAC
as well as shed some light on the political orientations of a
unique group of college graduates.

CRISIS MONITORING AND FORECASTING: THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN

SUBSYSTEM

Researcher: Assistant Professor Helen E. Purkitt

Sponsor: Naval Academy Research Council

The purpose of this project is to develop a computer-

based information system and quantitative indicators of changes

in the Southern African subsystem that may escalate into reg- !
ional and/or international crises. The current specific task
is to complete a series of case studies of local crises during

the 1970s in an effort to develop more general computer-based

indicators of regional crises. Immediate outputs from this

project will be two papers, one surveying integrative and dis-
integrative trends in the region during the 1970s, and the

other evaluating the forecasting utility of general indicators
of international crises at the regional subsystem level of
analysis.
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a donor-nation, it falls, into a web that jrows ever tiqjhter
until it approaches becominq a client-state. A client-state
mi'iht have large numbers of "advisors" from the donor-state.
Trhese, advisors spread their influence from the strictly
military role into other areas of qovernment, includinq
national poli2e forces and even defense policy and economic
p Latni nc
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INVEPENVENT RESEARCH POLITICAL SCIENCE VEPARTMENT

ARMS AND POLITICS IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: CIVIL-MILITARY
RELATIONS SINCE THE CRISIS OF 1965

Researcher: Professor G. Pope Atkins

This book-length manuscript is a chronicle and inter-

pretation of recent military-political events in the Dominican

Republic. It analyzes the political behavior of armed forces
and national police since the civil war and U. S. intervention

of 1965. The Dominican experience with arms and politics is a
case of noninstitutionalized civil-military relations. That
is, relations revolved around personal interactions among the
president or his key associates and important military officers,

as well as among the officers themselves, rather than depending
on processes involving a bureaucratically well-organized
"presidency" and "military establishment." The period encom-

passes the course of Joaquin Balaguer's lengthy presidency

(1966-78) and the remarkable events surrounding the 1978

election of president Antonio Guzmdn and the subsequent first

months of his administration. The most important political
dynamics had to do with the role of armed forces in political
processes. Under Balaguer, the key factor was the president's
personal manipulation of numerous officers employing a variety
of techniques. Guzmdn's principal goal was to "depoliticize"
the armed forces; it was realized to a remarkable degree within
the first six months of his administration. The author made
extended visits to the Dominican Republic to conduct interviews,
observe events, and review materials difficult to obtain out-
s:ide the country.
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INVE PENINT RESEARCH POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

DEMOGRAPHIC EVOLUTION IN THE CHARACTER OF THE BRIGADE OF
MIDSHIPMEN, 1970-1979

Researchers: Professor Charles L. Cochran, Professor John A.
Fitzgerald, and Associate Professor Rodney G.
Toml inson

The demographic composition of the Brigade of Midshipmen
has changed since 1970. More and more minorities are entering
the Naval Academy, and more entering candidates have more
diverse backgrounds than previously. This study intends to
compare Naval Academy midshipmen with students at civilian
institutions, and to examine changes in the composition of the
Briqade of Midshipmen itself. The primary data source is the
American Council on Education annual surveys. These data are I
available on tapes and currently are being converted to the
Naval Academy Time-Sharing system by Tomlinson. The project
is currently identifying concepts and variables to be used in
the research.

THE "PERKING UP" OF ELECTORAL FORTUNES: THE USE OF OFFICIAL
PERQUISITES BY CONGRESSMEN

Pes(,archer: Assistant Professor Stephen E. Frantzich

Members of Congress have designed a system in which it is
oiften difficult to distinguish between constituent communications
,ictivities (trips to the district, franked mail, etc.) and
re-eltction tactics. This research looks at the use of per-
piisi tes for re-election purposes and concludes that congress-

me.n most in ned of enhancing their election strength use
prklLsitts most often, and that the use of perquisites has I
a (Ifinitt. positive impact on electoral strength.
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I INDEPENDENT RESEARCH POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

WHO MAKES OUR LAWS?: THE LEGISLATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF MEMBERS

OF THE U. S. SENATE

Researcher: Assistant Professor Stephen E. Frantzich

This is a companion-piece to a previously published study

on the U. S. House of Representatives, attempting to analyze

actual power in the Senate. Power is defined as the ability

to get legislation through the congressional labyrinth. The
different levels of effectiveness are related to political and

social background characteristics to determine the degree to

which conventional wisdom on Senatorial power matches empirical
reality.

3 POLAND IN 'fHE 1980s

Researcher:, Assistant Professor Arthur R. Rachwald

I This research is leading to an article on the current

socio-political and economic situation in Poland. It is an
attempt to project and analyze possible alternative patterns

of domestic and international policies of Poland in the 1980s.

MONITORING INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL BEHAVIOR THROUGH MODELS
BASED ON CATASTROPHE THEORY

Researcher: Associate Professor Rodney G. Tomlinson

5 International political behavior is characterized by
irregular behavior wherein nations suddenly alter their be-

havior in response to probes and feelers from other nations.

In many instances, what was expected to be a consistent line

of behavior abruptly changes, leading to a discontinuous
pattern. This study attempts to apply some mathematical con-
cepts regarding discontinuous systems to systems of interna-

tional behavior. The notion here is that there are times and
circumstances when forces are at work that indicate sudden

change will occur if these forces are applied to a set of
models based on catastrophe theory. If all the forces are in

attendance in the amounts critical to the system, a large and

disproprotionate change in one or more national behaviors willj occur (for example, a transition from peace to war or war to
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INDEPENVENT RESEARCH POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT $
peace.) The present research seeks to identify cases of
international behavior in which changes have occurred and then
observe the presence or absence of the forces thought to
provoke the change. Once identified, the model will be tested
to see if it would have predicted the sudden change.

TRENDS IN MIDSHIPMEN OPINION ON THE INTEGRATION OF WOMEN INTO

THE BRIGADE

Researcher: Associate Professor Rodney G. Tomlinson

In July 1976, women entered the three major service I
academies. The integration of women led to changes in the
Naval Academy program that have not always led to favorable
responses from males. Kathleen Durning reported in Armed I
Forces and Society (1977) on the results of a series of surveys
taken when the Class of 1980 first entered. This research
reports on the results of a poll of 224 midshipmen in November
1979. Tentative findings indicate that male midshipmen have
not yet adjusted to the integration of women into the Naval
Academy. This research is meant as a followup to the Durning
study to indicate if the prognosis of the effects of association
with females is borne out. Findings so far indicate that this
hypothesis is not operable in the Naval Academy environment.
It appears that other influences are at work that lead to the
formation of negative attitudes towards women.

I
I
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RESEARCH COISE PROJECTS POLITICAL SClENCE DEPARTMENT

SOCIALIZATION OF WOMEN AT THE NAVAL ACADEMY

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Janice L. Buxbaum

Adviser: Professor Charles L. Cochran

Admission of women to the Naval Academy has received con-
siderable attention in popular journalism. The goal of this
research was to establish the magnitude and significance of the
changing role of women in the military. The researcher devel-
oped the evolution of female involvement in the U. S. military
with particular attention to the images of females as being
unable to cope successfully, either physically or psychologi-
cally, with the rigors of combat. Some studies performed by
the military suggest that women actually outperform men in
certain military skills. Various studies are examined to test
myths concerning the emotional stability of females in stress
situations. Of major importance to the role of women in the
military, and the Naval Academy in particular, is the negative
cultural bias toward acceptance of women in the military. The
result is rejection of women at the Naval Academy by a large
proportion of males. Analysis is made of peer-pressures that
unify males in rejection of females at the Academy, and the
female experience and reaction.

THE SOVIET UNION IN AFGHANISTAN

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Robert Cotterell

Adviser: Lieutenant Thomas E. Eckert, USN

This project analyzes the Soviet military intervention in
Afghanistan, focusing on the following aspects: (a) the
political and military background that led the Soviet Union to
invade Afghanistan, including the overall strategic implications
for the Soviets; (b) the various problems that the Soviets will
encounter in attempting to subdue the Afghani rebels and control
the Afghani government; (c) the regional implications of the
invasion, particularly for Iran and Pakistan; (d) the United
States' policy towards the situation in Afghanistan and the
future direction of that policy.
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C1ANGING RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL

kesearcher: Midshipman i/C Kenneth Flack

Adviser: Professor G. Pope Atkins

Relations between the United States and Brazil are in a
state of flux. U. S. policy has proven ineffective and some-
times counterproductive in dealing with Brazil, its traditional
Liatin American ally. As the world's newest "developed" state,
Brazil is expanding its economic, military, and diplomatic
in!luence within the international system. U. S. disregard for
irazil's new status and its new problems has caused a deteriora-
tion in the past "special relationship." The United States
must shape a new policy reflecting Brazil's increased stature I
and unique problems, changing the tutelary relationship of the
past to one of cooperation between peers.

5A EURVEY OF MIDSHIPMEN ATTITUDES RELATING TO SATISFACTION AT
TIHE U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY

Researchers: Midshipme n 1/C Dale A. Lumme and Terry S. White

Adviser: Professor John A. Fitzgerald

This preliminary jualitative survey is designed to explore
the feasibility of developing a quantitative survey-instrument
for the analysis of midshipmen satisfaction with various
aspects of the Acad(emy experience. The major findings were A
these: (1) the majority of midshipmen perceive themselves as
accompli.;hing the Naval Academy's basic purpose of preparing
them to be professional naval officers; and (2) a majority of !
midshipmen express dissatisfaction regarding (a) peer-pressure
to poerform at minimal levels, and (b) an overprotective
environment that they feel tosters immaturity.
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I RLS[ ARCH CO(RS! PROJECTS _ OLIT I CAL- SCILNCL .L ART.LN7

OPTIONS-ANALYSIS AND THE OPEC PROBLEM

Researcher: Midshipman I/C Robert K. Morris

IAdviser: Assistant Professor Hlelen E. Purkitt

This study examines the applicability of options-analysis
for short-term (less than one year) and long-term forecasts
of future OPEC policies. Interviews with energy experts at
the State Department, Department of Energy and Department of
Defense provided judgmental data. The likelihood of three
future scenarios--another Egyptian-Israeli war, the Sovietiza-
tion of Iran, and the radicalization of the Saudi Arabian
reqime--were analyzed in detail. The report concludes with an
evaluation of options-anaLysis as a forecasting technique in
international relations research.

SUBLIMINAL COMMUNICATIONS AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C Bruce A. Ross

Adviser: Professor John A. Fitzgerald

This research examines the use of subliminal communication-
techniques in the mass w:edia. Attention is directed to three
dimensions of the phenomenon: (1) the theory and practice of
subliminal communication in the mass media; (2) the case for
federal regulation of subliminal advertising; (3) the constitu-
tional implication of prohibiting this communication technique.
The research concludes that despite certain practical, admini-
strative problems, subliminal communications should be prohib-
ited bfcause of its subversive impact on rational decision-
making. Such a prohibition would raise a First Amendment
problem.

I
I
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RLSLARCH COURSE PROJECTS POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPART'.IENT

CHURCH AND THE STATE IN STALIN'S SOVIET UNION

Researcher: Midshipman I/C R. Stefanovic

Adviser: Assistant Professor Vladimir S. Tolstoy (Language
Studies Department)

This project analyzed church-state relations in the
Soviet Union during the Stalin period. It concentrated on the
interaction of the Russian Orthodox Church and the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and their mutual impact. It
explored the unique position the Church held in Stalin's h
ideology and practice. Most of the research was done with
Russian language sources.

DUE PROCESS OF LAW IN ACADEMY HONOR CODE HEARINGS

Researcher: Midshipman 1/C James M. Wilson

Adviser: Lieutenant Commander William R. Drukker, JAGC, USN

The project entailed intensive research of the honor
systems of the three service academies, the hearings held, arJ
the current case law precedent on due process requirements at
an administrative hearing for disenrollment. Comparison of
honor systems followed by highlighted differences in the honor
hearings precedes a careful review of the Federal and relevant
state laws regarding hearing rights of accused. Principal
areas of research were: right to notice, right to counsel,
public (open) hearing, challenge to board/commiLtee members,
standards of proof and voting, right to transcript and appeal.
A model system synthesized from all three academies is I
proposed in conclusion. The hope was not only to present an

academically accurate comparison of the Army, Navy and Air
Forco academies, but also to propose a system that was fair
to both an Academy and the accused. Avoidance of litigation
(which currently faces the Naval Academy) is seen as a potential
result if portions of this model were adopted.
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PUBLICATIONS POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

COCHRAN, Charles L., Professor, editor and co-author, U. S.
Status of Force Agreements with Asian Countries: Selected
Studies. University of Maryland, School of Law, Occasional
Papers in Contemporary Asian Studies No. 7, 1979.

The purpose of the study was to examine the experience of
the United States in negotiating Status of Force Agreements
(SOFA) with Asian nations. This study reveals the trends in
this area of the law and the interface between culture, socio-
economic conditions, and the political system and the SOFAs.

The relationship between the visiting force and the host
state is usually governed by a SOFA which tends to result in
Executive Agreements rather than treaties. The North Atlantic
Treaty Organizations' SOFA is the standard by which all other
agreements are measured in the United States. The study reveals
interesting variations in Asia. For example, the United States -

Japanese agreement is modeled directly on the NATO-SOFA, while
the U. S. agreements with the Philippines, the Republic of
Korea and the Republic of China have several significant
variations.

FRANTZICH, Stephen E., Assistant Professor, "Political Science
Emerges From the C.A.V.E. (Computer AugmenteO Video Education),"
Proceedings of the Association for the Development of Comput-
erized Instruction, Bellingham, Washington: ADCIS, 1980,
pp. 14-26.

This article gives a description of a computerized system
for combining video-tape and computerized programmed-learning
for the teaching of political science.

FRANTZICH, Stephen E., Assistant Professor, Presidential
Popularity in America. Washington, D. C.: American
Political Science Association, 1979.

This is a research monograph published as part of the
American Political Science Association's S.E.T.U.P.S. series
(Supplementary Empirical Teaching Units in Political Science).
It summarizes research on the causes and consequences of
popular support for U. S. presidents, outlines some conflicting
models, and provides students with exercises and original data-
packages with which students can test hypotheses.
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FRANTZICH, Stephen E., Assistant Professor, "Who Makes Our
Laws?: Legislative Effectiveness of Individual Congressmen,"
Legislative Studies Quarterly, (August, 1979), 409-428.

Using empirical data on the ability of individual members
of Congress to get their own bills passed through Congress,
this paper challenges some of the conventional wisdom
concerning who has real power in Congress.

A
PAONE, Rocco M., Professor, Japan (Vol. III in Energy Policies

of the World series). New York: Elsevier Press, 1979. i

The energy policy of Japan is crucial to the third most
industrialized society in the world. About 98% of its oil must
be imported, and a declining coal industry has impelled the
Japanese to import certain grades of coal as well. In this
study, the geographic and physical setting of Japan as well as
its natural resources, impoverished by a lack of minerals, is
carefully described and analyzed. Only five of thirty metals
commonly used in manufacturing are found in Japan.

Development of Japan's energy policy since 1973 is
illuminated through making the public aware of the problem,
choosing major priorities, such as nuclear power development,
conservation measures, and so forth. The promotion of
alternate sources of energy has its problems with environmental
groups as in the United States.

The book lays great emphasis on the country's current
national energy conservation plans and their likely effect on
petroleum, coal, and nuclear power, and then views Japan's long-
range energy planning with forecasts through 1990. Stockpiling, I
development of new sources of energy, such as solar, geothermal
flows, hydrogen, and synthetic natural gas are also carefully
examined. The book concludes with an assessment of obstacles
Japan must overcome to achieve its energy goals and maintain I
its phenomenal economic growth without violent domestic
inflation and intolerable foreign deficits.
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I PUBLICATIONS POLITiCAL SCIENCE VPART.fENT

I PAONE, Rocco M., Professor, (editor), "The Military and Energy
Awareness: Some Developments," Lectures on Energy Conservation.
Annapolis, Naryland: U. S. Naval Academy, 1979.

This presentation is part of a booklet on energy, an edited
compilation of the Energy Seminar-Lecture Series which was
sponsored by the Naval Academy Energy section of the Energy-
Environment Research Group. The article stresses the energy
direction of the Department of Defense, the organization of DOD
Energy Office, the Navy's response to the energy crisis, and the
current (1979) energy resources program of the Navy.

The article also emphasizes that the Navy has close liaison
with the Army and Air Force, as well as with other government and
non-government agencies and universities, so as to reap benefits
from their research and share progress gained through Navy-
sponsnred research in enerqy related matters with people of the
country. The Navy's energy-awareness program, initiated before
the National enerqy "crisis," is firmly organized and fully
implemented. It reflects a deep-seated recognition of fuelj shortages possibly facing the Navy and other services and the
threat to the national security of this nation that is involvcd.
Thus energy limitation will constitute for a number of years a
problem vital to the security interests of the United States andthe Western Alliance. It could also impede the U. S. Navy in
its attempt to achieve a high-level combat efficiency.

PURKITT, Helen E., Assistant Professor, co-author, Demystifying
"National Character" in Black Africa: A Comparative Study of
ffi- itr-e ad Frorei-g-n Policy Behavi-or-.- -Universit-y ofDenver,
Monograph Series in World Affairs, 17 (1978--80), 1-76.

This study is an exploratory and comparative analysis of
the relationship between six national attributes of 32 Black
African states and seven patterns of their foreign policy in the
mid-1960s. Hypotheses related to the importance of culture for
understanding patterns of foreign policy behavior are empirically
tested and discussed.
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PUBLICATIONS POLITNCAL SCUINCI Ot R'ART."U4T

STEMPEL, John D., FSO-4, "Communication Re Kidnappinq and
Diplomacy" Foreijn Service Journal, 57 (January 1980), 7-9;
38-39.

This article outlines the complex nature of problems created
by the seizure of hostages at the American Embassy in Tehran,
Iran. It deals with the nature of possible remedies and the
impact of hostage-takinq on international politics.

STEMPEL, John D., FSO-4, "Terror Comes Home," Foreign Service
Journal, 57 (May 1980), 33-35. I

This is a brief review of the problems caused by terrorist
attacks for demographic societies. Particular emphasis is given
to questions of terrorism against diplomatic personnel and
cfficials abroad.
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RIO', Rolbert L. , Associate Professor, "Humanities and Social
Scie-nces at the U. S. Naval Academy: Asian Studies as a
Model , " (panel) , Annual Meotinq, Association for Asian
Studlies, Washinqton, D. C., 21 March 1980.
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